
903974 Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 402 SLC

Machine before reconditioning
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CCS 402 SLC
Weber
Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line903974

Computerslicer CCS 402 A 200

PLC Control
Lenze Drive

Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese products to slices
with adjustable thickness of 0,1 to 50 mm.

Machine control system with user-friendly interface.

Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Carrier unit for product length up to 1,000 mm

Slicing bar horizontal, straight

Transfer unit CCU 10.10.10.000
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. It is attached to the discharge
side of the Slicer and able to be swung out from the side.
The inclination of the CCU can be set progressively without any tool.
The transport means and the rollers can be easily removed.

CCU standard, with portioning conveyor and control conveyor.
Portioning conveyor with flat belt,
portioning conveyor length 170 mm,
control conveyor with round belt,
control conveyor length 510 mm.

Knifehead 402 E 50.00.00.000
Circular knifehead SK 144
Speed increasing ratio 1 : 7

Product support 402 B 20.00.00.000
execution coated

Slicing throat 402 F 10.00.00.000
Slicing throat, standard
width fixed at 250 mm,
height fixed at 135 mm.

Checkweigher 300 I 10.10.00.300
WEB 99 LC
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 402 SLC

903974

Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,000 mm per second.
For cleaning it, the checkweigher must not be dismantled.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.
Mono checkweigher,
weighing-table length 485 mm, width 370 mm,
capacity up to max. 90 weight measurements per minute
(depending on portions)
max. portions weight 1,000 g, (+/- 1 g)
weighing-table with round belts.

Rocker CCR-100  10.00.00.000
Rocker enclosed in washdown proof stainless steel cabinet
Mono rocker,
Length 450 mm,
Execution with flat belts

Transport conveyor CCE 41.20.17.020
Static transport conveyor; heavy version.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer.

Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, approx. 4,100 mm
Table extension of conveyor swinging out,
length of spanner 900 mm, inclinable

Top reject conveyor, length approx. 2,100 mm
Height of conveyors fixed,
Belt-width approx. 420 mm.

Additional increase of the feet SFE 20.00.00.000
For Slicer model SLC.

1 Pc. Slicing bar SKE 10.10.00.000
Standard execution
Slicing bar horizontal, straight

1 Pc. Weber circular knife WKM 10.10.20.460
Angle, cutting edge 22°
model without teeth
coated, without coated cutting edge.
Diameter 460 mm

1 Pc. Blade guard for Weber circular knife
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 402 SLC

903974

Blade guard for circular knife of diameter 460 mm

1 Pc. Downholder NH 10.00.00.000
Downholder, spring-loaded
Execution standard with rod

1 Pc. Automatic round grippers for calibrated products ARK 09.00.10.000
for calibre from 96 up to 105 mm
for meat and sausage products

Remark:
Circular knives, Product grippers and Downholders are chosen in accordance
with the original customer's products. For automatic products grippers in
combination with preformed slicing bars an application technology test is
always necessary! The number of grippers results from the applications.

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904233 Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing Line
Weber
CCS 404 MLC

Machine before reconditioning
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CCS 404 MLC
Weber
Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing Line904233

Computerslicer CCS 404 A 200

Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese products to slices with
adjustable thickness of 0,1 to 50 mm.

The sliced portions are transported by the transfer-unit CCU,
consisting of a portioning conveyor and a control conveyor.

Machine control system with user-friendly interface.

Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Maximal cutting performance 600 slices/minutes.

Product carrier PZF 30.00.00.000
Carrier unit for product length up to 1,200 mm.
Standard, surface ground.
Product support belt. The support belt moves forwards up to the slicing bar
after the loading procedure. At the end of each slicing procedure the support
belt is pulled back pneumatically and in this way clears an opening for the
ejection of the end pieces. The conveyor belt runs synchronously with the
gripper by which it is driven. The conveyor belt can be removed from the
machine.

Transfer unit CCU 10.00.00.000
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. It is attached to the
discharge side of the Slicer and able to be swung out from the side.
The inclination of the CCU can be set progressively without any tool.
The transport means and the rollers can be easily removed.

Standard CCU with portioning and control conveyor.
Portioning conveyor execution with flat belts,
Length of Portioning conveyor approx. 190 mm.
Control conveyor execution with round belts.
Length of Control conveyor approx. 485 mm.

Knife head MKF 60.00.00.000
Circular knifehead HSK 98

Slicing throat SST 10.00.00.000
adjustable in width up to 330 mm.
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing Line
Weber
CCS 404 MLC

904233

Slicing throat, standard,
height fixed at 120 mm.

Sensor for identification of beginning of product PAS
A photo eye is mounted in the product feed area to identify
the beginning or front of the product.

Loading BEL
Loading arm for lifting the products from a horizontal position to the
feeding level.
Max. product length approx. 1,100 mm.
With automatic loading.
With a timing belt connected in series, length approx. 1,000 mm.
Product width max. 330 mm.

Checkweigher WEB 99 LC, CCW-100 10.00.00.000
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,000 mm/s.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Mono checkweigher standard,
weighing-table length approx. 485 mm, width approx. 375 mm,
capacity up to max. 90 weight measurements/minute
(depending on portions)
max. portion weight 1,000 g,
resolution (precision and display +/- 1 g)
weighing-table with round belts.

Marking Conveyor CMB-100 10.00.00.000
Stand-alone stainless steel marking conveyor
to mark off-weight portions.
Lateral displacement 50 mm
Conveyor length 400 mm
Conveyor width 420 mm

Transport conveyor CCE-LC 21.00.00.420
Moveable transport conveyor; light version.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer.
Belt width 420 mm

The height of the transport conveyor (upper edge) can be set to
1,100 mm
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing Line
Weber
CCS 404 MLC

904233

1,200 mm
1,300 mm
above the floor.
Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, approx. 2,100 mm.

Additional increase of the feet SFE 20.00.00.000
The increase mainly consists of spacers in order to
equal irregularities of the floor.
For Slicer model MLC.

1 Pc. Slicing bar SKE 10.10.00.000
Standard execution
Slicing bar horizontal, straight

2 Pcs. Downholder NH 20.00.00.000
Downholder, pneumatic execution
Execution with rod.

1 Pc. Weber circular knife WKM 10.10.20.460
without teeth
coated, without coated cutting edge.
Diameter 460 mm

1 blade guard for Weber circular knife 00.00.00.460
for weber circular knife of diameter 460 mm

1 Pc. Automatic product grippers APR 18.08.10.000
for product width from 181 up to 200 mm
for product height from 81 up to 100 mm
for meat and sausage products

- used slicing line, fully reconditioned

Remark:
Product grippers, circular knives and downholders are chosen in accordance
with the original customer's products. For automatic products grippers in
combination with preformed slicing bars an application technology test is
always necessary! The number of grippers results from the applications.

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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CCS 404 SLC
Weber
Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing Line904269

Computerslicer CCS 404 A 200

Touch Control
Elau drive

Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese products to slices with
adjustable thickness of 0,1 to 50 mm.

The sliced portions are transported by the transfer-unit CCU,
consisting of a portioning conveyor and a control conveyor.

Machine control system with user-friendly interface.

Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Maximal cutting performance 600 slices/minutes.

Product carrier PZF 10.10.00.000
Carrier unit for product length up to 1,200 mm.
Standard, surface ground.
Carrier unit with end piece rejection flap.

Transfer unit CCU 15.20.00.000
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. It is attached to the
discharge side of the Slicer and able to be swung out from the side.
The inclination of the CCU can be set progressively without any tool.
The transport means and the rollers can be easily removed.
CCU expanded with:

Portion designer CCU
A CCU with a special portioning conveyor that transverses to create a side
shingle or other special portion shape. The portioning conveyor moves
parallelly to the slicing orifice as the product is sliced.
Maximum transverse movement is 150 mm.

Portioning conveyor execution with flat belts,
Lenght of portioning conveyor approx. 190 mm.
Control conveyor execution with round belts,
Length of control conveyor approx. 485 mm.

Knife head MKF 50.00.00.000
Circular knifehead SK 144, Easy Lock
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing Line
Weber
CCS 404 SLC

904269

Speed increasing ratio 1 : 7

Slicing throat SST 50.00.00.000
adjustable in width up to 330 mm.
Slicing throat, height selectable; 135 or 150 mm
(incl. an additional cutting edge
and POM plate mounted at the product carrier unit).

Checkweigher WEB 99 LC, CCW-100 10.00.00.000
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,000 mm/s.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Mono checkweigher standard,
weighing-table length approx. 485 mm, width approx. 375 mm,
capacity up to max. 90 weight measurements/minute
(depending on portions)
max. portion weight 1,000 g,
resolution (precision and display +/- 1 g)
weighing-table with round belts.

Rocker CCR-100 10.00.00.000
Rocker enclosed in washdown proof stainless steel cabinet
Mono rocker
length approx. 450 mm, width approx. 375 mm
Execution with round belts.

Transport conveyor CCE-MOV 31.00.17.420
Moveable transport conveyor; hygiene/light version.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer.
The transport conveyor can alternatively be equipped with a reject conveyor.
The height of the transport conveyor (upper edge) is optional adjustable.

Width of conveyor: 420 mm
Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, 3,100 mm
Reject conveyor, length 2,100 mm

Additional increase of the feet SFE 20.00.00.000
For Slicer model SLC.
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing Line
Weber
CCS 404 SLC

904269

1 Pc. Slicing bar SKE 10.10.00.000
Standard execution
Slicing bar horizontal, straight for 135 mm slicing throat height

1 Pc. Slicing bar SKE 10.10.00.000
Standard execution
Slicing bar horizontal, straight for 150 mm slicing throat height

1 Pc. Downholder NH 20.00.00.000
Downholder, pneumatic execution
Execution with rod.

1 Pc. Weber circular knife WKM 10.10.20.460
without teeth
coated, without coated cutting edge.
Diameter 460 mm

1 blade guard for Weber circular knife 00.00.00.460
for weber circular knife of diameter 460 mm

1 Pc. Automatic product grippers APR
for product width from 190 up to 210 mm
for product height from 90 up to 110 mm
for meat and sausage products

- used slicing line, fully reconditioned

Remark:
Product grippers, circular knives and downholders are chosen in accordance
with the original customer's products. For automatic products grippers in
combination with preformed slicing bars an application technology test is
always necessary! The number of grippers results from the applications.

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903739 Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 602 SLC

Machine before reconditioning
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CCS 602 SLC
Weber
Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line903739

Computerslicer CCS 602 A 200
MPS 3 Control
Lenze Drive

High performance Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese
products into slices with adjustable thickness of 0,1 to 50 mm.
The sliced portions are transported by the transfer-unit CCU,
consisting of portioning conveyor and a control conveyor.
Machine control system with user-friendly interface.
Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Product carrier 602 B 10.30.10.000
Carrier unit for product length up to 1,200 mm.
Product support belt. The support belt moves forwards up to the slicing bar
after the loading procedure. At the end of each slicing procedure the support
belt is pulled back pneumatically and in this way clears an opening for the
ejection of the end pieces. The conveyor belt runs synchronously with the
gripper by which it is driven. The support conveyor and the conveyor belt can
be removed from the machine.
including end piece ejection flap,
execution ground and polished.

Transfer unit CCU 602 C 10.10.10.010
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. It is attached to the discharge
side of the Slicer and able to be swung out from the side. The inclination of
the CCU can be set progressively without any tool. The transport means and
the rollers can be easily removed.
CCU standard,
portioning conveyor length approx. 170 mm,
control conveyor length approx. 510 mm.
Portioning conveyor with flat belts and transfer needles,
Control conveyor with round belts.

Slicing bar 602 D 10.10.00.000
Standard execution
Slicing bar horizontal, straight.

Knife head 602 E 60.00.00.000
Circular knifehead HSK 98 0°
Speed increasing ratio 1 : 5,7

Slicing throat 602 F 80.20.00.000
width adjustable up to 360 mm,
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 602 SLC

903739

height adjustable from 125 up to 165 mm
Downholder, pneumatic

Checkweigher 300 I 10.10.00.100
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,000 mm/s.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Mono checkweigher standard,
weighing-table length approx. 485 mm, width approx. 375 mm,
capacity up to max. 100 weight measurements/minute
(depending on portions)
max. portions weight 1,000 g,
resolution (precision and display +/- 1 g)
weighing-table with round belts.

Rocker 300 K 10.10.00.000
Rocker enclosed in washdown proof stainless steel cabinet
Mono rocker
length approx. 450 mm, width approx. 380 mm
Execution with flat belts

Transport conveyor 300 H
Static transport conveyor; heavy version.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer.

Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, approx. 3,100 mm
length of spanner 900 mm

Top reject conveyor, length approx. 2,100 mm
Height of conveyors fixed,
Belt-width approx. 376 mm.

1 Pc. Downholder NH 20.00.00.000
Downholder pneumatic execution.

1 Pc. Weber circular knife WKM 10.10.10.460
Angle, cutting edge 22°
without teeth
solid stainless steel, not coated
Diameter 460 mm

1 Pc. Automatic product gripper APR 20.08.10.000
for product width from 201 up to 220 mm
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 602 SLC

903739

for product height from 81 up to 100 mm
for meat and sausage products

Remark:
Circular knives Product grippers and downholders are chosen in accordance
with the original customer's products. For automatic products grippers in
combination with preformed slicing bars an application technology test is
always necessary! The number of grippers results from the applications.

- used slicing line, completly reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903975 Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 602 SLC

Machine before reconditioning
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CCS 602 SLC
Weber
Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line903975

Computerslicer CCS 602 A 200
MPS 3 Control
Lenze Drive

High performance Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese
products into slices with adjustable thickness of 0,1 to 50 mm.
The sliced portions are transported by the transfer-unit CCU,
consisting of portioning conveyor and a control conveyor.
Machine control system with user-friendly interface.
Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Product carrier 602 B 10.30.10.000
Carrier unit for product length up to 1,200 mm.
Product support belt. The support belt moves forwards up to the slicing bar
after the loading procedure. At the end of each slicing procedure the support
belt is pulled back pneumatically and in this way clears an opening for the
ejection of the end pieces. The conveyor belt runs synchronously with the
gripper by which it is driven. The support conveyor and the conveyor belt can
be removed from the machine.
including end piece ejection flap,
execution ground and polished.

Transfer unit CCU 602 C 10.10.10.010
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. It is attached to the discharge
side of the Slicer and able to be swung out from the side. The inclination of
the CCU can be set progressively without any tool. The transport means and
the rollers can be easily removed.
CCU standard,
portioning conveyor length approx. 170 mm,
control conveyor length approx. 510 mm.
Portioning conveyor with flat belts,
Control conveyor with round belts.

Slicing bar 602 D 10.10.00.000
Standard execution
Slicing bar horizontal, straight.

Knife head 602 E 60.00.00.000
Circular knifehead HSK 98 0°
Speed increasing ratio 1 : 5,7

Slicing throat 602 F 20.10.00.000
width adjustable up to 360 mm,
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 602 SLC

903975

height fixed 125 mm

Checkweigher 300 I 30.10.00.100
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,000 mm/s.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Tandem checkweigher,
weighing-table length approx. 485 mm, width 2x approx. 180 mm,
capacity up to max. 100 weight measurements/minute
(depending on portions)
max. portion weight 1,000 g,
resolution (precision and display +/- 0,1 g)
weighing-table with round belts.

Rocker 300 K 20.20.00.000
Rocker enclosed in washdown proof stainless steel cabinet
Tandem rocker
length approx. 450 mm, width 2x approx. 200 mm
Execution with flat belts

Transport conveyor CCE 41.20.17.020
Static transport conveyor; heavy version.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer.

Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, approx. 4,100 mm
Table extension of conveyor swinging out,
length of spanner 900 mm, inclinable

Top reject conveyor, length approx. 2,100 mm
Height of conveyors fixed,
Belt-width approx. 420 mm.

Additional increase of the feet SFE 20.00.00.000
For Slicer model SLC.

1 Pc. Weber circular knife WKM 10.10.20.460
Angle, cutting edge 22°
model without teeth
coated, without coated cutting edge.
Diameter 460 mm
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 602 SLC

903975

1 Pc. Blade guard for Weber circular knife
Blade guard for circular knife of diameter 460 mm

1 Pc. Downholder NH 10.00.00.000
Downholder, spring-loaded
Execution standard with rod

1 Pc. Automatic round grippers for calibrated products ARK 09.00.10.000
for calbre from 96 up to 105 mm
for meat and sausage products

Remark:
Circular knives, Product grippers and Downholders are chosen in accordance
with the original customer's products. For automatic products grippers in
combination with preformed slicing bars an application technology test is
always necessary! The number of grippers results from the applications.

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904033 Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 304 MLC

Machine before reconditioning
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CCS 304 MLC
Weber
Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line904033

Computerslicer CCS 304 A 200

Touch Control
Jetter Drive

Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese products to slices with
adjustable thickness of 0.1 to 50 mm.

The sliced portions are transported by the transfer-unit CCU,
consisting of a portioning conveyor and a control conveyor.

Machine control system with userfriendly interface. Machine made completely
of solid stainless steel.

Maximal cutting performance 400 slices/minutes.
Carrier unit for product length up to 800 mm,

Product carrier PZF 20.00.00.000
Carrier unit for product length up to 800 mm.
Execution coated, required for cheese application.

Transfer unit CCU 10.10.10.000
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. It is attached to the discharge
side of the Slicer and able to be swung out from the side. The inclination of
the CCU can be set progressively without any tool. The transport means and
the rollers can be easily removed.
CCU standard,
with portioning conveyor and control conveyor.
portioning conveyor with flat belts,
portioning conveyor length approx. 170 mm.
Control conveyor with round belts,
control conveyor length approx. 480 mm.

Knife head MKF 50.00.00.000
Circular knifehead SK 144
Speed increasing ratio 1:7

Slicing throat SST 20.00.00.000
Width fixed at 250 mm.
Slicing throat
height fixed at 135 mm.

Interleaver CCI 10.00.00.000
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 304 MLC

904033

The Interleaver inserts separating sheets of film or paper between the
slices. The sheets are cut  separately from a roll before inserting.

Max. cutting capacity with Interleaver = 300 cuts/minute
- paper length adjustable from 30 mm up to 135 mm
  (depending on cutting capacity)
- reference data (cutting capacity of 150 cuts/minute
  = max. paper length 135 mm, in case of  higher cutting capacity
  the max. paper length decreases)
- film width adjustable in steps of 10 mm, from 80 mm to 160 mm
- usable materials: PS-films (film thickness min. 75 µm)

Notice:
The function of the Interleaver can only be ensured by using the film types
being recommended by Weber.

- diameter of roll max. 320 mm
- core diameter 76 mm
- incl. Interleaver slicing bar

Possible modes of operation:
- without idle-cuts
- with idle-cuts
- without sheet under the first slice
- with sheet under the first slice
- Interleaver not active

Checkweigher WEB 99 LC, CCW-100 10.00.00.000
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,000 mm/s.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.
Mono checkweigher standard,
weighing-table length approx. 485 mm, width approx. 375 mm,
capacity up to max. 90 weight measurements/minute
(depending on portions)
max. portion weight 1,000 g,
resolution (precision and display +/- 1 g)
weighing-table with round belts.

Marking conveyor CMB-100 10.00.00.000
Stand-alone stainless steel marking conveyor for marking portions
of incorrect weight.
Lateral displacement: approx. 50 mm
Conveyor length: approx. 400 mm
Conveyor width: approx. 420 mm
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 304 MLC

904033

Execution with round belts.

Transport conveyor CCE-LC 21.00.00.320 (300992)
Moveable transport conveyor; light version. Conveyor to transport the
portions from the Slicer to the  packaging machine. The conveyor belt can
easily be removed from the frame without using any tools. The transport speed
is controlled by the Slicer. The transport conveyor has got an inclined end.
The height of the transport conveyor (upper edge) can be set to
1,100 mm
1,200 mm
1,300 mm
above the floor.
Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, approx. 2,100 mm.
Belt-width approx. 320 mm.

Additional increase of the feet SFE 20.00.00.000
The increase mainly consists of spacers in order to equal irregularities
of the floor. For Slicer model MLC

1 Pcs. Downholder NH 10.00.00.000
Downholder, spring-loaded execution
Standard execution with rod

1 Pc. Weber circular knife WKM
Circular knife
model with teeth
coated, with coated cutting edge.
Diameter 460 mm

1 Pc. blade guard for Weber circular blade
for circular blade of diameter 460 mm

1 Pc. Automatic product grippers APR
for product width from 80 up to 100 mm
for product height from 80 up to 100 mm
for meat- and sausage products

Remark:
Product grippers, downholders & circular knives are chosen in accordance with
the original customer's products. For automatic products grippers in
combination with preformed slicing bars an application technology test is
always necessary! The number of grippers results from the applications.
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Computer Slicer with cpl. weighing line
Weber
CCS 304 MLC

904033

- used slicing line, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904215 Computer Slicer with weighing line
Weber
CCS 602 SLC
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CCS 602 SLC
Weber
Computer Slicer with weighing line904215

Computerslicer CCS 602 A 200

Touch Control
Elau drive

High performance Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese
products into slices with adjustable thickness of 0,1 to 50 mm.

The sliced portions are transported by the transfer-unit CCU,
consisting of portioning conveyor and a control conveyor.

Machine control system with user-friendly interface.

Machine made completely of solid stainless steel

Product carrier PZF 10.30.20.000
Carrier unit for product length up to 1,200 mm
Product support belt. The support belt moves forwards up to the slicing bar
after the loading procedure. At the end of each slicing procedure the support
belt is pulled back pneumatically and in this way clears an opening for the
ejection of the end pieces. The conveyor belt runs synchronously with the
gripper by which it is driven. The support conveyor and the conveyor belt can
be removed from the machine.
execution for cheese applications
this includes amongst others:
all product carrying parts coated

Transfer unit CCU 10.10.10.000
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. It is attached to the discharge
side of the Slicer and able to be swung out from the side. The inclination of
the CCU can be set progressively without any tool. The transport means and
the rollers can be easily removed.
CCU standard,
with portioning conveyor and control conveyor.
Portioning conveyor with flat belts,
length of portioning conveyor approx. 170 mm.
Control conveyor with round belts,
length of control conveyor approx. 550 mm.

Knife head MKF 50.00.00.000
Circular knifehead SK 144
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Computer Slicer with weighing line
Weber
CCS 602 SLC

904215

Slicing throat SST 80.20.00.000
width adjustable up to 360 mm,
Height adjustable from 125 up to 165 mm
Downholder, pneumatic

Sensor for identification of beginning of product PAS 00.00.00.000
A photo eye is mounted in the product feed area
to identify the beginning or front of the product.

Loading BEL 30.00.00.000
Loading arm for lifting the products from a horizontal position
to the feeding level, with timing belt (length approx. 1,000 mm).
The unit is designed for a maximum product length of 900 mm
and width of 340 mm.
With automatic loading.

Interleaver CCI 20.10.00.000
The Interleaver inserts separating sheets of film or paper between the
slices. The sheets are cut separately from a roll before inserting.
The maximum cutting performance is: 600 rpm.

Tandem-Interleaver
- paper length adjustable from 50 mm up to 110 mm
  (depending on cutting capacity)
- paper width 2 x 60 up to 2 x 80 mm
  (depending on product dimensions)
- usable materials:
  paperweight from 40 up to 60 g/m²
  PS-film, film thickness min. 65 µm

Notice:
The function of the Interleaver can only be ensured,
by using the film types being recommended by Weber.

- diameter of paper roll max. 400 mm
- core diameter 76 mm
- width of slicing throat max. 230 mm

possible modes of operation:
- without idle-cuts
- with idle-cuts
- without sheet under the first slice

- with sheet under the first slice
- Interleaver not active
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- Interleaver convertible from tandem into mono-operation
- set-up with MONO-Interleaver slicing bar

Checkweigher CCW-200 50.00.00.000
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1.300 mm/s.
Weighing housing bevelled. For cleaning it, the checkweigher must not be
dismantled. Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Tandem Checkweigher,
MONO-Weighing-table, length approx. 485 mm, width approx. 375 mm,
capacity up to max. 100 weight measurements/minute
(depending on portions)
max. portions weight 1,000 g,
resolution (precision and display +/- 0,2 g),
weighing-table with round belts.

Rocker CTR-100 20.00.00.000
Rocker enclosed in washdown proof stainless steel cabinet
Tandem rocker,
Length 450 mm, width 2x approx. 240 mm
Execution with flat belts

Transport conveyor CCE 36.20.17.020
Static transport conveyor; heavy version.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer.

Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, approx. 3,600 mm
Table extension of conveyor swinging out,
length of spanner 900 mm, inclinable

Top reject conveyor, length approx. 2,100 mm
Height of conveyors fixed,
Belt-width approx. 420 mm.

Additional increase of the feet SFE 20.00.00.000
For Slicer model SLC.

1 Pc. Slicing bar SKE 30.10.00.000
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MONO-Interleaver slicing bar
Slicing bar horizontal, straight

1 Pc. Weber circular knife WKM
Angle, cutting edge 22°
model with teeth
coated, with coated cutting edge.
Diameter 460 mm

1 Pc. Blade guard for Weber circular knife
Blade guard for circular knife of diameter 460 mm

2 Pcs. Downholder NH 20.10.00.000
Downholder pneumatic,
Execution with roller

1 Pc. Automatic round grippers for calibrated products ARK
for 2x caliber from approx. 60 up to 70 mm
for meat and sausage products

Remark:
Circular knives, Product grippers and Downholders are chosen in accordance
with the original customer's products. For automatic products grippers in
combination with preformed slicing bars an application technology test is
always necessary! The number of grippers results from the applications.

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Machine before reconditioning
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CCS 902 SLC
Weber
High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line903672

Computerslicer CCS 902
MPS 3 Control
Baumüller drive

High performance Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese
products into slices with adjustable thickness of 0.1 up to 50 mm.

Slicing throat, width continuously adjustable up to 380 mm,
(depending on machine execution).

Machine control system with user-friendly interface

Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Product carrier 902 B 10.30.20.010
Carrier unit for product length up to 1,200 mm.
Product support belt. The support belt moves forward up to the slicing bar
after the loading procedure. At the end of each slicing procedure the support
belt is pulled back pneumatically and in this way clears an opening for the
ejection of the end pieces. The conveyor belt runs synchronously with the
gripper by which it is driven. The support conveyor and the conveyor belt can
be removed from the machine.
Execution teflon-coated
without lateral pressure device.
without end piece ejection slide (with ejection flap)
The clearance height can be progressively adjusted from 125 to 180 mm.

Transfer unit 902 C 80.40.10.010
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. The basic function can be
implemented with each CCU variant. The transfer unit is attached to the
discharge side of the Slicer. It can be set progressively in a horizontal or
vertical position or at an angle. The transport means and the rollers can be
easily removed for cleaning.
CCU Standard with portioning and control conveyor

Portioning belt foldable
Length of portioning conveyor approx. 190 mm,
Length of control conveyor approx. 510 mm.
Portioning conveyor with flat belts,
Control conveyor with round belts.

Slicing bar 902 D 30.10.00.000
With one product guide unit below and upper.
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Slicing bar horizontal, straight.

Knife head 902 E 10.00.00.000
Sickle knifehead WSK 3

Loading 902 G 50.20.20.000
Loading arm with rolling track equipped with longitudinal and cross rollers
for lifting the products from a horizontal position to the feeding level,
with a timing belt connected in series (length approx. 1,000 mm).
The unit is designed for a maximum product length of max. approx. 900 mm
and a maximum product width of approx. 280 mm.
With automatic loading.
Execution teflon-coated.

Visual balance 902 J 10.10.00.000
WM 60-1 Control.
Optical system for recording and evaluating the cutting surface of the
product during the slicing procedure. The visual balance consists mainly of a
camera, a lighting device and a controller. The system is used to control the
nominal slice thickness and optimise the initial cut before cutting off the
respective slice.
Single window-analysis.

Checkweigher 300 I 50.10.10.100
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1300 mm/s.
For cleaning it, the checkweigher must not be dismantled.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Combi-checkweigher, consisting of:
1 single checkweighing table, length approx. 485 mm, width approx. 370 mm
(2 tandem checkweighing tables, length approx. 485 mm,
width 2x approx. 225 mm available at extra cost)
Capacity up to 100 weight measurements/min. (depending on portions)
max. weight of portion: 1,000 g (Tandem-checkweigher 2x 1,000 g)
Resolution 0.1 g
Weighing table with round belts.
Weighing table without transfer needles.

Rocker 300 K 20.10.00.000
Rocker enclosed in washdown proof stainless steel cabinet
Tandem rocker
length approx. 450 mm, width 2x approx. 150 mm
Execution with flat belts

Transport conveyor 300 H
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Static transport conveyor; heavy version.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer.

Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, approx. 4,000 mm
Table extension of conveyor fixed,
length of spanner approx. 1,500 mm, inclinable

Top reject conveyor, length approx. 2,800 mm
Height of conveyors fixed,
Belt-width approx. 376 mm.

1 Pc. Weber-knife, sickle shaped WSM 00.20.20.400
with teeth,
coated, with coated cutting edge.
Distance centre of rotor to cutting edge 400 mm

1 Pc. blade guard for Weber sickle knife, distance 400 mm

1 Pc. Downholder NH
Downholder execution with roller

1 Pc. Automatic round gripper for calibrated products ARK 09.00.20.000
for calibre from 96 up to 105 mm
for cheese products

Product grippers, knives and downholder are chosen in accordance with the
original customer's products. For automatic products grippers in combination
with preformed slicing bars an application technology test is always
necessary! The number of grippers results from the applications.

- used slicing line, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Machine before reconditioning
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CCS 903 MCS
Weber
High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line903874

Computerslicer CCS 903

Touch Control
Elau drive

High Capacity Slicing and Portioning Machine with complete weighing
line for fixed weight portions and with automatic loader.

High performance Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese
products into slices with adjustable thickness of 0.1 up to 50 mm.

Slicing throat, width continuously adjustable up to 440 mm,
(depending on machine execution).

Machine control system with user-friendly interface.

Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Product carrier PZF 10.20.11.010
Carrier unit for product length up to 1.200 mm.
Product support belt. The support belt moves forward up to the slicing bar
after the loading procedure. At the end of each slicing procedure the support
belt is pulled back pneumatically and in this way clears an opening for the
ejection of the end pieces. The conveyor belt runs synchronously with the
gripper by which it is driven. The support conveyor and the conveyor belt can
be removed from the machine.

Execution ground and polished
with lateral pressure device

The clearance height can be progressively adjusted from 125 to 180 mm.

Transfer unit CCU 15.00.10.000
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. The basic function can be
implemented with each CCU variant. The transfer unit is attached to the
discharge side of the Slicer. It can be set progressively in a horizontal
or vertical position or at an angle. The transport means and the rollers
can be easily removed for cleaning.

CCU Standard with portioning- and control conveyor as well as with:
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Portion completion
Portion completion is a function to move incomplete portions from the
portioning conveyor to the control conveyor at the end of a slicing
procedure. These portions are returned on the portioning conveyor in order
for them to be completed once the next slicing procedure begins. The portion
is then transferred to the control conveyor for further transport to the
subsequent units.

Portioning conveyor with flat belts,
Length of portioning conveyor approx. 190 mm.
Control conveyor with round belts and transfer needles.
Length of control conveyor adjustable from approx. 480 - 540 mm

Slice folding device CFV 10.00.00.000
The device folds each of the individual slices while they are being placed on
the portioning conveyor in order to be split up into portions.
The device is suitable for processing soft products with a diameter or a
product height of at least 90 mm.

Slicing bar SKS 20.00.00.000
Slicing bar carrier with external gap adjustement.
With this system, it is possible to adjust the cutting gap progressively
from the operator side of the machine housing.
The clearance height can be adjusted in steps.
Slicing bar horizontal, straight.

Knife head MKF 15.00.00.000
Idle cut involute knife head WSK 3
Drive for idle cut support for speeds from 200 to 1,500 revolutions per
minute.
The additional idle cut support largely prevents the product-related
tendency to form scraps and ensures that the first and last slices of a
portion are parallel.

Top product guide PVO 10.20.00.000
Drive system for guiding the product from above, attached to the knifehead
housing. The system is used to accommodate and drive product guide units. In
addition, pneumatic downholders can be attached to the system.
Recommended for product length of up to 1,200 mm.

The product guide unit is a driven belt which is pneumatically pressed onto
the product from above and helps convey and stop when it comes to idle cuts.
With two product guide units.

Sensor for identification of beginning of product PAS
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A photo eye is mounted in the product feed area to identify the beginning or
front of the product.

Loading BEL 20.00.00.000
Loading arm with roller conveyor for lifting the products from a horizontal
position to the feeding level.
The unit is designed for a maximum product length of approx. 1,200 mm
and a maximum product width of approx. 440 mm.
With automatic loading.

Checkweigher CCW-200 20.00.00.000
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,300 mm/s.
For cleaning it, the checkweigher must not be dismantled.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Single-checkweigher, consisting of:
1x weighing table, length approx. 485 mm, width approx. 510 mm
capacity up to 100 weight measurements/min. (depending on portions)
max. weight of portion: 3.000 g, resolution 0.2 g
weighing table with round belts.

Rocker
(integrated in Speed-Loader)
3 track rocker
Mono rocker
length 450 mm.
Execution with round belts

Speed-Loader 903 CCA 20.40.00.000
Automatic high-speed loader, providing the die formats for the packaging
machine and infeeding them into it. Loader housing in lift design. All belts
are powered by speed-driven servo motors. The transport equipment can be
easily removed for cleaning. The line divider is positioned by a servo-driven
ball roller spindle. The photoelectric barriers are shock-protected. The
speed-loader has its own controller which is linked to the machine
controller. The Slicer and loader are both operated from the same position.
The maximum diameter of the lower film roller of the packaging machine
is 800 mm.

In certain cases the speed-loader CCA works as loading aid only, manual
correction might be necessary.
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4-track grouping conveyor
dividing X to 4

1-track line dividing
Line dividing 1 to X

set-up with 4-track clamping piece, without line dividing

With 4 buffering conveyors,
length approx. 500 mm.

Infeed conveyor
usable width approx. 530 mm,
length of conveyor approx. 1,200 mm.

WITH upper reject conveyor

Additional increase of the feet SFE 30.00.00.000
The increase mainly consists of spacers
in order to equal irregularities of the floor.
For Slicer model MCS.

1 Pc. Weber-knife, sickle shaped WSM 00.10.10.400
without teeth
Teflon plated, cutting edge uncoated.
Distance centre of rotor to cutting edge 400 mm

1 Pc. blade guard for Weber knife, sickle shaped
Blade guard for Weber knife, sickle shaped, distance 400 mm.

2 Pcs. Automatic product gripper
for product caliber from 95 up to 105 mm
for meat- and sausage products

- used slicing line, fully reconditioned

Remarks:
Product grippers, downholders and knives are chosen in accordance with the
original customer's products only after putting the machine into operation
and will therefore be invoiced only on delivery! For automatic products
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grippers in combination with preformed slicing bars an application technology
test is always necessary!

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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MegaSlicer
GEA/CFS
High Capacity Slicing Machine903959

consisting of:

1 MegaSlicer 1200

- Machine designed for easy operation
- Short reloading time due to automatic loading
- High speed slicing due to up to date involute-blade technology

- Precise product feed servo driven
- Easy access and awarded/ excellent hygiene design
- Smallest footprint of its class

Technical Basics:
The MegaSlicer is designed for easy and efficient slicing of qualified and
appealing portions of sausage, cured dry ham and cooked ham, bacon and
cheese. After manual positioning of the logs onto the infeed conveyor the
automatic loading process will be started. The use of a synchron belt on the
product bed allows a consistent slice thickness and high quality of portions
especially for soft products as well as the minimization of sliver slices.
The servo driven portioning systems guarantee the chosen portion shapes with
high repeatability. The hygienic tooth belt drive for the product bed and the
gripper is easy accessible for cleaning. The designed machine concept allows
an easy and quick disassembly and reassembly of the product contact parts.

Basic execution of the machine:
- Stainless steel execution
- Colored 15" Touch-screen for easy operation
- Automatic loading system

- Operator side: left in product flow
- Slicer head position: 30° fixed
- Slicing capacity: 50 up to max. approx. 2,000 rpm (without portioning)
  up to max. approx. 1,700 rpm (with portioning)

- Product length: 1.200 mm with downholds, 1.180 mm with top traction system
- Involute blade radius: 394 mm
- max. product cross-section: approx. 380 x 180 mm,
  set-up actual Version H4,
  for max. product width of approx. 246 mm,
  for max. product height of approx. 164 mm,
  usable size depending on blade diameter and on product bed position

- Slice thickness (depending on product): 0,1 - 10 mm, infinitely adjustable,
  thicker slices only after pretests
- Power: 15,5 kW
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- Nominal pressure: 6 bar
- Compressed air: 20 Nl/min

Basic Machine MEGA SLICER
- for involute blade radius 394 mm
- incl. top traction system basic construction
- Cutting Edge standard horizontal straight

- Portioning conveyor stacking function
  Portioning and transfer conveyor with high stacking function
  up to approx. 80 mm

including:
- Feeding Conveyor
  length 1,400 mm, belt width approx. 315 mm, Conveyor for feeding an
  automatic slicing machine with product(s). The conveyor is manually loaded,
  or loaded automatically by other equipment.

2 gripper width approx. 65 mm Height approx. 100 mm
2 Upper traction belts for exact product guidance
1 driven traction roller below

1 involute blade, radius 394 mm
1 blade carry device for involute blades, radius 394 mm

1 GEA/CFS Check 3000 Checkweigher

An universal check weighing system especially designed to offer a hygienic,
fast, accurate and reliable dynamic weighing machine synchronized to all
GEA/CFS MegaSlicers and the UniSlicer versions L and Contour, for operating
in rough production environments.

General description:
The GEA/CFS Check 3000 can precisely weigh portions and in combination with
the latest software in the slicer, is performing two major functions:

Selection:
Communication with the classifying device:
Which portion is accepted or not as set in the Slicer menue.

Regulation:
Communication with the Slicer:
To influence the slice thickness to adapt the portion weigh to the log
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variations (changes in the cross-section etc.).

System features/benefits:
Best compliance to the existing regulations:
- High weighing accuracy: Statistically +/- 0.1 g up to portion weight
  of 500 g (at a division of 0.1 g), extremely fast weight signal
  definition (200 ms).
- High production rate: Accurate weighing up to 150 portions/min.
  (depending on portion size and weight).
- Robustness, high reliability: Heavy duty monolithic weighing cell concept
  with plunger technology and overload protection and transport locking
  (weight limit max. up to 5 kg). Operating temperature range
  from 0°C to +40°C.

- Hygienical safety, no water traps, fast and effective cleaning.

1 GEA/CFS CHECK 3000
  1-lane, width of weighing-table approx. 510 mm
  - inclusive stainless steel rollers - inclusive transfer needles
  Dimensions: length approx. 540 mm, width approx. 812 mm

1 2-tier flip-flop

- mono fip-flop
- usable belt width: 2x approx. 250 mm
- length: approx. 600 mm

1 Transport conveyor / 2-tier belt

- usable belt width approx. 400 mm
- length of transport conveyor approx. 3.050 mm
- length of top sorting conveyor approx. 1.850 mm

- used slicing line, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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CCS 902 SLC
Weber
High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line903972

Computerslicer CCS 902

Touch Control
Elau drive

High performance Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese
products into slices with adjustable thickness of 0.1 up to 50 mm.

Slicing throat, width continuously adjustable up to 380 mm,
(depending on machine execution).

Machine control system with user-friendly interface.

Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Product carrier 900 B 10.20.10.010
Carrier unit for product length up to 1.200 mm.
Product support belt. The support belt moves forward up to the slicing bar
after the loading procedure. At the end of each slicing procedure the support
belt is pulled back pneumatically and in this way clears an opening for the
ejection of the end pieces. The conveyor belt runs synchronously with the
gripper by which it is driven. The support conveyor and the conveyor belt can
be removed from the machine.
Execution ground and polished
without lateral pressure device.
The clearance height can be progressively adjusted from 125 to 180 mm.

Transfer unit 900 C 15.00.00.000
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. The basic function can be
implemented with each CCU variant. The transfer unit is attached to the
discharge side of the Slicer. It can be set progressively in a horizontal or
vertical position or at an angle. The transport means and
the rollers can be easily removed for cleaning.

CCU Standard with portioning an control conveyor

Length of portioning conveyor approx. 150 mm,
Length of control conveyor approx. 600 mm.
Portioning conveyor with belt,
Control conveyor with round belts.

Slicing bar 900 D 10.10.00.000
Standard slicing bar carrier
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The slicing bar carrier is attached to the product carrier.
The clearance height is set progressively together
with the product carrier rate.
Slicing bar horizontal, straigth.

Knife head 900 E 10.00.00.000
Involute knife head WSK 3

Product guide 900 F 00.00.10.000
with pneumatic Downholders

Checkweigher 300 I 40.10.00.300
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,300 mm/s.
For cleaning it, the checkweigher must not be dismantled.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Tandem-checkweigher
Weighing table, length approx. 485 mm, width 2x approx. 225 mm
capacity up to 100 weight measurements/min. (depending on portions)
max. weight of portion: 3,000 g, resolution 0.2 g
weighing table with round belts.

Rocker CCR 10.20.00.000
3 track rocker enclosed in washdown proof stainless steel cabinet
Mono rocker
length approx. 450 mm
width approx. 380 mm
Execution with flat belts

Transport conveyor CCE 41.20.17.020
Static transport conveyor; heavy version.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer.

Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, approx. 4,100 mm
Table extension of conveyor swinging out,
length of spanner 900 mm, inclinable

Top reject conveyor, length approx. 2,100 mm
Height of conveyors fixed,
Belt-width approx. 420 mm.
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Additional increase of the feet 902 SFE 20.00.00.000
For Slicer model SLC.

1 Pc. Weber-knife, sickle shaped WSM 00.10.10.400
Execution without teeth
Teflon plated, cutting edge not coated.
Distance centre of rotor to cutting edge 400 mm

1 Pc. blade guard for Weber knife, sickle shaped
Blade guard for Weber knife, sickle shaped, distance 400 mm.

2 Pc. Downholder NH
Downholder, pneumatic execution
Execution standard with rod

1 Pc. Automatic round grippers for calibrated products
for product calibre from approx. 90 up to 100 mm
for meat and sausage products

- used slicing line, fully reconditioned

Remarks:
Product grippers, downholders and sickle knives are chosen in accordance with
the original customer's products only after putting the machine into
operation and will therefore be invoiced only on delivery! For automatic
products grippers in combination with preformed slicing bars an application
technology test is always necessary!

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Machine before reconditioning
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CCS 902 SLC
Weber
High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line904077

Computerslicer CCS 902

Touch Control
Elau drive

High performance Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese
products into slices with adjustable thickness of 0.1 up to 50 mm.

Slicing throat, width continuously adjustable up to 380 mm,
(depending on machine execution).

Machine control system with user-friendly interface.

Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Product carrier PZF 10.20.10.010
Carrier unit for product length up to 1.200 mm.
Product support belt. The support belt moves forward up to the slicing bar
after the loading procedure. At the end of each slicing procedure the support
belt is pulled back pneumatically and in this way clears an opening for the
ejection of the end pieces. The conveyor belt runs synchronously with the
gripper by which it is driven. The support conveyor and the conveyor belt can
be removed from the machine.
Execution ground
without lateral pressure device.
The clearance height can be progressively adjusted from 125 to 180 mm.

Transfer unit CCU 15.10.25.000
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. The basic function can be
implemented with each CCU variant. The transfer unit is attached to the
discharge side of the Slicer. It can be set progressively in a horizontal or
vertical position or at an angle. The transport means and
the rollers can be easily removed for cleaning.

CCU Standard with portioning and control conveyor the CCU
expanded as followed:

Stacking CCU
for making stacks of a maximum height of 80 mm. The stacking CCU consists
mainly of a lowerable portioning conveyor and a control conveyor. The slices
cut by the slicer are taken from the portioning conveyor, which is lowered by
the thickness of the cut slice during each slicing procedure in order to
maintain the same drop height for the individual slices. The stacks are
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passed on to the control conveyor by the portioning conveyor for further
transport to the subsequent units.

Portion completion and Staggered stack
Portion completion is a function to move incomplete portions from the
portioning conveyor to the control conveyor at the end of a slicing
procedure. These portions are returned on the portioning conveyor in order
for them to be completed once the next slicing procedure begins. The portion
is then transferred to the control conveyor for further transport to the
subsequent units.

Staggered Stack is a slicing option for stacks where each slice is staggered
by a distance which can be set by the user (to an adjustable measurement).
The staggering of the individual slices to each other is adjustable.
The staggering and the slicing speed are depending on the product.
To acquire exact data application tests need to be implemented!

Length of portioning conveyor approx. 190 mm,
Length of control conveyor approx. 600 mm.
Portioning conveyor with flat belt,
Control conveyor with round belts.

Slicing bar SKE 20.00.00.000
Slicing bar carrier with external gap adjustment.
With this system, it is possible to adjust the cutting gap progressively
from the operator side of the machine housing.
The clearance height can be adjusted in steps.
Slicing bar horizontal, straight.

Knife head MKF 15.00.00.000
Idle cut involute knife head WSK 3
With automatic slicing gap adjustment, including drive for idle cut support
for speeds from 200 to 1,500 revolutions per minute. The additional idle cut
support largely prevents the product-related tendency to form scraps and
ensures that the first and last slices of a portion are parallel.

Top product guide PVO 00.00.10.000
with pneumatic Downholders

Sensor for identification of beginning of product 900 PAS
A photo eye is mounted in the product feed area to identify the beginning
or front of the product.

Loading BEL 30.00.00.000
Loading arm with rolling track equipped with longitudinal rollers
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High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line
Weber
CCS 902 SLC

904077

for lifting the products from a horizontal position to the feeding level,
with a timing belt connected in series (length approx. 1,000 mm).
The unit is designed for a maximum product length of approx. 900 mm
and a maximum product width of approx. 340 mm.
With automatic loading.

Checkweigher CCW 200 20.00.00.000
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,300 mm/s.
For cleaning it, the checkweigher must not be dismantled.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Mono-checkweigher, consisting of:
Weighing table, length approx. 485 mm, width approx. 450 mm
capacity up to 100 weight measurements/min. (depending on portions)
max. weight of portion: 3,000 g, resolution 0.2 g
weighing table with round belts.

Rocker CCR 10.10.00.000
3-track rocker enclosed in washdown proof stainless steel cabinet
Mono rocker
length approx. 450 mm
width approx. 380 mm
Execution with round belts

Transport conveyor CCE-HG 31.20.17.000
Moveable transport conveyor; hygiene/light version.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer.
The transport conveyor can alternatively be equipped with a reject conveyor.
The height of the transport conveyor (upper edge) is optional adjustable.

Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, approx. 3,100 mm
Table extension of conveyor fix,
length of spanner 900 mm, inclinable

Top reject conveyor, length approx. 2,100 mm
Belt-width approx. 420 mm.

Additional increase of the feet SFE 20.00.00.000
For Slicer model SLC.

1 Pc. Weber-knife, sickle shaped WSM 00.10.10.400
without teeth
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High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line
Weber
CCS 902 SLC

904077

Teflon plated, cutting edge not coated.
Distance centre of rotor to cutting edge 400 mm

1 Pc. blade guard for Weber knife, sickle shaped
Blade guard for Weber knife, sickle shaped, distance 400 mm.

2 Pc. Downholder NH 20.10.00.000
Downholder, pneumatic execution
Execution with roller

1 Pc. Automatic product grippers APR 18.08.10.000
for product width from approx. 181 up to 200 mm
for product height from approx. 81 up to 100 mm
for meat and sausage products

- used slicing line, fully reconditioned

Remarks:
Product grippers, downholders and sickle knives are chosen in accordance with
the original customer's products only after putting the machine into
operation and will therefore be invoiced only on delivery! For automatic
products grippers in combination with preformed slicing bars an application
technology test is always necessary!

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904225 High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line
Weber
CCS 902 MCS

Machine before reconditioning
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CCS 902 MCS
Weber
High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line904225

Computerslicer CCS 902

Touch Control
ELAU drive

High performance Slicer for slicing meat, sausage and cheese
products into slices with adjustable thickness of 0.1 up to 50 mm.

Slicing throat, width continuously adjustable up to 380 mm,
(depending on machine execution).

Machine control system with user-friendly interface.

Machine made completely of solid stainless steel.

Product carrier PZF 10.20.10.010
Carrier unit for product length up to 1.200 mm.
Product support belt. The support belt moves forward up to the slicing bar
after the loading procedure. At the end of each slicing procedure the support
belt is pulled back pneumatically and in this way clears an opening for the
ejection of the end pieces. The conveyor belt runs synchronously with the
gripper by which it is driven. The support conveyor and the conveyor belt can
be removed from the machine.
Execution ground and polished
without lateral pressure device.
The clearance height can be progressively adjusted from 125 to 180 mm.

Transfer unit CCU 15.10.00.000
The transfer unit consists mainly of a portioning conveyor and a control
conveyor. The portioning conveyor picks up the slices cut by the Slicer,
divides them into portions and passes them on to the control conveyor for
further transport to the subsequent units. The basic function can be
implemented with each CCU variant. The transfer unit is attached to the
discharge side of the Slicer. It can be set progressively in a horizontal or
vertical position or at an angle. The transport means and
the rollers can be easily removed for cleaning.

CCU Standard with portioning and control conveyor the CCU
expanded as followed:

Stacking CCU
for making stacks of a maximum height of 80 mm. The stacking CCU consists
mainly of a lowerable portioning conveyor and a control conveyor. The slices
cut by the slicer are taken from the portioning conveyor, which is lowered by
the thickness of the cut slice during each slicing procedure in order to
maintain the same drop height for the individual slices. The stacks are
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High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line
Weber
CCS 902 MCS

904225

passed on to the control conveyor by the portioning conveyor for further
transport to the subsequent units.

Length of portioning conveyor approx. 150 mm,
Length of control conveyor approx. 430 mm.
Portioning conveyor with flat belts,
Control conveyor with round belts.

Slicing bar SKE 20.10.00.000
Slicing bar carrier with external gap adjustment.
With this system, it is possible to adjust the cutting gap progressively
from the operator side of the machine housing.
The clearance height can be adjusted in steps.
Interleaver slicing bar.
Slicing bar horizontal, straight.

Sensor for identification of beginning of product PAS 00.00.00.000
A photo eye is mounted in the product feed area
to identify the beginning or front of the product.

Knife head MKF 15.00.00.000
Idle cut involute knife head WSK 3
With automatic slicing gap adjustment, including drive for idle cut support
for speeds from 200 to 1,500 revolutions per minute. The additional idle cut
support largely prevents the product-related tendency to form scraps and
ensures that the first and last slices of a portion are parallel.

Top product guide PVO 00.00.10.000
with pneumatic Downholders

Loading BEL 40.00.00.000
Loading arm with product adjustment for lifting the products
from a horizontal position to the feeding level,
with a timing belt connected in series (length approx. 1,000 mm).
The unit is designed for a maximum product length of approx. 750 mm
and a maximum product width of approx. 240 mm.
With automatic loading.
Recommended for raw ham products.

Interleaver CCI 10.00.10.000
The Interleaver inserts separating sheets of film or paper between the
slices. The sheets are cut separately from a roll before inserting.  The
maximum cutting performance is:
 - cutting system with circular-knife 600 rpm.
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High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line
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 - cutting system with sickle shaped knife 800 rpm.

Interleaver CCI
- paper length adjustable from 50 mm up to 110 mm
  (depending on cutting capacity)
- paper width from 80 mm up to 180 mm
  (depending on product dimensions)
- usable materials:
  paperweight from 40 up to 60 g/m²
  PS-film, film  thickness min. 75 µm in applications with sickle shaped
  knife film thickness min. 65 µm in applications with circular-knife

Advice:
The function of the Interleaver can only be ensured, by using the
film types being recommended by Weber.

- diameter of paper roll max. 400 mm
- core diameter 76 mm
- width of slicing throat max. 230 mm

possible mode of operation:
- without Slicer idle-cuts
- with Slicer idle-cuts
- without sheet under the 1st slice

- with sheet under the 1st slice
- Interleaver not active.

Initial cuts removal conveyor
Conveyor for transporting away the first slices and/or the last incomplete
portion to the non-operator side of the machine. This is only available
for machines with a stacking CCU or a portioning conveyor with a pneumatic
lowering device.

Checkweigher CCW 200 10.10.00.100
Digital weighing system with transport speed up to 1,300 mm/s.
For cleaning it, the checkweigher must not be dismantled.
Checkweigher completely made of stainless steel.

Mono-checkweigher
Weighing table, length approx. 485 mm, width approx. 375 mm
capacity up to 100 weight measurements/min. (depending on portions)
max. weight of portion: 1.000 g, resolution 0.1 g
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High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line
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CCS 902 MCS

904225

weighing table with round belts.

Rocker (integrated in Speed Loader)
3-track rocker enclosed in washdown proof stainless steel cabinet
Mono rocker
length approx. 450 mm
width approx. 400 mm
Execution with round belts

Speed-Loader CCA 20.00.10.500
Automatic high-speed loader, providing the die formats for the packaging
machine and infeeding them into it. Loader housing in lift design. All belts
are powered by speed-driven servo motors. The transport equipment can be
easily removed for cleaning. The line divider is positioned by a servo-driven
ball roller spindle. The photoelectric barriers are shock-protected. The
speed-loader has its own controller which is linked to the machine
controller. The Slicer and loader are both operated from the same position.
The maximum diameter of the lower film roller of the packaging machine
is 800 mm.

In certain cases the speed-loader CCA works as loading aid only,
manual correction might be necessary.

2-track grouping conveyor, with 2-drives,
currently set-up for 2-track application!

1-track line dividing
Line dividing 1 to X

set-up with 2 track clamping piece 2x approx. 130 mm width, on one axis

With 4 buffering conveyors,
length approx. 500 mm.

Infeed conveyor
usable width approx. 480 mm,
length of conveyor approx. 1,200 mm.

WITH upper reject conveyor

Additional increase of the feet SFE 30.00.00.000
For Slicer model MCS.
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High Capacity Slicing Machine with weighing line
Weber
CCS 902 MCS

904225

1 Pc. Weber-knife, sickle shaped WSM 00.10.10.400
without teeth
Teflon plated, cutting edge uncoated.
Distance centre of rotor to cutting edge 400 mm

1 Pc. blade guard for Weber knife, sickle shaped
Blade guard for Weber knife, sickle shaped, distance 400 mm.

2 Pc. Downholder NH 20.10.00.000
Downholder, pneumatic execution
Execution with roller

1 Pc. Automatic product grippers APR 14.05.10.000
for product width from approx. 141 up to 160 mm
for product height from approx. 41 up to  60 mm
for raw ham products

- used slicing line, fully reconditioned

Remarks:
Product grippers, downholders and sickle knives are chosen in accordance with
the original customer's products only after putting the machine into
operation and will therefore be invoiced only on delivery! For automatic
products grippers in combination with preformed slicing bars an application
technology test is always necessary!

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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300746 Take-Away-Conveyor
GPS Reisacher
TAC/420/MOV
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TAC/420/MOV
GPS Reisacher
Take-Away-Conveyor300746

- latterly moveable with rollers
- execution stainless steel
- WITHOUT control unit for control of conveyor speed

- conveyor belt removable without tools
- conveyor height adjustable from approx. 900 - 1,200 mm above the floor
- spanner length inlet side: approx. 650 mm, inclinable

- spanner length outlet side: approx. 850 mm, inclinable
- length of transport conveyor including spanner, approx. 3,100 mm
- belt width: approx. 420 mm

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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301034 Cleaning trolley
Weber
CLT
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CLT
Weber
Cleaning trolley301034

10.00.00.000
Cleaning trolley CLT
Cleaning trolley to hold the slicer components which must be removed
for cleaning purposes.

Following designs are available in order to carry all relevant accessories
of a slicer’s initial equipment:

Holding device for one knife
Holding device for product guide, operator side
Holding device for U-Panel, operator side
Holding device for product infeed conveyor (product support)
Holding device for belt (of infeed conveyor etc.)
Holding device for product guide units (alternatively useable for
downholders), metal tray for downholders, slicing bars, product gripper,
portioning conveyor, control conveyor

US-hygienic design

- used, year 2009

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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301050 Loading buffer for round  products
Weber
CBM

Machine before reconditioning
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CBM
Weber
Loading buffer for round  products301050

Loading buffer for round products CBM

The loading buffer is specifically designed for round products. Functional
testing is always required. Placed in front of the Slicer in running
direction.

10.00.00.000 0
Product diameter min. 50 mm, max. 160 mm
Product length max. approx. 1,200 mm

Buffer capacity: e.g.
caliber 75 mm approx. 13 products
caliber 100 mm approx. 11 products
caliber 130 mm approx. 10 products

Only in connection with a CHB lift loading conveyor.

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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301176 Product Scanner with Loading conveyor
Weber
CPS & CZB

Machine before reconditioning
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CPS & CZB
Weber
Product Scanner with Loading conveyor301176

Stand alone loading conveyor CZB 20.00.00.000

The Loading Conveyor with one level. The Loading Conveyor CZB transports
products from the previous module to the next module.

- Conveyor width: approx. 440 mm
- Conveyor length: approx. 1.200 mm

- 1 level

Product Scanner CPS 20.00.00.000

The products are fed into a laser/camera system, scanned and then weighed at
a weighing station. This information is used by the Slicer to determine the
optimum way to slice the product in order to increase the yield and decrease
the give-away.

Scan range:
max. height 200 mm
max. width 450 mm
max. length 1,200 mm
min. length 200 mm

- Machine Dimensions: Approx. 2,750 x 1,080 x 1,950 mm
  (Length x Width x Height)

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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301177 Cleaning trolley
Weber
CLT

 Picture shows similar machine
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CLT
Weber
Cleaning trolley301177

10.00.00.000
Cleaning trolley CLT
Cleaning trolley to hold the slicer components which must be removed
for cleaning purposes.

Following designs are available in order to carry all relevant accessories
of a slicer’s initial equipment:

Holding device for one knife
Holding device for product guide, operator side
Holding device for U-Panel, operator side
Holding device for product infeed conveyor (product support)
Holding device for belt (of infeed conveyor etc.)
Holding device for product guide units (alternatively useable for
downholders), metal tray for downholders, slicing bars, product gripper,
portioning conveyor, control conveyor

- used, year 2006

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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301197 Product Scanner
Weber
CPS

Machine before reconditioning
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CPS
Weber
Product Scanner301197

Product Volume Scanner CPS 10.00.00.000

The products are fed into a laser/camera system, scanned and then weighed at
a weighing station. This information is used by the Slicer to determine the
optimum way to slice the product in order to increase the yield and decrease
the give-away.

Scan range:
max. height 200 mm
max. width 450 mm
max. length 650 mm
min. length 100 mm

Remark:
Funktion only possible with loading conveyor.
It is necessary to select this loading conveyor separately.

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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301204 Loading Conveyor
Weber
CCQ

Machine before reconditioning
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CCQ
Weber
Loading Conveyor301204

The Loading Conveyor CCQ with one level. The Loading Conveyor CCQ transports
products from the previous module to the next module.

- Conveyor width: approx. 500 mm
- Conveyor length: approx. 1.300 mm
  (Usable length: approx. 1.200 mm)
- height adjustable

- 1 level

- used, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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301205 Product Scanner
Weber
CPS

Machine before reconditioning
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CPS
Weber
Product Scanner301205

Product Scanner CPS 20.00.00.000

The products are fed into a laser/camera system, scanned and then weighed at
a weighing station. This information is used by the Slicer to determine the
optimum way to slice the product in order to increase the yield and decrease
the give-away.

Scan range:
max. height 200 mm
max. width 450 mm
max. length 1,200 mm
min. length 200 mm

- Machine Dimensions: Approx. 2,750 x 1,080 x 1,950 mm
  (Length x Width x Height)

Remark:
Funktion only possible with loading conveyor.
It is necessary to select this loading conveyor separately.

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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CPS
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CPS
Weber
Product Scanner301206

Product Volume Scanner CPS 10.00.00.000

The products are fed into a laser/camera system, scanned and then weighed at
a weighing station. This information is used by the Slicer to determine the
optimum way to slice the product in order to increase the yield and decrease
the give-away.

Scan range:
max. height 200 mm
max. width 450 mm
max. length 650 mm
min. length 100 mm

Remark:
Funktion only possible with loading conveyor.
It is necessary to select this loading conveyor separately.

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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301208 Conveyer Belt, Length 3,100 mm
Weber
CCE-MOV

Machine before reconditioning
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CCE-MOV
Weber
Conveyer Belt, Length 3,100 mm301208

Moveable transport conveyor; hygiene/light version equipped with rollers.
Conveyor to transport the portions from the Slicer to the packaging machine.
The conveyor belt can be easily removed from the belt frame without using any
tools. The transport speed is controlled by the Slicer. The transport
conveyor can alternatively be equipped with a reject conveyor.
Adjustment of transport conveyor height (upper edge) available as an option.

Width of conveyor: 420 mm

Length of transport conveyor, including spanner, 3,100 mm
Top reject conveyor
Reject conveyor, length 2,100 mm

- used, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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301209 Cleaning trolley
Weber
CLT
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CLT
Weber
Cleaning trolley301209

10.00.00.000
Cleaning trolley CLT
Cleaning trolley to hold the slicer components which must be removed
for cleaning purposes.

Following designs are available in order to carry all relevant accessories
of a slicer’s initial equipment:

Holding device for one knife
Holding device for product guide, operator side
Holding device for U-Panel, operator side
Holding device for product infeed conveyor (product support)
Holding device for belt (of infeed conveyor etc.)
Holding device for product guide units (alternatively useable for
downholders), metal tray for downholders, slicing bars, product gripper,
portioning conveyor, control conveyor

- used

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903099 Knife Sharpener
Weber
MSG 460

Machine before reconditioning - Picture shows similar machine
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MSG 460
Weber
Knife Sharpener903099

- for wet grinding and sharpening of circular knives of Weber
  Slicer with a diameter from 420 to 460 mm

- stainless steel construction
- set-up for Weber circular knives, diameter 460 mm
- with two removable grinding wheels

- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, 0,18 kW

- used Machine, reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903560 Automatic knife grinder for involute knives
GEA/CFS
USM-300

Machine before reconditioning
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USM-300
GEA/CFS
Automatic knife grinder for involute knives903560

- Program-controlled automatic grinding device
  for grinding sickle shaped knives (max. blade length 650 mm)
- stepless angular adjustment of grinding disc from 7° up to 40°
- grinding disc diameter 100 x 60 mm

- sharpening disc diameter 50 x 25 mm
- water cooling of cutting edge via coolant-pump
- incl. one knife-survey for CFS/GEA sickle knife (radius 415 mm)

- incl. one knife-survey for Weber sickle knife S10 (radius 365 mm)
- electric: 3 x 400 Volt, 50 Hz, approx. 0.34 kW
- machine-dimensions: approx. 1,450 x 1,150 x 1,240 mm
  (width x depth x height)

- weight: approx. 310 kgs

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903628 Knife Sharpener
Weber
MSG 460

 Picture shows similar machine
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MSG 460
Weber
Knife Sharpener903628

- for wet grinding and sharpening of circular knives of Weber
  Slicer with a diameter from 420 to 460 mm

- stainless steel construction
- set-up for Weber circular knives, diameter 460 mm
- with two removable grinding wheels

- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, 0,18 kW

- used Machine, reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903899 Sharpening Machine for Sickle Knives
Weber
SSG 400

Machine before reconditioning
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SSG 400
Weber
Sharpening Machine for Sickle Knives903899

- program-controlled automatic grinding device for wet-ginding of
  sickle shaped Weber-knives (max. blade length 650 mm)
- angular adjustment of grinding disc 22°, 26°, 28° and 32°
- sharpening disc 50 x 25 x 20 mm

- grinding disc 100 x 40 x 50 mm
- including cam disk for Weber sickle knives with a distance
  centre of rotor to cutting edge 400 mm
- drive: transmission-brake-motor

- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, approx. 0,25 kW, 16 A
- machine dimensions: approx. 1.100 x 510 x 1.770 mm
  (Width x Depth x Height)
- weight: approx. 300 kg

- reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903925 Sharpening Machine for Sickle Knives
Weber
SSG 400

Machine before reconditioning
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SSG 400
Weber
Sharpening Machine for Sickle Knives903925

- program-controlled automatic grinding device for wet-ginding of
  sickle shaped Weber-knives (max. blade length 650 mm)
- angular adjustment of grinding disc 22°, 26°, 28° and 32°
- sharpening disc 50 x 25 x 20 mm

- grinding disc 100 x 40 x 50 mm
- including cam disk for Weber sickle knives with a distance
  centre of rotor to cutting edge 365 mm
- drive: transmission-brake-motor

- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, approx. 0,25 kW, 16 A
- machine dimensions: approx. 1.100 x 510 x 1.770 mm
  (Width x Depth x Height)
- weight: approx. 300 kg

- reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903934 Sharpening Machine for Sickle Knives
Weber
SSG 400

Machine before reconditioning - Picture shows similar machine
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SSG 400
Weber
Sharpening Machine for Sickle Knives903934

- program-controlled automatic grinding device for wet-ginding of
  sickle shaped Weber-knives (max. blade length 650 mm)
- angular adjustment of grinding disc 22°, 26°, 28° and 32°
- sharpening disc 50 x 25 x 20 mm

- grinding disc 100 x 40 x 50 mm
- including cam disk for Weber sickle knives with a distance
  centre of rotor to cutting edge 400 mm
- drive: transmission-brake-motor

- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, approx. 0,25 kW, 16 A
- machine dimensions: approx. 1.100 x 510 x 1.770 mm
  (Width x Depth x Height)
- weight: approx. 300 kg

- reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904117 Sharpening Station
Weber
SSM

Machine before reconditioning
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SSM
Weber
Sharpening Station904117

Sharpening station for multi profiles SSM
for all Weber involute blades and - optionally - for Weber circular blades.

Works with sensory capturing of the knife contour
With touchscreen for parameterization and storage of programs.
Incl. RFID unit for identification of blade features and automatic
adjustments of angle and parameters
(currently only available for involute blades).

including Option additional sharpening of circular blades
with a diameter of 415 to 470 mm.
Easy change-over from involute blade retainer to circular blade retainer.
The circular blades are automatically measured and sharpened according
to the measuring results.

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904129 Knife Sharpener
Weber
KSG 470
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KSG 470
Weber
Knife Sharpener904129

- for wet grinding and sharpening of circular knives of Weber Slicer
  with a diameter from 415 to 470 mm
- stainless steel construction
- stepless angular adjustment of sharp grinding wheel +15° up to +30°

- stepless angular adjustment of pull off disc -5° up to +5°
- pressure contact of both grinding wheels steplessly adjustable
- electronic counter for exact adjustment of rotation rate of the knife

- mechanical pump for the optimal wetting of  sharpening-points
  with the cooling medium (water, oil, etc.)
- mobile underframe
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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KSG 470
Weber
Knife Sharpener904179

- for wet grinding and sharpening of circular knives of Weber Slicer
  with a diameter from 415 to 470 mm
- stainless steel construction
- stepless angular adjustment of sharp grinding wheel +15° up to +30°

- stepless angular adjustment of pull off disc -5° up to +5°
- pressure contact of both grinding wheels steplessly adjustable
- electronic counter for exact adjustment of rotation rate of the knife

- mechanical pump for the optimal wetting of  sharpening-points
  with the cooling medium (water, oil, etc.)
- mobile underframe
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904261 Knife Sharpener
Weber
KSG 470

Machine before reconditioning
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KSG 470
Weber
Knife Sharpener904261

- for wet grinding and sharpening of circular knives of Weber Slicer
  with a diameter from 415 to 470 mm
- stainless steel construction
- stepless angular adjustment of sharp grinding wheel +15° up to +30°

- stepless angular adjustment of pull off disc -5° up to +5°
- pressure contact of both grinding wheels steplessly adjustable
- electronic counter for exact adjustment of rotation rate of the knife

- mechanical pump for the optimal wetting of  sharpening-points
  with the cooling medium (water, oil, etc.)
- mobile underframe
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Machine before reconditioning
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KSG 470
Weber
Knife Sharpener904270

- for wet grinding and sharpening of circular knives of Weber Slicer
  with a diameter from 415 to 470 mm
- stainless steel construction
- stepless angular adjustment of sharp grinding wheel +15° up to +30°

- stepless angular adjustment of pull off disc -5° up to +5°
- pressure contact of both grinding wheels steplessly adjustable
- electronic counter for exact adjustment of rotation rate of the knife

- mechanical pump for the optimal wetting of  sharpening-points
  with the cooling medium (water, oil, etc.)
- mobile underframe
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Packaging Material:
Bottom web (flexible) PA/PE, max. Thickness 300 µm
Width: 422 mm (+2 mm)
Thickness: 300 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible) PA/PE, max. Thickness 100 µm
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: 100 µm
Hot seal compliant

Goods to be packed: not defined

Basic Machine
Consisting of:

Stainless steel construction
Hygienic design (IP 65)

Stainless steel machine frame and side panels are designed according to the
latest hygiene requirements. Side panels are easily removable and accordingly
hinged for cleaning operation. The three-dimensional welded modules have a
maximum stiffness and can be easily cleaned in between the connection points.

Machine chassis
Frame length 3,660 mm
Machine length approx. 4,740 mm
Machine width including cabinet approx. 1,100 mm
Machine height approx. 1,925 mm

Control cabinet width 650 x height 1,700 x depth 250 mm

Machine side cladding in loading area

Nominal machine width 420 mm

Transport chain 5/8" K

Electric basic equipment
Voltage 400 V, frequency 50 Hz, 3 phase(s), with neutral wire and protective
conductor
Power supply with main switch (lockable)

Integrated socket for AC voltage in control cabinet
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Emergency stop switch

Safety device SE 005
Integrated safety system (Safety Logic) consisting of:
Safety PLC
Safety sensors and safety actuator

Maximum forming depth 150 mm
Safety shutter shuts before die movement
Product weight max. 4 Kg/cycle
Performance max. 9 cycles/min.

Forming station inlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Forming station outlet: safety flap with magnet switch and photocell

Sealing station inlet: safety flap with magnet switch and photocell
Sealing station outlet: safety cover with magnet switch

Perforated plate safety covers made of stainless steel, Hygienic design

Infeed module ELM 1
Length 1,400 mm

Lifting system Forming
Receiver of forming formats
Pneumatic driven lifting system
Load capacity 20 kN (forming pressure)
Max. opening width 160 mm (lifting bottom/top: 160/0 mm)

Bottom film unwind UF 200, 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of bottom film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Bottom web forming
Valve block FS 100
Heating with air pressure
Forming with vacuum

Loading module BLM 1
Length 630 mm

Product loading sector
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5 open index with index length of 240 mm
4 open index with index length of 270 mm
4 open index with index length of 300 mm

Installation space for vacuum pumps

Sealing module SIM 1
Length 900 mm

Lifting system sealing
Receiver of sealing formats
Pneumatic driven lifting system
Load capacity 20 kN (sealing pressure)
Max. opening width 160 mm (lifting bottom/top: 160/0 mm)

Top film unwind OF 200, 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of top film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Evacuation unit
Valve block EE 100
Edge evacuation
Top and bottom vacuum separately controllable

Pneumatic
Air Service unit R 3/4"
Water separator for air pressure
Safety valve with pressure switch
Sealing valve with pressure regulator
Water circuit incl. flow switch

Machine control
IPC 2100 REAL TIME

Industry 4.0 ready

Colored touch screen terminal 12,1"
Stainless steel enclosure IP65
High temperature and vibriation stability

Recipe store for up to 500 recipes
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Detailed status indicator of in- and outputs of the PLC visible via HMI

USB interface
Data backup of recipes and machine parameter

Ethernet interface

Password protection - different access level for different access
authorisations

Adjustable main machine data - correctable (password protected)

Adjustable switchpoint for vacuum and gas
Pressure reading

Electronic height adjustment for lifting system in mm: 45, 80, 110, 150

Rate meter

Cycle counter

Detailed fault tracking

4 temperature control loops with off-limit check

Cleaning program with temperature control of dies

Operator language: German
(more languages are available via HMI)

Cutting module SCM 1
Length 730 mm

Installation space for example of cross cutting units, contour cutting units,
longitudinal cutting units, transport systems and film waste handling

Film transport drive FA 100
Frequency inverter 1.5 kW

Perforated plate safety covers made of stainless steel for cutting and
discharge area, Hygiene design

Peripheral equipment:
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Vacuum system VSP000100
BUSCH R5 RA0100F for forming and evacuation
Nominal capacity 100 m³/h
Installation kit for integrated vacuum pumps

Gas flushing kit BE 100
MAP - inert gas (O2 level < 21%)
Gas tank GT 10, check valve, pressure reducing valve and ball valve

Photoelectric print registration DM 100
Adjustable photocell incl. top web break for flexible top web

Trim Removal FB 20
Film edge trim
Friction drive without dancer arm system

Transport system AB 10
Discharge conveyor with belt
Height adjustable
Synchronized drive by film transport chain
Length approx. 900 mm

Cutting systems
2x cross cutting QU 20
Pneumatic driven
Smooth cut from the bottom
Opening width 170 mm (lifting bottom/top: 170/0 mm)

Longtitudinal cutting system LS 10
Motor with preset speed
Suitable for flexible film

Tooling
Cutoff length: 240 mm
Nominal machine width: 420 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm
Forming depth: 150 mm

Basic die
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package specification: EPDM005865
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Format diagram - DRAFT VERSION

Package dimension: 381 x 240 mm
Forming dimension: 366 x 222 mm

Die components

Forming die lower part
Edge evacuation and gas flush

Designed for forming plates (forming plates are not included in basic die)

Forming die upper part
Heating above forming mould
Tubolar heating elements

Non-stick coating
Teflon coating - high quality black

Sealing die lower part
Forming depth: 150 mm
Designed for sealing grid
(sealing grid is not included in basic die)

Basic tool in basic version is not suitable for production of packages.

Vario 1

Number tracks: 3
Number rows: 2

Package specification: EPDM012818

Format diagram - DRAFT VERSION

Package dimension: 127 x 120 mm
Forming dimension: 112 x 102 mm
Package depth: 20 - 150 mm

Product weight: not defined

Performance:
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The set performance according to DIN 8743 for this Vario and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 6 - 6.5 cycles/min.
This refers to empty packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar, a forming
depth of 60 mm and without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point.

Gas system:
The above mentioned machine configuration is not designed for high oxygen gas
flush with a volume share across 21%.
A special gas flush system (explosion proofed vacuum pump, special valve
technology) is needed, if the volume share is across 21%.

Product: not defined

Film specification:
Bottom web (flexible) PA/PE, max. Thickness 300 µm
Width: 422 mm (+2 mm)
Thickness: 300 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible) PA/PE, max. Thickness 100 µm
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: 100 µm
Hot seal compliant

Vario 1 Die components

6x radius plates
Width 112 mm x length 102 mm x depth 12 mm
Bottom radius 1x R 20 mm
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm
Filling plates for forming depth 20 - 150 mm

Punch for U-shaped evacuation holes, integrated in forming plate

1x Sealing die upper part
Perimeter 5 mm (nominal) sealing seam

1x Sealing grid 3-tracks / 2-rows
Sealing gasket 70 Shore, 3 mm of thickness, fabric finish with 0.8 mm grid
Incl. 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set of filler plates, forming depth 70 mm
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Package support
Support system in loading area (2 support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (2 discharge rail(s) included)

Vario 1 parts

for longitudinal cutting

Knife magazine consisting of:
1x Knife shaft (MW 10) incl. coupling
4x Circular knife
1x Safety cover incl. handle
1x Cutting register incl. 4 cutting edge(s)
for film support during cutting

General

CE - Declaration of conformity

CE - Sign

Machine labeling: German

Technical documentation
Contents: instruction manual
spare parts catalogue
electrical and pneumatic diagrams
1x Paper, 1x CD-Rom

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Packaging Material:
Bottom web (flexible) PA/PE
Width: 422 mm (+2 mm)
Thickness: max. 280 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible) PA/PE
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: max. 100 µm
Hot seal compliant

Goods to be packed: not defined

Basic Machine
Consisting of:

Stainless steel construction
Hygienic design (IP 65)

Stainless steel machine frame and side panels are designed according to the
latest hygiene requirements. Side panels are easily removable and accordingly
hinged for cleaning operation. The three-dimensional welded modules have a
maximum stiffness and can be easily cleaned in between the connection points.

Machine chassis
Frame length 3,660 mm
Machine length approx. 4,746 mm
Machine width including cabinet approx. 1,100 mm
Machine height approx. 1,925 mm

Control cabinet width 1,000 x height 1,700 x depth 350 mm

Machine side cladding in loading sector

Nominal machine width 420 mm

Transport chain 5/8" K

Electric basic equipment
Voltage 400 V, frequency 50 Hz, 3 phase(s), with neutral wire and protective
conductor
Power supply with main switch (lockable)

Integrated socket for AC voltage in control cabinet
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Emergency stop switch

Safety device SE 005
Integrated safety system (Safety Logic) consisting of:
Safety PLC
Safety sensors and safety actuator

Maximum forming depth 150 mm
Safety shutter shuts before die movement
Product weight max. 4 Kg/cycle
Performance max. 9 cycles/min.

Forming station inlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Forming station outlet: safety flap with magnet switch and photocell

Sealing station inlet: safety flap with magnet switch and photocell
Sealing station outlet: safety cover with magnet switch

Perforated plate safety covers made of stainless steel, Hygienic design

Infeed module ELM 1
Length 1,400 mm

Lifting system Forming
Receiver of forming formats
Pneumatic driven lifting system
Load capacity 20 kN (forming pressure)
Max. opening width 160 mm (lifting bottom/top: 160/0 mm)

Bottom film unwind UF 200, 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of bottom film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Bottom web forming
Valve block FS 100
Heating with air pressure
Forming with vacuum

Loading module BLM 1
Length 630 mm

Product loading sector
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5 open index with index length of 240 mm
4 open index with index length of 270 mm
4 open index with index length of 300 mm

Installation space for vacuum pumps

Sealing module SIM 1
Length 900 mm

Lifting system sealing
Receiver of sealing formats
Pneumatic driven lifting system
Load capacity 20 kN of sealing pressure
Max. opening width 160 mm (lifting bottom/top: 160/0 mm)

Top film unwind OF 200, 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of top film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Evacuation unit
Valve block EE 100
Edge evacuation
Top and bottom vacuum separately controllable

Pneumatic
Pressure regulator unit R 3/4"
Water separator for air pressure
Safety valve with pressure switch
Sealing valve with pressure regulator
Pressure switch for cooling water circuit

Machine control
IPC 2100 REAL TIME

Industry 4.0 ready

Colored touch screen terminal 12.1"
Stainless steel enclosure IP65
High temperature and vibriation stability

Recipe store for up to 500 recipes

Detailed status indicator of in- and outputs of the PLC visible via HMI
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USB interface
Data backup of recipes and machine parameter

Ethernet interface

Password protection - different access level for different access
authorisations

Adjustable main machine data - correctable (password protected)

Adjustable switchpoint for vacuum and gas
Pressure reading

Electronic height adjustment for lifting system in mm: 45, 80, 110, 150

Rate meter

Cycle counter

Detailed fault tracking

4 temperature control loops with off-limit check

Cleaning program with temperature control of dies

Operator language: German
(further languages rapidly available on HMI)

Cutting module SCM 1
Length 730 mm

Installation space for example of cross cutting units, contour cutting units,
longitudinal cutting units, transport systems and film waste handling

Film transport drive FA 100
Frequency inverter 1.5 kW

Perforated plate safety covers made of stainless steel for cutting and
discharge area, Hygiene design

Peripheral equipment:
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Forming of bottom web
Valve block FS 200
Heating with vacuum
Forming with vacuum and compressed air
Active carbon filter 0.01 µm for oil free compressed air during forming

Vacuum system VSP000100
BUSCH R5 RA0100F for forming and evacuation
Nominal capacity 100 m³/h
Add-on kit for integrated vacuum pumps

Gas flushing kit BE 100
MAP - inert gas (O2 level < 21%)
Gas tank GT 10, check valve, pressure reducing valve and ball valve

Water circuit blow-off kit KA 100
Automatic blow-off valve for emptying of the die cooling channels

Photoelectric print registration DM 100
Adjustable photocell incl. top web break for flexible top web

Synchronization SC 100
Communication between Hajek packaging machine and up-
or downstream equipment (e.g. marking and inspection units).
Configurable for film transport stop or film advance.

Central lubrication system ZK 100
Automatic chain lubrication
PLC controlled - individually adjustable via HMI

Trim Removal RB 210
Film edge trim
Friction drive with dancer arm system

Transport system AB 100
Discharge conveyor with belt
Height Adjustable
Synchronized drive by film transport chain
Length approx. 900 mm

Cutting systems
2x cross cutter QU 20
Pneumatic driven
Smooth cut from the bottom
Opening width 170 mm (lifting bottom/top: 170/0 mm)
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Longtitudinal cutting system LS 10
Motor with preset speed
Suitable for flexible film

Tooling
Cutoff length: 270 mm
Nominal machine width: 420 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm
Forming depth: 150 mm

Basic die
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package specification:

Format diagram - DRAFT VERSION

Package dimension: 381 x 270 mm
Forming dimension: 366 x 252 mm

Die components

Forming die lower part
Edge evacuation and gas flush

Designed for forming plates (forming plates are not included in basic die)

Forming die upper part
Heating above forming mould
Tubolar heating element

Non-stick coating
Teflon coating - high quality black

Sealing die lower part
Forming depth: 150 mm
Designed for sealing grid
(sealing grid is not included in basic die)

Basic tool in basic version is not suitable for production of packages.
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Vario 1

Number tracks: 3
Number rows: 2

Package specification: EPDM013462

Format diagram - DRAFT VERSION

Package dimension: 127 x 135 mm
Forming dimension: 112 x 117 mm
Package depth: 20 - 150 mm

Product weight: not defined

Performance:
The set performance according to DIN 8743 for this Vario and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 6 - 6.5 cycles/min.
This refers to empty packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar, a forming
depth of 60 mm and without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point

Gas system:
The above mentioned machine configuration is not designed for high oxygen gas
flush with a volume share across 21%.
A special gas flush system (explosion proofed vacuum pump, special valve
technology) is needed, if the volume share is across 21%.

Product: not defined

Film specification:
Bottom web (flexible) PA/PE
Width: 422 mm (+2 mm)
Thickness: approx. 280 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible) PA/PE
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: 100 µm
Hot seal compliant

Vario 1 Die components

6x radius plates
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Width 112 mm x length 117 mm x depth 12 mm
Bottom radius 1x R 20 mm
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm
Filling plates for forming depth 20 - 150 mm

Punch for U-shaped evacuation holes, integrated in forming plate

1x Sealing die upper part
Perimeter 5 mm (nominal) sealing seam

1x Sealing grid 3-tracks / 2-rows
Sealing gasket 70 Shore, 3 mm of thickness, fabric finish with 0.8 mm grid
Incl. 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set of filler plates, forming depth 70 mm

Package support
Support system in loading section (2 support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (2 discharge rail(s) included)

Vario 1 parts

Longitudinal cutting

Knife magazine consisting of:
1x Knife shaft (MW 10) incl. coupling
4x Circular knife
1x Safety cover incl. handle
1x Cutting register incl. 4 cutting edge(s)
for film support during cutting

General

CE - Declaration of conformity

CE - Sign

Machine labeling: German

Technical documentation
Contents: instruction manual
spare parts catalogue
electrical and pneumatic diagrams
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- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Packaging Material
Bottom web (rigid): draw and seal compliant (except PP and metalized)
Width: 422 mm (+ 2 mm / - 0 mm)
Rigid web: up to 600 µm
Flexible web: up to 280 µm

Top web (flexible) MAP: seal compliant web up to 100µm
Top web (flexible)  Skin: Skin- and seal compliant web up to 180µm
width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Hot seal compliant

Goods to be packed: not defined

Basic Machine
Consisting of:

Stainless steel construction
Hygienic design (IP 65)

Stainless steel machine frame and side panels are designed according to the
latest hygiene requirements. Side panels are easily removable and accordingly
hinged for cleaning operation. The three-dimensional welded modules have a
maximum stiffness and can be easily cleaned in between the connection points.

Machine chassis
Frame length 4.930 mm
Machine length approx. 6.046 mm
Machine width including cabinet 1.100 mm
Machine height approx. 1.940 mm

Control cabinet width 1.000 x height 1.700 x depth 350 mm

Machine side cladding in loading sector

Nominal machine width 420 mm

Transport chain 5/8" K

Electric basic equipment
Voltage 400 V, frequency 50 Hz, 3 phase(s), with neutral wire and protective
conductor
Power supply with main switch (lockable)

Integrated socket for AC voltage in control cabinet
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Emergency stop switch

Infeed module EOM 1
length 1.400 mm

Receiver for

Lifting system forming
Pneumatic driven lifting system HS 100
Load capacity 20 kN of forming pressure
Max. opening width 160 mm (lifting bottom 160 / top 0 mm)

Bottom film unwind UF 200,
3" core-Ø (76 mm)
For bottom film reel with max. 400 mm reel diameter
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Bottom film edge cutting UE 10
Pneumatic drive
Opening aid for Skin & MAP packages
Straight cut in the bottom film

Loading module BLM 3
length 1.430 mm
Product loading sector
Installation space for vacuum pumps

Sealing module SOM 1
length 900 mm

Receiver for

Lifting system sealing
Pneumatic driven lifting system HS 200 with top lifting
Load capacity 20 kN of sealing pressure
Max. opening width 160 mm (lifting bottom 110 / top 50 mm)
Forming depth up to: 80 mm

Top film unwind OF 200
3" core-Ø (76 mm)
For top film reel with max. 400 mm reel diameter
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Pneumatic
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Air service unit R 1/2"
Water separator for air pressure incl. automatic emptying
Safety valve with pressure switch
Sealing valve with pressure regulator

Machine control
IPC 2100 REAL TIME

Industry 4.0 ready

Colored touch screen terminal 12,1"
Stainless steel enclosure IP65
High temperature and vibriation stability

Recipe store for up to 500 recipes

Detailed status indicator of in- and outputs of the PLC visible via HMI

USB interface
Data backup of recipes and machine parameter

Ethernet interface

Password protection - different access level for different access
authorisations

Adjustable main machine data - correctable (password protected)

Adjustable switchpoint for vacuum and gas
Pressure reading

Electronic height adjustment for lifting system in mm: 45, 80, 110, 150

Rate meter

Cycle counter

Detailed fault tracking

4 temperature control loops with off-limit check

Cleaning program with tempering of dies

Language: English
More languages are available via HMI
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Cutting module SCM 2
length 1.200 mm

Receiver for

cross cutting units, contour cutting units, longitudinal cutting units,
transport systems and film waste handling

Perforated plate safety covers made of stainless steel for cutting and
discharge area

Hygiene design

Peripheral equipment:

Safety device SE 108
Integrated safety system (Safety Logic) for product protrusion
Safety PLC incl. safety sensors
Maximum drawing depth 80 mm, for product protrusion 30 mm
Safety distance 400 mm
Forming station inlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Forming station outlet: safety flap, safety fingers,
photocell and magnet switch
Sealing station inlet: safety flap with magnet switch and photocell
Sealing station outlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Perforated plate safety covers made of stainless steel
Hygiene design

Forming system FS 300
Forming of bottom film
Pre Heating
Heating with vacuum
Forming with vacuum and compressed air
Active carbon filter 0,01 µm for oil free compressed air during forming

Evacuation unit ES 300
Skin-application
edge evacuation
vacuum top - bottom - product separatelly controllable

Vacuum system VSP063160
Vacuum system consisting of:
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BUSCH R5 RA/0063 for forming
Nominal capacity 63 m³/h
Installation kit for integrated vacuum pumps
BUSCH R5 RA/0160 for evacuation
Nominal capacity 160 m³/h
Installation kit for integrated vacuum pumps

Gas flushing kit BE 100
MAP - inert gas (O2 level < 21%)
Gas tank GT 10, pressure reducing valve and ball valve

Photoelectric print registration DM 100
For register printed, flexible top film, consisting of
Film brake and mech. adjustable print mark scanner

R_Remote System RS 100
MGuard is a comprehensive teleservice and remote maintenance
tool. Location independent maintenance of the machine with the utmost level
of security. A switch inside the control cabinet of the machine needs to be
activated to enable the VPN tunnel. Consequently you protect parts of
your system network, complete production cells or automation components.
Only the operator is authorized to activate the system.

Uninterruptible power supply USV 100
Prevents the loss of data resp. process steps during a
short term Voltage interruption of the machine supply.
The bypass can last for 120 sec.

Film transport drive FA 100
Frequency inverter 1,5 kW

Trim Removal RB 200
Film edge trim
Drive motor mounted on cabinet side
Friction drive without dancer arm system

Transport system AB 100
Discharge conveyor with belt
Adjustable in height
Synchronized drive by film transport chain
Length approx. 900 mm

Central lubrication system transport chain ZK 100
Lubricates the film chain automatically with a
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defined amount of lube by time or stroke

Cutting

1x Bottom film edge cutting UE 10
Pneumatic drive
Opening aid for Skin & MAP packages
Straight cut in the bottom film
Knife holder

1x cross cutting punch GS 300
Pneumatic driven cross punch with knee lever system
Max. opening width 160 mm (lifting bottom 110 mm / top 50 mm)
Cross cutting punch upper part for interchangeable knife holder

1x cross cutting unit QO 35
Pneumatic driven cross cutting unit
Opening width 180 mm (lifting bottom 130 mm / top 50 mm)
Knife movement: vertical from above

1x longitudinal cutting unit LS 25
Longitudinal cutting unit suitable for top lifting 50 mm
Knife: rotating - quickly changeable
Motor: infinitely variable revolution for flexible and semi rigid film

Tooling
Cutoff length: 250 mm
Nominal machine width: 420 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm

Basic die
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package dimension: 381 x 250 mm
Forming dimension: 366 x 232 mm

Die components

Forming die lower part
Edge evacuation and gas flush

Pre heating bottom
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Designed for forming plates (forming plates are not included in basic die)
Draw depth: 150 mm
Adapter plate for forming depth 70 mm

Forming die upper part
Designed for pre heating without plug assisted forming

Sealing die lower part
Draw depth: 120 mm
Designed for sealing grid
(sealing grid is not included in basic die)

Basic tool in basic version is not suitable for production of packages.

Vario 1 (Skin application)

Number tracks: 2
Number rows: 1

Package specification: EPDM013353

Important Note: product size varies to the package size

Package dimension: 190,5 x 250 mm
Forming dimension: 175,5 x 217 mm
Package depth: max. 30 mm
Hang up hole in the front in direction of travel

Product weight: max. 2 kg per package

Performance:
The set performance according to DIN 8743 for this Vario and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 6 cycles/min. This refers to empty
packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar, a forming depth of 30 mm and
without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.,
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point

Product: not defined

Packaging Material:
Bottom web (rigid): draw and seal compliant (except PP and metalized)
Width: 422 mm (+ 2 mm / - 0 mm)
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Rigid web: up to 600 µm

Top web (flexible)  Skin: Skin- and seal compliant web up to 180µm
width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Hot seal compliant

Vario 1 Die components

2x forming insert for rigid film without ribs
Width 175,5 mm x length 217  mm x depth 50 mm
Corner radius: 4x R30 mm
Depth adjustable: 10 mm, 30 mm and 50 mm

Forming plate for max. drawing depth 50 mm

1x Sealing die upper part

1x Skin sealing plate (max. product protrusion 30 mm)
Perimeter sealing, perimeter 5mm (nominal) sealing seam

1x Sealing grid 2-tracks / 1-row
Sealing gasket 70 Shore, 3 mm of thickness, flat,
including 4 sealing gaskets

1x Filler plates for forming plate and sealing grid

Vario 1 and 2 parts

Punch rigid film

1x knife holder for film punch
1x knife set for Euro hole, 2-tracks
1x knife set, 2-tracks
Round corners R 9 mm incl. straight cutting line

Longitudinal cutting

Knife magazine consisting of:
1x Knife shaft (MK O4) incl. coupling
3x Circular knife
1x Safety cover incl. Handle
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1x Cutting register  incl. 3 cutting edge(s)
for film support during cutting

Bottom film edge cutting

1x Cutting register, 2-tracks

Vario 2 (rigid and flexible film)

Number tracks: 2
Number rows: 1

Package specification: EPDM018789

Package dimension: 190,5 x 250 mm
Forming dimension: 175,5 x 217 mm
Package depth: max. 70 mm
Hang up hole in the front in direction of travel

Product weight: max. 2 kg per package

Performance:
The set performance according to DIN 8743 for this Vario and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 6 cycles/min. This refers to empty
packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar, a forming depth of 70 mm and
without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.,
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point

Product: not defined

Packaging Material
Bottom web (rigid): draw and seal compliant (except PP and metalized)
Bottom web (flexible): draw and seal compliant
Width: 422 mm (+ 2 mm / - 0 mm)
Rigid web: up to 600 µm
Flexible web: up to 280 µm

Top web (flexible) MAP: seal compliant web up to 100µm
width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Hot seal compliant
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Vario 2 Die components
2x forming insert for rigid film with ribs
Width 175,5 mm x length 217  mm x depth 50 mm
Corner radius: 4x R30 mm
Depth adjustable: 10 mm, 30 mm and 50 mm

1x Sealing die upper part

1x Sealing frame
Perimeter sealing, perimeter 5mm (nominal) sealing seam
Peel corner: 1x peel corner with corner radius R 30 mm,
in the back, left hand side in direction of travel

Package support
Support system in loading section (2 support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (2 discharge rail(s) included)

Gas system:
The above mentioned machine configuration is not designed for high oxygen gas
flush with a volume share across 21 %. A special gas flush system (explosion
proofed vacuum pump, special valve technology) is needed, if the volume share
is across 21 %.

General

CE - Declaration of conformity

CE - Sign

Machine labeling: English

Technical documentation
Contents: instruction manual
spare parts catalogue
electrical and pneumatic diagrams
1x Paper, 1x CD-Rom

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Machine before reconditioning
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FOODPACK - FP BASIC VG
ILPRA
Semi Automatic Tray Sealing Machine903654

The FP Basic V/G is a semi-automatic Tray sealing machine.
The model is ideal for smaller Productions.
It's user-friendly, reliable and low maintenance.

The following packs can be created:
Option 1: sealing pack
Option 2: vacuum and sealing
Option 3: vacuum, gas flushing and sealing

BASIC MACHINE:
- Max. tray dimensions::
  330 x 265 x 135 mm (L x W x H) - 1 Tray per cycle
  160 x 265 x 135 mm (L x W x H) - 2 Trays per cycle

Exact tray dimensions, will be fixed in case of order.

- working operation
  Vacuum and gas flushing
- Maximum power (mechanical):
  Approximately 300 cycles/hour (without vacuum and gas flushing)

When using the vacuum and gas flushing function,
the maximum output depends on product,
residual oxygen content and the tray execution.

- Machine frame:
  stainless steel (AISI 304)
- Working area:
  stainless steel (AISI 304), anodized aluminium
- Protection class:
  IP 65

Technical Details:
- Vacuum Pump:
  BUSCH with 21m³/h
- Max. Sealing Area:
  320 x 260 x 80 mm (L x B x H)
- Electric:
  230 V, 50 Hz, 3 Phases

- Power:
  approx. 2,5 kW
- Compresse Air:
  Consumpten approx. 4 Litres/Cycle via 6 bar
- Weight:
  approx. 200 kg
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ILPRA
FOODPACK - FP BASIC VG

903654

- Maschine Dimensions:
  approx. 869 x 1.064 x 574 mm (L x W x H)

- Machine WITHOUT die-set

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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FOODPACK
ILPRA
Die-Set for903654-01

DIE-SET FOR FOODPACK

Sealing die set 2-fold, contour cutting outside (outside cut)

* sealing die set complete

* Product: unknown

* Tray type: unknown

* Lid film: flexible film for heat sealing, not recovering

* Tray dimensions max.: 160 x 265 x 120 mm  (Length x Width x Height)

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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 Picture shows similar machine
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VSE™ 30 / 420
reisacher
Thermoforming Machine903694

Packaging Material:
Bottom web (flexible) PA/PE
Width: 422 mm (0 / + 2 mm)
Thickness: max. 260 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible) PA/PE
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: max. 90 µm
Hot seal compliant

Goods to be packed: unknown

Basic Machine
Consisting of:

Stainless steel construction
Hygienic design (IP 65)

Stainless steel machine frame and side panels are designed according to the
latest hygiene requirements. Side panels are easily removable and accordingly
hinged for cleaning operation. The three-dimensional welded modules have a
maximum stiffness and can be easily cleaned in between the connection points.

Machine chassis
Frame length 3,660 mm
Machine length approx. 4.744,5 mm
Machine width including cabinet approx. 1.100 mm
Machine height approx. 1.930 mm

Control cabinet width 1.000 x height 1.700 x depth 350 mm

Machine side cladding in loading area

Nominal machine width 420 mm

Transport chain 5/8" K

Electric basic equipment
Voltage 400 V, frequency 50 Hz, 3 phase(s), with neutral wire and protective
conductor
Power supply with main switch (lockable)

Integrated socket for AC voltage in control cabinet
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Emergency stop switch

Safety device SE 005
Integrated safety system (Safety Logic) consisting of:
Safety PLC
Safety sensors and safety actuator

Maximum forming depth 150 mm
Safety shutter shuts before die movement
Product weight max. 4 Kg/cycle
Performance max. 9 cycles/min.

Forming station inlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Forming station outlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter

Sealing station inlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter
Sealing station outlet: safety cover with magnet switch

Perforated sheet safety covers made of stainless steel
Hygienic design

Infeed module ELM 1
Length 1,400 mm

Lifting system Forming
Receiver of forming formats
Pneumatic driven lifting system
Load capacity 20 kN (forming pressure)
Max. opening width 160 mm (lifting bottom/top: 160/0 mm)

Bottom film unwind UF 200, 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of bottom film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Forming of bottom web
Valve block FS 200
Heating with vacuum
Forming with vacuum and compressed air
Active carbon filter 0.01 µm for oil free compressed air during forming

Loading module BLM 1
Length 630 mm

Product loading sector
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Installation space for vacuum pumps

Sealing module SIM 1
Length 900 mm

Lifting system sealing
Receiver of sealing formats
Pneumatic driven lifting system
Load capacity 20 kN (sealing pressure)
Max. opening width 160 mm (lifting bottom/top: 160/0 mm)

Top film unwind OF 200, 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of top film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Evacuation unit
Valve block ES 100
Edge evacuation
Top and bottom vacuum separately controllable

Pneumatic
Air service unit R 1/2"
Water separator for air pressure incl. automatic emptying
Automatically water blow out system by die set change
Safety valve with pressure switch
Sealing valve with pressure regulator

Machine control
IPC 2100 REAL TIME

Industry 4.0 ready

Colored touch screen terminal 12,1"
Stainless steel enclosure IP65
High temperature and vibration stability

Recipe store for up to 500 recipes

Detailed status indicator of in- and outputs of the PLC visible via HMI

USB interface
Data backup of recipes and machine parameter
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Ethernet interface

Password protection
Different access level for different access authorizations

Adjustable main machine data - correctable (password protected)

Adjustable switch point for vacuum and gas
Pressure reading

Electronic height adjustment for lifting system in mm: 45, 80, 110, 150

Performance indication

Cycle counter

Detailed fault tracking

4 temperature control loops with off-limit check

Cleaning program with temperature control of dies

Operator language: English
More languages are available via HMI

Cutting module SCM 1
Length 730 mm

Installation space for example of cross cutting units, contour cutting units,
longitudinal cutting units, transport systems and film waste handling

Film transport drive FA 100
Frequency inverter 1.5 kW

Perforated plate safety covers made of stainless steel for cutting and
discharge area, Hygiene design

Peripheral equipment:

Vacuum system VSP000100
BUSCH R5 RA0100F for forming and evacuation
Nominal capacity 100 m³/h
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Installation kit for integrated vacuum pumps

Gas flushing kit BE 100
MAP - inert gas (O2 level < 21%)
Gas tank GT 10, check valve, pressure reducing valve and ball valve

Central lubrication system transport chain ZK 100
Lubricates the transport chain automatically with a defined amount of lube
by time or stroke

Photoelectric print registration DM 100
Adjustable photocell incl. top web break for flexible top web

Synchronization SC 100
Configurable for film transport stop or film advance.
Adjustable via HMI

R_Remote System RS 100
MGuard is a comprehensive teleservice and remote maintenance
tool. Location independent maintenance of the machine with the utmost level
of security. A switch inside the control cabinet of the machine needs to be
activated to enable the VPN tunnel. Consequently you protect parts of
your system network, complete production cells or automation components.
Only the operator is authorized to activate the system.

Trim Removal RB 200
Film edge trim
Friction drive without dancer arm system

Transport system AB 100
Discharge conveyor with belt
Height adjustable
Synchronized drive by film transport chain
Length approx. 900 mm

Cutting systems
2x cross cutting QU 20
Pneumatic driven
Smooth cut from the bottom
Opening width 170 mm (lifting bottom/top: 170/0 mm)

Longitudinal cutting system LS 10
Motor with preset speed
Suitable for flexible film
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Tooling
Cutoff length: 300 mm
Nominal machine width: 420 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm
Forming depth: 150 mm

Basic die
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package specification: EPDM016039

Package dimension: 381 x 300 mm
Forming dimension: 366 x 282 mm

Die components

Forming die lower part
1x Designed for forming plate

Punch for U-shaped evacuation holes are integrated

Corner radius 4x R 20 mm

Forming die upper part
Heating above forming mold
Tubular heating elements

Non-stick coating
Teflon coating - high quality black

Sealing die lower part
Forming depth: 150 mm
Designed for sealing grid
(Sealing grid is not included in basic die)

Basic tool in basic version is not suitable for production of packages.

Vario 1
Number tracks: 3
Number rows: 2
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Package specification: EPDM013463

Package dimension: 127 x 150 mm
Forming dimension: 112 x 132 mm
Package depth: 10 - 60 mm

Product weight: unknown
Product: unknown

Vario 1 Die components
1x Forming plate, 3-tracks/2-rows

6x radius plates
Width 112 mm x length 132 mm
Bottom radius 1x R 20 mm
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm
Filling plates for forming depth 10 - 60 mm

1x Sealing die upper part, 3-tracks/2-rows
Perimeter sealing seam 5 mm (nominal)

1x Sealing grid 3-tracks / 2-rows
Sealing gasket 70 Shore, 3 mm of thickness, fabric finish with 0.8 mm grid
Incl. 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set of filler plates, forming depth 10 - 60 mm

Vario 1 parts
for longitudinal cutting

Knife magazine consisting of:
1x Knife shaft (MW 10) incl. coupling
4x Circular knife
1x Safety cover incl. handle
1x Cutting register incl. 4 cutting edge(s)
for film support during cutting

Package support
Support system in loading area (2 track support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (2 track discharge rail(s) included)

General
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Performance:
The set performance according to DIN 8743 for these Varios and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 5-6 cycles/min.
This refers to empty packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar, a forming
depth of 60 mm and without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point.

Gas system:
The above mentioned machine configuration is not designed for high oxygen gas
flush with a volume share across 21 %. A special gas flush system (explosion
proofed vacuum pump, special valve technology) is needed, if the volume share
is across 21 %.

CE - Declaration of conformity

CE - Sign

Machine labeling: English

Technical documentation
Contents: instruction manual
Spare parts catalogue
Electrical and pneumatic diagrams

1x paper, 1x CD-ROM

- New

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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VSE™ 30 / 420
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Thermoforming Machine903802

for production of vacuum packages made of flexible- and rigid-film.

Packaging Material:
Bottom web (flexible) PA/PE
Bottom web (semi-rigid), Type: PS/PE, PVC/PE or APET/PE
Width: 422 mm (+2 mm)
Thickness: up to 500 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible), Type: PA/PE
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: 100 µm
Hot seal compliant

Goods to be packed: unknown

BASIC MACHINE (Layout EPDM 032610)
Consisting of:

Machine chassis
Frame length 3,660 mm
Machine length approx. 4,518 mm
Machine width including cabinet approx. 1,107 mm
Machine height approx. 1,938 mm

Control cabinet width 1,000 x height 1,700 x depth 350 mm

Machine side cladding in loading area

Nominal machine width 420 mm

Stainless steel machine frame and side panels are designed according to the
latest hygiene requirements. Side panels are easily removable and accordingly
hinged for cleaning operation. The three-dimensional welded modules have a
maximum stiffness and can be easily cleaned in between the connection points.

Transport Chain 5/8 x 3/8" K, nickel plated (105413)

Electrical: 400 Volt AC/N/PE, max. connected load: 32 Amp.
Supply line: 5 x 6 mm² fixed connection
Fuse protection: 32A anti-surge
Residual current circuit breaker: FI-3pole 300mA / type B universal
current sensitive
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Infeed module ELM 2_ BB 420
Length 1,730 mm
Module fits for lifting system, forming die and bottom film unwind

Bottom film unwind UF 231
Holding spindle for bottom film with 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of bottom film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Lifting system HS 100
20 kN, for forming depth up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)
Forming depth up to: 150 mm

Forming system FS 200
Forming of bottom film by lid heating,
Heating with compressed air, forming with vacuum
Active carbon filter 0.01 µm for oil free compressed air during forming

Vacuum system VSP000160
Forming and evacuation pump 300068 BUSCH R5 RA0160D, 160 m³/h

Sealing module SIM 1_BB 420
Length 900 mm
Module to fit the lifting system, sealing die, top film unwind and control
components

Machine control:
IPC 2100 real time
Industry 4.0 ready

Colored touch screen terminal 12,1"
Stainless steel enclosure IP65
High temperature and vibration stability

Recipe store for up to 500 recipes
Detailed status indicator of in- and outputs of the PLC visible via HMI
USB interface
Data backup of recipes and machine parameter

Ethernet interface
Password protection
Different access level for different access authorizations
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Adjustable main machine data - correctable (password protected)

Adjustable switch point for vacuum and gas
Pressure reading
Electronic height adjustment for lifting system in mm: 45, 80, 110, 150

Performance indication
Cycle counter
Detailed fault tracking

4 temperature control loops with off-limit check
Cleaning program with temperature control of dies

Operator language: English
More languages are available via HMI

Pneumatic
Air service unit R 1/2"
Water separator for air pressure incl. automatic emptying
Automatically water blow out system by die set change
Safety valve with pressure switch
Sealing valve with pressure regulator

Top film unwind OF 230
For top film reels with max. 400 mm reel diameter
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and brake

Photoelectric print registration DM 100
for target-printed, flexible top film, consisting of film brake and mech.
adjustable print mark reader

Lifting system HS 100
20 kN, for forming depths up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)
Forming depth up to: 150 mm

Evacuation system ES 100
Edge evacuation or narrow top film
Vacuum top - bottom separately controllable

Gas flushing kit BE 100
including gas tank GT10 with valve, check valve,
pressure reducing valve and ball valve
(for mixed gases, O2 level <21%)
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Cutting module SCM 1_BB 420
Length 730 mm
for installation of e.g. Drive, cross cutting, contour cutting, longitudinal
cutting, discharge conveyor and trim removal

Rigid- & Flexible film punch GS 170
Cross punch lower part, pneumatic knee lever system,
Opening width 160 mm,
Cross punching top part,
for interchangeable knife holders (rigid) and flexible-film cutting set
Flexible film cutting set included in standard

Longitudinal squeezing unit LQ 10
Squeezing knives push on a driven counter roll for cutting
Squeezing-knife Cutting-set including drive unit
with countershaft for install of counter-rolls

FA 100 drive frequency-controlled 1.5 kW

Transport system AB 200
Discharge conveyor with belt
Version: Intralox discharge conveyor
Drive: Intralox discharge belt with blue Intralox-chain and frequency
converter for synchronous packaging discharge, length approx. 840 mm
height adjustable

Trim Removal RB 200
Electric rewind for edge strips
Friction drive without dancer arm system

Safety system with safety gate SE 005
Integrated safety system (Safety Logic) for product overhang
Safety PLC incl. Safety sensors
Maximum forming depth 150 mm,
Performance max. 9 cycles/min.
Max. Packaging weight 4kg/cycle
Safety distance 0 mm
Forming station inlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Forming station outlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter

Sealing station inlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter
Sealing station outlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Perforated sheet safety covers made of stainless steel
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Hygienic design

Remote Diagnosis RS 100
Guard is a comprehensive teleservice and remote maintenance tool.
Location independent maintenance of the machine with the utmost level of
security. A switch inside the control cabinet of the machine needs to be
activated to enable the VPN tunnel. Consequently you protect parts of
your system network, complete production cells or automation components.
Only the operator at the machine is authorized to activate the system.

TOOLING:

Basic-Die:
Cutoff length: 240 mm
Nominal machine width: 420 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm
Forming depth: 150 mm

Basic die
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package dimension: 381 x 240 mm
Forming dimension: 366 x 222 mm

Die components

Forming die lower part
Edge evacuation and gas flushing
Designed for forming plate (forming plate not integrated in basic-die)

Forming die upper part
Heating above forming mold
Tubular heating elements

Non-stick coating
high quality - black

Sealing die lower part
Forming depth: 150 mm
Designed for sealing grid
(Sealing grid not included in basic die)

Basic tool in basic version is not suitable for production of packages.
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Vario 1
Number tracks: 2
Number rows: 1

format diagram: EPDM 028416

Package dimension: 190,50 x 240 mm
Forming dimension: 175,50 x 222 mm

Product weight: unknown
Product: unknown

Vario 1 Die components

1x Forming plate, 2-tracks/1-row

2x forming inserts for semi-rigid film
Width 175,50 mm x length 222 mm
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm
1x Set of filler plates

1x Sealing die upper part, 2-tracks/1-row
Perimeter sealing seam 5 mm (nominal)
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm,
peel corner in the back, right hand side in direction of travel

1x Sealing grid 2-tracks / 1-row
Sealing gasket 70 Shore, 3 mm of thickness, fabric finish with 0.8 mm grid
Incl. 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set of filler plates

Vario parts:

for punch semi-rigid

1x knife holder for film punch
1x knife set, 2-tracks
Round corners R 9 mm incl. straight cutting lines
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for longitudinal cutting

Cutting set LQ 11
Consisting of 3 squeezing knives, receiving plate, and counter rolls,
complete cut, fits for LQ 10

Package support
Support system in loading area (1 support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (1 discharge rail(s) included)

General

Performance:
The set performance according to DIN 8743 for these Varios and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 6 - 7 cycles/min.
This refers to empty packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar,
a forming depth of 60 mm and without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point.

Gas system:
The above mentioned machine configuration is not designed for high oxygen gas
flush with a volume share across 21 %. A special gas flush system (explosion
proofed vacuum pump, special valve technology) is needed, if the volume share
is across 21 %.

CE - Declaration of conformity
CE - Sign
Machine labeling: English

Technical documentation
Contents: instruction manual
Spare parts catalogue
Electrical and pneumatic diagrams

- New

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Multivac Marking & Inspection
MR615 für HAJEK VSE™ 30 / 420

 Picture shows similar machine
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MR615 für HAJEK VSE™ 30 / 420
Multivac Marking & Inspection
Top Web Labeler903802-01

Task:
Labeler MR615 mounted on the control panel of HAJEK VSE30,
to apply the labels in the infeed of the top film.

Labeler without longitudinal stroke.
Without a longitudinal stroke, multi-row formats are achieved via the partial
feed of the packaging machine.

- MR615 EF6388LO420

Technical information of the packaging machine:

Machine: Hajek / rollstock machine / VSE 30
Max. Required. Clock speed / min: 6
Max. Number of tracks: 2
Max. Number of rows: 1
Stroke length: 240 mm
Film width: 420 mm
Drawing depth: 70 mm
Printing mark control: Yes

Additional Information:

1.1 Basic machine MR615 EF (right version) for labelling the top web
    before sealing

consisting of:
- labelling head with high-torque stepper motor drive, applicator
- label transport and press-on unit at right angles to web direction
- mounting frame for installation on thermoforming machines at the left side
  of the control cabinet above the discharge extension

If labels are applied onto preprinted top web, there might be noticeable
deviations between the print and the label position. This normally results
from stretching of the web during sealing.

Machine mounting
to suit rollstock machines

Control terminal (IPC 03)
- Interface HMI 2.0
- Intuitive operable, colored 7" TFT touch display (800x480 Pixels)
- Graphical navigation

- Clear menu navigation in more than 30 languages
- Multilevel Access-Management
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MR615 für HAJEK VSE™ 30 / 420
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- Comprehensive management of up to 500 recipes

- Backup recipes to USB Stick
- USB and Ethernet interface

Standalone control
- Machine control for all labelling and printing tasks
- CE compliant and compliant with FCC regulations
- Ambient conditions: 0o C - 30o C (35o C) 25 - 85 % relative humidity,
  non-condensing

- Without control terminal. Please note: Depending on type an number of
  machines one ore more terminals are neccessary!

External control cabinet stand

Label transport and press-on unit
label transport at right angles to web direction
stepper motor driven transport unit with handwheel and spindle
web width 420 mm, label strip width  150 mm
pneumatics: approx. 5.0-6.0 bars

Labelling multiple rows via partial advance of the packaging machine

Individual wire marking in the control cabinet according to EN 60204 § 13.2

Label dispenser - type MR 6000
- dispensing speed continuously adjustable up to max. 72 m/min,
  depending on the application
- stepper motor drive with 6.2 Nm torque
- unwinding unit with dancer arm and paper brake

- unwinding disc diameter: 380 mm
- label roll diameter: max. ca. 360 mm
- label transport roller, exchangeable from the front without disassembling
  the label dispenser

- rewinding diameter of the backing paper: max. 250 mm

Ultrasonic label sensor with IO-Link protocol
for paper and foil labels, transparent labels
and labels with special shapes
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Unwinding unit for label reels max. 380 mm diameter

Roll end check
detection of the label reel end by means of PEC

machine documentation in hardcopy form consisting of:
- Instruction manual: English
- Spare parts catalogue: English
- Wiring/Pneumatic diagrams: English

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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for production of vacuum packages made of flexible-film.

Packaging Material:
Bottom web (flexible) PA/PE
Width: 422 mm (+2 mm)
Thickness: up to 260 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible), Type: PA/PE
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: 90 µm
Hot seal compliant

Goods to be packed: unknown

BASIC MACHINE (Layout EPDM 904026_A1001_420)
Consisting of:

Machine chassis
Frame length 3,660 mm
Machine length approx. 4,582 mm
Machine width including cabinet approx. 1,107 mm
Machine height approx. 2,054 mm

Control cabinet width 1,000 x height 1,700 x depth 350 mm

Machine side cladding in loading area

Nominal machine width 420 mm

Stainless steel machine frame and side panels are designed according to the
latest hygiene requirements. Side panels are easily removable and accordingly
hinged for cleaning operation. The three-dimensional welded modules have a
maximum stiffness and can be easily cleaned in between the connection points.

Transport Chain 5/8 x 3/8" K, nickel plated (105413)

Electrical: 400 Volt AC/N/PE, max. connected load: 32 Amp.
Supply line: 5 x 6 mm² fixed connection
Fuse protection: 32A anti-surge
Residual current circuit breaker: FI-3pole 300mA / type B universal
current sensitive
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Infeed module ELM 2_ BB 420
Length 1,730 mm
Module fits for lifting system, forming die and bottom film unwind

Bottom film unwind UF 231
Holding spindle for bottom film with 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of bottom film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Lifting system HS 100
20 kN, for forming depth up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)

Forming system FS 200
Forming of bottom film by lid heating,
Heating with compressed air, forming with vacuum
Active carbon filter 0.01 µm for oil free compressed air during forming

Vacuum system VSP000160
Forming and evacuation pump 300068 BUSCH R5 RA0160D, 160 m³/h

Free Loading Area approx. 886 mm (=3 free strokes)

Sealing module SIM 1_BB 420
Length 900 mm
Module to fit the lifting system, sealing die, top film unwind and control
components

Machine control:
IPC 2100 real time
Industry 4.0 ready

Colored touch screen terminal 12,1"
Stainless steel enclosure IP65
High temperature and vibration stability

Recipe store for up to 500 recipes
Detailed status indicator of in- and outputs of the PLC visible via HMI
USB interface
Data backup of recipes and machine parameter

Ethernet interface
Password protection
Different access level for different access authorizations
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Adjustable main machine data - correctable (password protected)

Adjustable switch point for vacuum and gas
Pressure reading
Electronic height adjustment for lifting system in mm: 45, 80, 110, 150

Performance indication
Cycle counter
Detailed fault tracking

4 temperature control loops with off-limit check
Cleaning program with temperature control of dies

Operator language: English
More languages are available via HMI

Pneumatic
Air service unit R 1/2"
Water separator for air pressure incl. automatic emptying
Automatically water blow out system by die set change
Safety valve with pressure switch
Sealing valve with pressure regulator

Top film unwind OF 230
For top film reels with max. 400 mm reel diameter
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and brake

Photoelectric print registration DM 100
for target-printed, flexible top film, consisting of film brake and mech.
adjustable print mark reader

Lifting system HS 100
20 kN, for forming depths up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)

Evacuation system ES 100
Edge evacuation or narrow top film
Vacuum top - bottom separately controllable

Gas flushing kit BE 100
including gas tank GT10 with valve, check valve,
pressure reducing valve and ball valve
(for mixed gases, O2 level <21%)
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Cutting module SCM 1_BB 420
Length 730 mm
for installation of e.g. Drive, cross cutting, contour cutting,
longitudinal cutting, discharge conveyor and trim removal

2 Pcs.
Cross cutting QO 30
Cross-cutting unit, with pneumatically operated vertical knife movement from
top (guillotine), for smooth cut or opening aid serrated cut

2 Pcs.
Cross cutting knife QOM 30
for smooth cut

Longitudinal cutting LS 10
Longitudinal cutting unit, with rotating knives,
for installation of knife shafts.
Longitudinal cutting motor with standard speed for flexible film

FA 100 drive frequency-controlled 1.5 kW

Transport system AB 200
Discharge conveyor with belt
Version: Intralox discharge conveyor
Drive: Intralox discharge belt with blue Intralox-chain and frequency
converter for synchronous packaging discharge, length approx. 840 mm
height adjustable

Trim Removal RB 200
Electric rewind for edge strips
Friction drive without dancer arm system

Safety system with safety gate SE 005
Integrated safety system (Safety Logic) for product overhang
Safety PLC incl. Safety sensors
Maximum forming depth 150 mm,
Performance max. 9 cycles/min.
Max. Packaging weight 4kg/cycle
Safety distance 0 mm
Forming station inlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Forming station outlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter
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Sealing station inlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter
Sealing station outlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Perforated sheet safety covers made of stainless steel
Hygienic design

Remote Diagnosis RS 100
MGuard is a comprehensive teleservice and remote maintenance tool.
Location independent maintenance of the machine with the utmost level of
security. A switch inside the control cabinet of the machine needs to be
activated to enable the VPN tunnel. Consequently you protect parts of
your system network, complete production cells or automation components.
Only the operator at the machine is authorized to activate the system.

TOOLING:

Basic-Die:
Cutoff length: 270 mm
Nominal machine width: 420 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm
Forming depth: 150 mm

Basic die
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package dimension: 381 x 270 mm
Forming dimension: 366 x 252 mm

Die components

Forming die lower part
Edge evacuation and gas flushing
Designed for forming plate (forming plate not integrated in basic-die)

Forming die upper part
Heating above forming mold
Tubular heating elements

Non-stick coating
high quality - black

Sealing die lower part
Forming depth: 150 mm
Designed for sealing grid
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(Sealing grid not included in basic die)

Basic tool in basic version is not suitable for production of packages.

Vario 1
Number tracks: 3
Number rows: 2

format diagram: EPDM 013462

Package dimension: 127 x 135 mm
Forming dimension: 112 x 117 mm
Package depth: max. approx. 65 mm

Product weight: unknown
Product: unknown

Vario 1 Die components

1x Forming plate, 3-tracks/2-rows

6x radius plates
Width 112 mm x length 117 mm
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm
1x Set of filler plates

1x Sealing die upper part, 3-tracks/2-rows
Perimeter sealing seam 5 mm (nominal)
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm,

1x Sealing grid 3-tracks / 2-rows
Sealing gasket 70 Shore, 3 mm of thickness, fabric finish with 0.8 mm grid
Incl. 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set of filler plates

Vario parts:

Package support
Support system in loading area (2 support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (2 discharge rail(s) included)
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for longitudinal cutting

Knife magazin consisting of:
1x Knife shaft (MW 10) incl. coupling
4x Circular knife
1x Safety cover incl. handle
1x Cutting register incl. 4 cutting edge(s)
for film support during cutting

Performance:
The set performance according to DIN 8743 for these Varios and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 6 - 7 cycles/min.
This refers to empty packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar,
a forming depth of 60 mm and without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point.

Gas system:
The above mentioned machine configuration is not designed for high oxygen gas
flush with a volume share across 21 %. A special gas flush system (explosion
proofed vacuum pump, special valve technology) is needed, if the volume share
is across 21 %.

General

CE - Declaration of conformity
CE - Sign
Machine labeling: English

Technical documentation
Contents: instruction manual
Spare parts catalogue
Electrical and pneumatic diagrams

- New

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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for production of vacuum packages made of flexible-film.

Packaging Material:
Bottom web (flexible) PA/PE
Width: 422 mm (+2 mm)
Thickness: up to 260 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible), Type: PA/PE
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: 90 µm
Hot seal compliant

Goods to be packed: unknown

BASIC MACHINE (Layout EPDM 904026_A1001_420)
Consisting of:

Machine chassis
Frame length 3,660 mm
Machine length approx. 4,582 mm
Machine width including cabinet approx. 1,107 mm
Machine height approx. 2,054 mm

Control cabinet width 1,000 x height 1,700 x depth 350 mm

Machine side cladding in loading area

Nominal machine width 420 mm

Stainless steel machine frame and side panels are designed according to the
latest hygiene requirements. Side panels are easily removable and accordingly
hinged for cleaning operation. The three-dimensional welded modules have a
maximum stiffness and can be easily cleaned in between the connection points.
Film transport chain 5/8" K.

Infeed module ELM 2_ BB 420
Length 1,730 mm
Module fits for lifting system, forming die and bottom film unwind

Bottom film unwind UF 231
Holding spindle for bottom film with 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of bottom film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break
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Lifting system HS 100
20 kN, for forming depth up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)

Forming system FS 200
Forming of bottom film by lid heating,
Heating with compressed air, forming with vacuum
Active carbon filter 0.01 µm for oil free compressed air during forming

Vacuum system VSP000160
Forming and evacuation pump 300068 BUSCH R5 RA0160D, 160 m³/h

Free Loading Area approx. 886 mm (=3 free strokes)

Sealing module SIM 1_BB 420
Length 900 mm
Module to fit the lifting system, sealing die, top film unwind and control
components

Machine control:
IPC 2100 real time
Industry 4.0 ready

Colored touch screen terminal 12,1"
Stainless steel enclosure IP65
High temperature and vibration stability

Recipe store for up to 500 recipes
Detailed status indicator of in- and outputs of the PLC visible via HMI
USB interface
Data backup of recipes and machine parameter

Ethernet interface
Password protection
Different access level for different access authorizations

Adjustable main machine data - correctable (password protected)

Adjustable switch point for vacuum and gas
Pressure reading
Electronic height adjustment for lifting system in mm: 45, 80, 110, 150

Performance indication
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Cycle counter
Detailed fault tracking

4 temperature control loops with off-limit check
Cleaning program with temperature control of dies

Operator language: English
More languages are available via HMI

Pneumatic
Air service unit R 1/2"
Water separator for air pressure incl. automatic emptying
Automatically water blow out system by die set change
Safety valve with pressure switch
Sealing valve with pressure regulator

Top film unwind OF 230
For top film reels with max. 400 mm reel diameter
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and brake

Photoelectric print registration DM 100
for target-printed, flexible top film, consisting of film brake and mech.
adjustable print mark reader

Lifting system HS 100
20 kN, for forming depths up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)

Evacuation system ES 100
Edge evacuation or narrow top film
Vacuum top - bottom separately controllable

Gas flushing kit BE 100
including gas tank GT10 with valve, check valve,
pressure reducing valve and ball valve
(for mixed gases, O2 level <21%)

Cutting module SCM 1_BB 420
Length 730 mm
for installation of e.g. Drive, cross cutting, contour cutting,
longitudinal cutting, discharge conveyor and trim removal
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1 Pcs.
Cross cutting QO 30
Cross-cutting unit, with pneumatically operated vertical knife movement from
top (guillotine), for smooth cut or opening aid serrated cut

1 Pcs.
Cross cutting knife QOM 30
for smooth cut

Longitudinal cutting LS 10
Longitudinal cutting unit, with rotating knives,
for installation of knife shafts.
Longitudinal cutting motor with standard speed for flexible film

FA 100 drive frequency-controlled 1.5 kW

Transport system
- WITHOUT Discharge conveyor
- prepared for Lines Singularizing Unit

Trim Removal RB 200
Electric rewind for edge strips
Friction drive without dancer arm system

Safety system with safety gate SE 005
Integrated safety system (Safety Logic) for product overhang
Safety PLC incl. Safety sensors
Maximum forming depth 150 mm,
Performance max. 9 cycles/min.
Max. Packaging weight 4kg/cycle
Safety distance 0 mm
Forming station inlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Forming station outlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter

Sealing station inlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter
Sealing station outlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Perforated sheet safety covers made of stainless steel
Hygienic design

Remote Diagnosis RS 100
MGuard is a comprehensive teleservice and remote maintenance tool.
Location independent maintenance of the machine with the utmost level of
security. A switch inside the control cabinet of the machine needs to be
activated to enable the VPN tunnel. Consequently you protect parts of
your system network, complete production cells or automation components.
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Only the operator at the machine is authorized to activate the system.

TOOLING:

Basic-Die:
Cutoff length: 270 mm
Nominal machine width: 420 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm
Forming depth: 150 mm

Basic die
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package dimension: 381 x 270 mm
Forming dimension: 366 x 252 mm

Die components

Forming die lower part
Edge evacuation and gas flushing
Designed for forming plate (forming plate not integrated in basic-die)

Forming die upper part
Heating above forming mold
Tubular heating elements

Non-stick coating
high quality - black

Sealing die lower part
Forming depth: 150 mm
Designed for sealing grid
(Sealing grid not included in basic die)

Basic tool in basic version is not suitable for production of packages.

Vario 1
Number tracks: 3
Number rows: 1

format diagram: EPDM 013462
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Package dimension: 127 x 270 mm
Forming dimension: 112 x 252 mm
Package depth: max. approx. 80 mm

Product weight: unknown
Product: unknown

Vario 1 Die components

1x Forming plate, 3-tracks/1-row

3x radius plates
Width 112 mm x length 252 mm
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm
1x Set of filler plates

1x Sealing die upper part, 3-tracks/1-row
Perimeter sealing seam 5 mm (nominal)
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm,

1x Sealing grid 3-tracks / 1-row
Sealing gasket 70 Shore, 3 mm of thickness, fabric finish with 0.8 mm grid
Incl. 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set of filler plates

Vario parts:

Package support
Support system in loading area (2 support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (2 discharge rail(s) included)

for longitudinal cutting

Knife magazin consisting of:
1x Knife shaft (MW 10) incl. coupling
4x Circular knife
1x Safety cover incl. handle
1x Cutting register incl. 4 cuting edge(s)
for film support during cutting
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Performance:
The set performance according to DIN 8743 for these Varios and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 6 - 7 cycles/min.
This refers to empty packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar,
a forming depth of 60 mm and without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point.

General

CE - Declaration of conformity
CE - Sign
Machine labeling: English

Technical documentation
Contents: instruction manual
Spare parts catalogue
Electrical and pneumatic diagrams

- New

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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General:
- Table model
- Suitable for different products in various dimensions
- Stainless steel housing

- Stainless steel deep-drawn vacuum chamber for optimal hygiene
- Transparent lid
- Easily removable wireless sealing bars in vacuum chamber

- Insert plates for adjusting vacuum chamber height

Packaging functions:
- Vacuum; Optimal final vacuum 99.98% (0,2 Mbar)
- Soft-air; Controlled ventilation for protection of product and packaging
- Gas flushing (MAP)

Sealing systems:
- Double Seal
  2 x 3.5 mm convex sealing wire for optimal
  moisture elimination (double protection)

Operational control:
ACS Control with following functions:
- LCD panel
- Software in 5 languages
- 20 program memory

- USB connection to upload programs
- Standard Sensor control
- Label printer compatibility

- HACCP compliance
- Secured multi-level access

Technical Datas:
- Machine dimensions (WxDxH): 554 x 450 x 405 mm
- Chamber dimensions (WxDxH): 350 x 370 x 150 mm
- Seal bar length: approx. 350 mm

- Pump capacity: 16 m³/hour
- Machine cycle: 15-30 seconds
- Weight: 48 kg

- Electric: 230 Volt, 50 Hz, 0.55 kW
- Service kit for standard maintenance
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- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Technical Datas:
- Machine dimensions (LxWxH): 610 x 480 x 470 mm
- Chamber dimensions (LxWxH): 460 x 420 x 180 mm
- Seal bar length: 420 mm

- Pump capacity: 21 m³/hour
- Machine cycle: 15-35 seconds
- Weight: 67 kg

- Voltage: 230 Volt, 50 Hz
- Power: 0,75 - 1,0 kW

General:
- Table model
- Stainless steel housing
- Stainless steel deep-drawn vacuum chamber for optimal hygiene

- Transparent lid
- Easily removable wireless sealing bars in vacuum chamber
- Insert plates for adjusting vacuum chamber height

Packaging functions:
- Vacuum Optimal final vacuum 99,80% (2 Mbar)
- Soft-air, Controlled ventilation for protection of product and packaging
- Gas flushing (MAP)

Sealing systems:
- Double Seal, 2 x 3,5 mm convex sealing wires for product remains
  elimination and strong hermetic seals.

Operational control functions:
- Sensor Control
  Set percentage pressure for vacuum and gas functions
  for accurate and constant packaging results / Automatic
  programming / 10 default programs / Vacuum plus time

Support control functions:
- STOP button for partial/full cycle interruption
- Digital maintenance program for pump / Operating hours counter /
  Service indicator programs / Sleeper function etc.

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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for production of vacuum packages made of flexible-film.

Packaging Material:
Bottom web (flexible) PA/PE
Width: 422 mm (+2 mm)
Thickness: up to 260 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible), Type: PA/PE
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: 90 µm
Hot seal compliant

Goods to be packed: unknown

BASIC MACHINE (Layout EPDM 904272_A1001_420)
Consisting of:

Machine chassis
Frame length 3,660 mm
Machine length approx. 4,518 mm
Machine width including cabinet approx. 1,107 mm
Machine height approx. 2,054 mm

Control cabinet width 1,000 x height 1,700 x depth 350 mm

Machine side cladding in loading area

Nominal machine width 420 mm

Stainless steel machine frame and side panels are designed according to the
latest hygiene requirements. Side panels are easily removable and accordingly
hinged for cleaning operation. The three-dimensional welded modules have a
maximum stiffness and can be easily cleaned in between the connection points.

Transport Chain 5/8 x 3/8" K, nickel plated (105413)

Electrical: 400 Volt AC/N/PE, max. connected load: 32 Amp.
Supply line: 5 x 6 mm² fixed connection
Fuse protection: 32A anti-surge
Residual current circuit breaker: FI-3pole 300mA / type B universal
current sensitive
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Infeed module ELM 2_ BB 420
Length 1,730 mm
Module fits for lifting system, forming die and bottom film unwind

Bottom film unwind UF 231
Holding spindle for bottom film with 3" core-Ø (76 mm)
Max. 400 mm diameter of bottom film reel
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and break

Lifting system HS 100
20 kN, for forming depth up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)

Forming system FS 200
Forming of bottom film by lid heating,
Heating with compressed air, forming with vacuum
Active carbon filter 0.01 µm for oil free compressed air during forming

Vacuum system 1111206925
Forming and evacuation pump, BUSCH R5 RD 0200 A 5H1 VPXA, 160 m³/h

Fine dust filter for internal pump

Free Loading Area approx. 976 mm

Sealing module SIM 1_BB 420
Length 900 mm
Module to fit the lifting system, sealing die, top film unwind and control
components

Machine control:
IPC 2100 real time
Industry 4.0 ready

Colored touch screen terminal 12,1"
Stainless steel enclosure IP65
High temperature and vibration stability

Recipe store for up to 500 recipes
Detailed status indicator of in- and outputs of the PLC visible via HMI
USB interface
Data backup of recipes and machine parameter

Ethernet interface
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Password protection
Different access level for different access authorizations

Adjustable main machine data - correctable (password protected)

Adjustable switch point for vacuum and gas
Pressure reading
Electronic height adjustment for lifting system in mm: 45, 80, 110, 150

Performance indication
Cycle counter
Detailed fault tracking

4 temperature control loops with off-limit check
Cleaning program with temperature control of dies

Operator language: English
More languages are available via HMI

Pneumatic
Air service unit R 1/2"
Water separator for air pressure incl. automatic emptying
Automatically water blow out system by die set change
Safety valve with pressure switch
Sealing valve with pressure regulator

Top film unwind OF 230
For top film reels with max. 400 mm reel diameter
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and brake

Photoelectric print registration DM 100
for target-printed, flexible top film, consisting of film brake and mech.
adjustable print mark reader

Lifting system HS 100
20 kN, for forming depths up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)

Evacuation system ES 100
Edge evacuation or narrow top film
Vacuum top - bottom separately controllable

Gas flushing kit BE 100
including gas tank GT10 with valve, check valve,
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pressure reducing valve and ball valve
(for mixed gases, O2 level <21%)

Cutting module SCM 1_BB 420
Length 730 mm
for installation of e.g. Drive, cross cutting, contour cutting,
longitudinal cutting, discharge conveyor and trim removal

2 Pcs.
Cross cutting QO 30
Cross-cutting unit, with pneumatically operated vertical knife movement from
top (guillotine), for smooth cut or opening aid serrated cut

2 Pcs.
Cross cutting knife QOM 30
for smooth cut

Longitudinal cutting LS 20
Longitudinal cutting unit, with rotating knives,
for installation of knife shafts.
Longitudinal cutting motor with infinitely adjustable speed
for semi rigid film and flexible film

FA 110 drive servo for stepless fast strokes with special speeding up and
braking characteristics

Transport system AB 100
Discharge conveyor with belt
Version: belt
Drive: synchronous via film-chain drive
height adjustable

Trim Removal RB 200
Electric rewind for edge strips
Friction drive without dancer arm system

Safety system with safety gate SE 005
Integrated safety system (Safety Logic) for product overhang
Safety PLC incl. Safety sensors
Maximum forming depth 150 mm,
Performance max. 9 cycles/min.
Max. Packaging weight 4kg/cycle
Safety distance 0 mm
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Forming station inlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Forming station outlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter

Sealing station inlet: safety flap with magnet switch and safety shutter
Sealing station outlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Perforated sheet safety covers made of stainless steel
Hygienic design

Remote Diagnosis RS 100
MGuard is a comprehensive teleservice and remote maintenance tool.
Location independent maintenance of the machine with the utmost level of
security. A switch inside the control cabinet of the machine needs to be
activated to enable the VPN tunnel. Consequently you protect parts of
your system network, complete production cells or automation components.
Only the operator at the machine is authorized to activate the system.

TOOLING:

Basic-Die:
Cutoff length: 240 mm
Nominal machine width: 420 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm
Forming depth: 65 mm

Basic die
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package dimension: 381 x 240 mm
Forming dimension: 366 x 222 mm

Die components

Forming die lower part
Edge evacuation and gas flushing
Designed for forming plate (forming plate not integrated in basic-die)

Forming die upper part
Heating above forming mold
Tubular heating elements

Non-stick coating
high quality - black
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Sealing die lower part
Forming depth: 65 mm
Designed for sealing grid
(Sealing grid not included in basic die)

Basic tool in basic version is not suitable for production of packages.

Vario 1
Number tracks: 2
Number rows: 2

format diagram: EPDM 028418

Package dimension: 190,5 x 120 mm
Forming dimension: 175,5 x 102 mm
Package depth: max. approx. 65 mm

Product weight: unknown
Product: unknown

Vario 1 Die components

1x Forming plate, 2-tracks/2-rows

4x radius plates
Width 175,5 mm x length 102 mm
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm
1x Set of filler plates

1x Sealing die upper part, 2-tracks/2-rows
Perimeter sealing seam 5 mm (nominal)
Corner radius 4x R 20 mm,
peel corner in the back, right hand side in direction of travel

1x Sealing grid 2-tracks / 2-rows
Sealing gasket 70 Shore, 3 mm of thickness, fabric finish with 0.8 mm grid
Incl. 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set of filler plates

Vario parts:
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Package support
Support system in loading area (1 support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (1 discharge rail(s) included)

for longitudinal cutting

Knife magazin consisting of:
1x Knife shaft (MW 10) incl. coupling
3x Circular knife
1x Safety cover incl. handle
1x Cutting register incl. 3 cutting edge(s)
for film support during cutting

Performance:
The set performance according to DIN 8743 for these Varios and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 8 - 9 cycles/min.
This refers to empty packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar,
a forming depth of 60 mm and without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point.

Gas system:
The above mentioned machine configuration is not designed for high oxygen gas
flush with a volume share across 21 %. A special gas flush system (explosion
proofed vacuum pump, special valve technology) is needed, if the volume share
is across 21 %.

General

CE - Declaration of conformity
CE - Sign
Machine labeling: English

Technical documentation
Contents: instruction manual
Spare parts catalogue
Electrical and pneumatic diagrams

- New

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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TwinStar 9
GEA
Fully automatic Tray Sealing Machine902907

Fully automatic high speed Traysealing machine for preformed trays - made
of plastic or aluminum material - in combination with topfilm obtained from
suitable reel.

- year: 2013
- serial no.: 4047100298

- Machine execution with stainless steel parts and meal conform plastic
  material.
- Firm stainless steel frame as welded and sand blasted construction
  ensuring a high torsional stiffness and stability.
- Stainless steel frame with adjustable height feet (+/- 20 mm)

- Product flow from left to right (considered from operator side)
- Vertically opening safety doors in the tool area of the machine made of
  stainless steel with punched plate.
- Security covers made of stainless steel which can be swivelled upwards on
  the infeed and outfeed area with punched plate.

- Hinged control cabinet doors made of stainless steel
- Tray transport via flat belts with quick release system for disassembly for
  cleaning without  tools.
- Out-feed conveyor drive via frequency inverter for smooth interface with
  downstream equipment such as lane converger, labellers, lidder etc.

- Servo motor control of tray carriers allowing highest transfer speed and
  smoothest tray handling in relation to the type of product.
- Servo motor driven knee lifting system of tool
- Mandrels for reel unwind and rewind with pneumatic reel fixation

- Film position control via servomotor for high precision indexing
- Film reel exhaustion control
- Wide sealing area: approx. 930 x 380 x 110 mm
  (special execution: depth up to 140 mm)

- WITHOUT Vacuum pump (Possibility for integration into machine
  up to max. 300 cbm/h)
- Integrated CFS control system. Control panel with 10,5" colour touch screen
  mounted on a 180° swivel arm
- Up to 200 programs can be stored. Data transfer for parameter saving via
  USB interface

- All necessary operating parameters are displayed, automatic control of
  sealing temperature as well as troubleshooting etc on different password
  levels.
- Optionally performance analysis are displayed via "CostFox" software
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- Machine execution according to currently valid European security and
  hygiene regulations .

- Maintenance unit with pressure controller, air filter
- Gas/O² Execution:
  gas flushing system, Oxygen (modified atmosphere; O² > 21%)
  incl. gas butter tank

- Infeed Transport Belt (integrated in machine):
  Belt 1: Length approx. 830 mm
  Belt 2: Length approx. 960 mm
  Belt-width: approx. 330 mm

- Outfeed Transport Belt (integrated in machine):
  Belt-length: approx. 1.800 mm
  Belt-width: approx. 330 mm

- 3-coloured stacking lamp for displaying operating states
- Machine dimensions:
  Length: 4.620 mm
  Width: 962 mm
  Height: 2.250 mm
  Infeed/outfeed height: 950 mm (+/- 20 mm)

- Protection class control cabinet: IP 55
- Protection class tool supplies: IP 67
- Voltage: 3 x 400 Volt+N+PE, +/- 10%, 50 Hz

- Nominal current: 35 A
- Power consumption: 18 kW
- Nominal width Pneumatic: 6 bar / 900 nl/min.

Hygiene
- Achieves the highest hygiene level thanks to fully stainless steel
  execution with self-draining surfaces.

Maintenance / Cleaning
- Perfect accessibility to the machine from both sides for die change-
  over, cleaning and maintenance
- Low running costs due to high quality components and easy access to all
  machine modules. The lifting station is maintenance free, only few
  lubrication points inside the machine.

Flexibility
- Easy dismounting of conveyors belts for cleaning, quick replacement of
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GEA
TwinStar 9

902907

  knives (within 10 minutes at dismounted format)
- Die top and bottom part removal with precise mechanical docking system.
  Enables the die changeover within less than 10 minutes thanks to the solid
  die-set trolley. Easy and quick dismounting / mounting of the tray
  carriers.
- Individual temperature control of sealing heads (with max. 6 circuits)
  for high reliability and fast heat-up.
- The TwinStar9 can be executed in a one-lane ore double-lane version.

Capacity / Efficiency
- High speed and efficiency thanks to state-of-the-art machine- and drive
  technology, mostly servo drives.
- High production output based on a large sealing area (930 x 380 x 110 mm)
- Vacuum pump: possibility for located inside the machine up to 300 cbm/h.

Safety
- Safety is assured thanks to 850 mm free space between tray carriers and
  in-feed/out-feed doors.
- Certified system in case of an application with high level of oxygen
  allows the utilization of a standard vacuum pump.
- Protruding object detection (POD) supports avoidance of tray crash and
  machine / format damage, caused by protruding products in the tray (Option)

including die-set:
complete Die-set for MAP application - sealing with modified atmosphere.
Single-lane die configuration. Tray running direction either wide edge
leading or narrow edge leading (depending application, capacity and tray
size) Basic die-set concept designed to run tray depths from min. 15 mm
up to max. 110 mm

The Die-set consists of the following parts:

Topside die-part including sealing heads and knives (either inside cut
or outside cut is possible, depending application and materials)

Bottom side die-part including sealing frame and support plates

2 Tray transport arms, for moving trays into sealing area and
discharging sealed packs. The technical design of the tray transport arms
allows the working with different heights of Trays without modification.

Sealing die set 4-folds - inside cut execution
Tray type: unknown
Tray dimensions: approx.  309 x 204 mm
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including Trolley:
GEA Trolley is designed for safe, quick and easy change-over of die-
sets. Die-sets can be transferred from the TwinStar docking station to
the trolley and can be used to store die set components and be used as
maintenance cart.

including Storage Rack:
GEA storage rack is designed for one die-set, it can also be used for
die set turning from a standard to a mirrored machine (or backwards).
GEA storage rack requires to be fixed to the floor as it has the same
docking points of the TwinStar.

- Demo Machine, new-like condition

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Titan 1100 SM
BOSS
Vacuum Packaging Machine903352

- Single Chamber Stand Machine stainless steel execution
- plain contour-plate, volume completely in the lid
- usable chamber internal dimensions: approx. 1,150 x 570 x 210 mm
  (Width x Depth x Height)

- 1 sealing bar front, length approx. 1,080 mm
  with separately adjustable trim-sealing
- 2 plastic insert plates, height: 1x 20 mm, 1x 40 mm
- built-in Busch vacuum pump, type: RA 0160 D5H1, capacity: 160 m³/h

- water separator and dust filter ahead of the pump
- roller conveyor in the machine, height approx. 30 mm,
  stainless steel execution
- roller conveyor on the left side of the machine, length approx. 1,000 mm,
  stainless steel execution

- soft-air

Control Z 3000 - Special execution

- Option 1:
  continuous run with time control (time adjustable 1 - 99 min.)
- Option 2:
  pressure difference control
  continous vacuum control between adjusted upper and lower set vacuum
  reference (time adjustable 1 - 99 min.)
- automatic lid opening and aeration after each cycle

- machine on height rubber feets, height adjustable +/- 70 mm
- machine dimensions: approx. 2,250 x 970 x 1,100 mm
  (Length incl. discharge roller conveyor x Width x Height)
- electric: 3 Phases, 230/400 Volt, 50 Hz, CEE-plug, 9.0 A, 4.8 KW

- weight: approx. 520 kg

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903379 Hot Water Shrink Tank
reisacher
ST-60

 Picture shows similar machine
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ST-60
reisacher
Hot Water Shrink Tank903379

Technical Specifications:
- Dipping plunge: approx. 600 x 500 mm (width x depth)
- Machine dimensions: approx. 740 x 770 x 1,055 mm (width x depth x height)
- dipping depth: approx. 220 mm

- Cycle time: approx. 3 - 5 seconds
- Maximal loading capacity: approx. 60 kg
- Digital temperature control

- Hydraulic movement
- Isolation balls against evaporation
- 4 steering rolls with brake

- Voltage: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Phase, 15 kW

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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ST-100
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ST-100
reisacher
Hot Water Shrink Tank903498

Technical Specifications:
- Dipping plunge: approx. 800 x 600 mm (width x depth)
- Machine dimensions: approx. 950 x 800 x 1,400 mm (width x depth x height)
- dipping depth: approx. 220 mm

- Cycle time: approx. 3 - 5 seconds
- Maximal loading capacity: approx. 60 kg
- Digital temperature control

- Hydraulic movement
- Isolation balls against evaporation
- 4 steering rolls with brake

- Voltage: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Phase, 15 kW

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903506 Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine
reisacher
2XL-90T

 Picture shows similar machine
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2XL-90T
reisacher
Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine903506

Double chamber model with automatic lid and conveyor belts

- Execution: Full Stainless Construction
- Machine Dimensions: approx. 2.420 x 1.180 x 1.150 mm
  (Width x Depth x Height)
- Chamber-Inside-Dimensions: approx. 890 x 840 x 220 mm
  (Width x Depth x Height)

- Sealing-Length: 4 x approx. 840 mm
- Pump: Capacity: 300 m³/h.
- Maschine cycle: approx. 30 - 45 Sek.

Execution:
- Industry Double Chamber Model
- Stainless Steel Lid
- Conveyor belts with quick-release attachment for easy cleaning

- Lid filler plates for faster process
- Sealing mechanism mounted in lid
- Adjustable belt height

- 4 steering rolls with brake

Packaging functions:
- Vacuum
  Optimal final vacuum 99,98% (0,2 Mbar)
- Soft-air
  Controlled ventilation for protection of product and packaging

Sealing systems:
- Double Seal
  2 x 3.5 mm convex sealing wire for optimal
  moisture elimination (double protection)

Operational control functions:- Farbbilschirm
  20 programs adjustable in % and mbar / hPa
   6 languages operational mode

Support control functions:
- STOP button for partial/full cycle interrupt
- Digital maintenance program for pump / Operating hours
  counter / Service indicator programs / Sleeper function etc.

- Voltage: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Phasen, 7 - 9 kW
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- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903547 Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine
reisacher
2XL-85

 Picture shows similar machine
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2XL-85
reisacher
Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine903547

Double-Chamber-Machine (two sealing bars in each chamber)

- Made of stainless steel
- Machine dimensions: approx. 1.980 x 1.230 x 1.180 mm
  (width x depth x height)
- Chamber dimensions: approx. 840 x 830 x 255 mm (width x depth x height)

- Seal bar length: 4 x approx. 840 mm
- Pump: Busch RA 0300 D 501, Capacity: 300 m³/Std.
- Machine cycle: approx. 10 - 30 sec.

Execution:
- Industrial Double-Chamber-Machine
- Stainless steel flat working plate for optimal hygienic
- Stainless steel lid

- Easily removable silicon holders for cleaning working plate
- Sealing mechanism mounted in lid
- Insert plates for adjusting vacuum chamber height

- incl. step Vacuum
- 4 steering rolls with brake

Packaging functions:
- Vacuum
  Optimal final vacuum 99,98% (0,2 Mbar)
- Soft-air
  Controlled ventilation for protection of product and packaging

Sealing systems:
- Double Seal
  2 x 3.5 mm convex sealing wire for optimal
  moisture elimination (double protection)

Operational control functions:
- Sensor Control
  Set percentage pressure for vacuum and gas functions
  for accurate and constant packaging results / Automatic
  programming / 10 default programs / Vacuum plus time

Support control functions:
- STOP button for partial/full cycle interrupt
- Digital maintenance program for pump / Operating hours
  counter / Service indicator programs / Sleeper function etc.

- Voltage: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Phase
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Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine
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2XL-85

903547

- Weight: approx. 685 kg

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903553 Fully automatic Tray Sealing Machine
GEA/CFS
TwinStar

Machine before reconditioning
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TwinStar
GEA/CFS
Fully automatic Tray Sealing Machine903553

Fully automatic high speed Traysealing machine for preformed trays - made
of plastic or aluminum material - in combination with topfilm obtained from
suitable reel.

Dividing Belt:
- Infeed / dividing belt for feeding and dividing of trays (from 1-line
  to 2-lines) from upstream appregates.
- Incl. 2 dividing arms (1x right/1x left).

- Belt-length: approx. 1.350 mm - 2-lanes
- Belt-width: 2x approx. 200 mm

TwinStar:
- Machine execution with stainless steel parts and meal conform plastic
  material.
- Firm stainless steel frame as welded and sand blasted construction
  ensuring a high torsional stiffness and stability.
- Stainless steel frame with adjustable height feet (+/- 20 mm)

- Product flow from right to left (considered from operator side)
- Vertically opening safety doors in the tool area of the machine made of
  stainless steel with punched plate.
- Security covers made of stainless steel which can be swivelled upwards on
  the infeed and outfeed area with punched plate.

- Hinged control cabinet doors made of stainless steel
- Tray transport via flat belts with quick release system for disassembly for
  cleaning without  tools.
- Out-feed conveyor drive via frequency inverter for smooth interface with
  downstream equipment such as lane converger, labellers, lidder etc.

- Servo motor control of tray carriers allowing highest transfer speed and
  smoothest tray handling in relation to the type of product.
- Servo motor driven knee lifting system of tool
- Mandrels for reel unwind and rewind with pneumatic reel fixation

- Film position control via Dancer-Arm-System for Top Film
- Film reel exhaustion control
- Wide sealing area: approx. 930 x 380 x 110 mm
  (special execution: depth up to 140 mm)

- Built-in Busch Vacuum pump, Capacity: 250 cbm/h
- Integrated CFS control system. Control panel with 10,5" colour touch screen
  mounted on a 180° swivel arm
- Up to 200 programs can be stored. Data transfer for parameter saving via
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  USB interface

- All necessary operating parameters are displayed, automatic control of
  sealing temperature as well as troubleshooting etc on different password
  levels.
- Optionally performance analysis are displayed via "CostFox" software
- Machine execution according to currently valid European security and
  hygiene regulations .

- Maintenance unit with pressure controller, air filter
- Gas: gas flushing system, (modified atmosphere O² < 21%)
  incl. 2 Stainless-Steel gas-buffer-tank 10 ltr. each

- Infeed Transport Belt (integrated in machine):
  Belt 1: Length approx. 830 mm - 2-lanes
  Belt 2: Length approx. 960 mm - 2-lanes
  Belt-width: 2x approx. 160 mm

- Outfeed Transport Belt (integrated in machine):
  Belt-length: approx. 1.800 mm - 2-lanes
  Belt-width: 2x approx. 160 mm

- 3-coloured stacking lamp for displaying operating states
- Machine dimensions:
  Length: approx 4,620 mm
  Width: approx. 960 mm
  Height: approx. 2,500 mm
  Infeed/outfeed height: 950 mm (+/- 20 mm)

- Protection class control cabinet: IP 55
- Protection class tool supplies: IP 67
- Voltage: 3 x 400 Volt+N+PE, +/- 10%, 50 Hz

- Nominal current: 42 A
- Power consumption: 23 kW
- Nominal width Pneumatic: 6 bar / 900 nl/min.

Hygiene
- Achieves the highest hygiene level thanks to fully stainless steel
  execution with self-draining surfaces.

Maintenance / Cleaning
- Perfect accessibility to the machine from both sides for die change-
  over, cleaning and maintenance
- Low running costs due to high quality components and easy access to all
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  machine modules. The lifting station is maintenance free, only few
  lubrication points inside the machine.

Flexibility
- Easy dismounting of conveyors belts for cleaning, quick replacement of
  knives (within 10 minutes at dismounted format)
- Die top and bottom part removal with precise mechanical docking system.
  Enables the die changeover within less than 10 minutes thanks to the solid
  die-set trolley. Easy and quick dismounting / mounting of the tray
  carriers.
- Individual temperature control of sealing heads (with max. 6 circuits)
  for high reliability and fast heat-up.
- The TwinStar9 can be executed in a one-lane ore double-lane version.

Capacity / Efficiency
- High speed and efficiency thanks to state-of-the-art machine- and drive
  technology, mostly servo drives.
- High production output based on a large sealing area (930 x 380 x 110 mm)
- Vacuum pump: possibility for located inside the machine up to 300 cbm/h.

Safety
- Safety is assured thanks to 850 mm free space between tray carriers and
  in-feed/out-feed doors.
- Certified system in case of an application with high level of oxygen
  allows the utilization of a standard vacuum pump.
- Protruding object detection (POD) supports avoidance of tray crash and
  machine / format damage, caused by protruding products in the tray (Option)

Complete Die-set for MAP application - sealing with modified atmosphere.
Two-lanes die configuration. Tray running direction either wide edge
leading or narrow edge leading (depending application, capacity and tray
size) Basic die-set concept designed to run tray depths from min. 15 mm
up to max. 110 mm

The Die-set consists of the following parts:

Topside die-part including sealing heads and knives (either inside cut
or outside cut is possible, depending application and materials)

Bottom side die-part including sealing frame and support plates

2 Tray transport arms, for moving trays into sealing area and
discharging sealed packs. The technical design of the tray transport arms
allows the working with different heights of Trays without modification.
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Die-Set No. 404 991 6692 (EPDM 023187)
- Sealing die 2.3 set 6-folds - inside cut execution & peel corner
- 2-lanes
- Lengthwise (narrow side ahead)

- Tray type: unknown
- Tray dimensions: approx. 239 x 167 mm
- Tray height: approx. 37 - 90 mm
  (incl. 2nd Sealing die bottom part & Tray transport arms)

Die-Set No. 404 991 6744 (EPDM 023184)
- Sealing die 2.4 set 8-folds - inside cut execution & peel corner
- 2-lanes
- Lengthwise (narrow side ahead)

- Tray type: unknown
- Tray dimensions: approx. 216 x 160 mm
- Tray height: approx. 40 mm

including Trolley - 2 Pcs.:
GEA Trolley is designed for safe, quick and easy change-over of die-
sets. Die-sets can be transferred from the TwinStar docking station to
the trolley and can be used to store die set components and be used as
maintenance cart.

- Used Machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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TS 150
reisacher
Semi-automatic tray packaging machine903707

The tray sealing machine TS 150 is a semi-automatic machine to seal preformed
trays with a sealable top film. When sealing the trays the top film will be
cutted at the same time. The filled trays are placed manually in the tray
carrier plate. By inserting this plate into the sealing tool, the trays will
be sealed or vacuumed, gased and sealed.

When using smaller trays, the capacity of the machine can be increased by
using a multiple tooling.

The machine is built very compact, with a hygienic design and has a modular
vacuum/gas system internal or external. Parameters as sealing pressure,
temperature and time can be adjusted like at bigger production machines.

- Film unwinding by tool feed
- Tool standard with outside cut, optional with inside cut

- For all tray dimensions the same film width
- Mechanical quick tool change system

Technical Datas:
- Max tray size (single tool)
  rectangular: 300 x 400 mm
  square: 300 x 300 mm
  round: Ø 300 mm

- Max tray size (double tool)
  rectangular: 300 x 190 mm / 400 x 140 mm
  square: 190 x 190 mm
  round: Ø 190 mm

- Max tray height: 130 mm (optional: 200 mm)
- machine dimensions: 530 x 640 x 750 mm (Length x Width x Height)
- Air pressure: 6 bar ¼"

- Electrical connections: 220/380 Volt, 50 Hz, 1 - 1,5 kW
  (with vacuum-gas: 2 - 2,5 kW)

including:
1x Die-Set 2-fold (= 2-Trays each Cycle)

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903724 Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine
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2XL-75A

 Picture shows similar machine
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2XL-75A
reisacher
Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine903724

Double-Chamber-Machine (two sealing bars in each chamber)

- Made of stainless steel
- Machine dimensions: approx. 1.545 x 1.211 x 1.106 mm
  (width x depth x height)
- Chamber dimensions: approx. 660 x 760 x 280 mm (width x depth x height)

- Seal bar length: 4 x approx. 660 mm (each Chamber 1x front, 1x behind)
- Pump: Busch, Capacity: 160 m³/Std.
- Machine cycle: approx. 15 - 40 sec.

Execution:
- Industrial Double-Chamber-Machine
- Stainless steel flat working plate for optimal hygienic
- Stainless steel lid

- Easily removable silicon holders for cleaning working plate
- Sealing mechanism mounted in lid
- Insert plates for adjusting vacuum chamber height

- 4 steering rolls with brake

Packaging functions:
- Vacuum
  Optimal final vacuum 99,98% (0,2 Mbar)

Sealing systems:
- Double Seal
  2 x 3.5 mm convex sealing wire for optimal
  moisture elimination (double protection)

Operational control functions:
- Sensor Control
  Set percentage pressure for vacuum and gas functions
  for accurate and constant packaging results / Automatic
  programming / 10 default programs / Vacuum plus time

Support control functions:
- STOP button for partial/full cycle interrupt
- Digital maintenance program for pump / Operating hours
  counter / Service indicator programs / Sleeper function etc.

- Voltage: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Phase, 2.2 - 4.8 kW
- Weight: approx. 462 kg

- new



EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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 Picture shows similar machine
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2XL-90A
reisacher
Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine903725

Double-Chamber-Machine (two sealing bars in each chamber)

- Made of stainless steel
- Machine dimensions: approx. 1.965 x 1.320 x 1.106 mm
  (width x depth x height)
- Chamber dimensions: approx. 880 x 870 x 280 mm (width x depth x height)

- Seal bar length: 4 x approx. 880 mm (each Chamber 1x front, 1x behind)
- Pump: Busch, Capacity: 300 m³/Std.
- Machine cycle: approx. 15 - 40 sec.

Execution:
- Industrial Double-Chamber-Machine
- Stainless steel flat working plate for optimal hygienic
- Stainless steel lid

- Easily removable silicon holders for cleaning working plate
- Sealing mechanism mounted in lid
- Insert plates for adjusting vacuum chamber height

- 4 steering rolls with brake

Packaging functions:
- Vacuum
  Optimal final vacuum 99,98% (0,2 Mbar)

Sealing systems:
- Double Seal
  2 x 3.5 mm convex sealing wire for optimal
  moisture elimination (double protection)

Operational control functions:
- Sensor Control
  Set percentage pressure for vacuum and gas functions
  for accurate and constant packaging results / Automatic
  programming / 10 default programs / Vacuum plus time

Support control functions:
- STOP button for partial/full cycle interrupt
- Digital maintenance program for pump / Operating hours
  counter / Service indicator programs / Sleeper function etc.

- Voltage: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Phase, 4.0 - 5.5 kW
- Weight: approx. 770 kg

- new



EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903942 Vacuum-Packaging line for shrink bags
reisacher
XL-110T/ST-200
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XL-110T/ST-200
reisacher
Vacuum-Packaging line for shrink bags903942

consisting of:

Automatic single chamber with an internal conveyor belt.
Ideal in combination with the automatic shrink tank.

SPECIFICATION:
- Standard with 2 seal bars (front-left): 1,050 x 620 mm
- Standard double seal (two wires)
  Optional without extra costs: cut-off or wide seal (10 mm)
- Silicone holders easily removable for cleaning and maintenance purposes

- Pump capacity: 160 m3/h Busch vacuum pump
- Pump maintenance and cleaning program
- Machine cycle: 15 - 45 sec.

- Standard ACS control with sensor and 20 program memory
- Soft Air to protect the product and vacuum bag
- Flat machine working plate

- Stainless steel housing
- IP-65 classification
- with integrated beld ejection

- Compressed Air consumption 100 Nl/min. 6 bar

OPTIONS:
- 1-2 Cut-off/Bi-active sealing
- 100 or 300 m3/h Busch pump
- Liquid control sensor

- Preparation for external pump

Automatic Shrink Tank

- Automatic platform with conveyor belt
- Digital temperature control
- Pneumatic movement

- Stainless steel housing
- Optimal hygiene
- Maximum loading capacity: 30 kg

- Machine dimensions: approx. 1,700 x 1,170 x 1,350 mm
  (Length x Width x height)
- Chamber dimensions: 1,098 x 575 mm (Length x Width)
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Vacuum-Packaging line for shrink bags
reisacher
XL-110T/ST-200

903942

- Dip depth: 200 mm

- Dip time: 3-5 seconds
- Cycle time: 22 seconds
- Power: 23 kW

- Voltage: 400 Volt, 3-Phases, 50 Hz
- Compressed Air consumption 50 ltr./min, 6 bar
- Fully insulated

- Vapor exhaust ø125 mm, optionally equipped with built-in fan
- Water drain 2"
- Automatic water level control

- Built-in lime scale protection
- Weight: approx. 310 kg

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904074 Thermoforming Machine
reisacher
VSE™ 30 / 420 - 400
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VSE™ 30 / 420 - 400
reisacher
Thermoforming Machine904074

for production of vacuum packages made of semi rigid-film.

Packaging Material:
Bottom web (semi-rigid), Type: PS/PE, PVC/PE or APET/PE
Width: 422 mm (+2 mm)
Thickness: up to 500 µm
Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

Top web (flexible), Type: PA/PE
Width: 420 mm (+/- 1 mm)
Thickness: 100 µm
Hot seal compliant

Goods to be packed: unknown

BASIC MACHINE (Layout EPDM 016065)
Consisting of:

Machine chassis
Frame length 5,730 mm
Machine length approx. 7,675 mm
Machine width including cabinet approx. 1,200 mm
Machine height approx. 1,925 mm

Control cabinet width 1,000 x height 1,700 x depth 350 mm

Machine side cladding in loading area

Nominal machine width 420 mm

Stainless steel machine frame and side panels are designed according to the
latest hygiene requirements. Side panels are easily removable and accordingly
hinged for cleaning operation. The three-dimensional welded modules have a
maximum stiffness and can be easily cleaned in between the connection points.
Film transport chain 5/8" K.

Infeed module ELM 1_ BB 420
Length 1,400 mm
Module fits for lifting system, forming die and bottom film unwind

Bottom web unwind for Jumbo reels UF 440
with lifting mechanism for film reels (up to 1000 mm) with motor pre-winding,
up to Max. 900 mm stroke length, film reel guide adjustable,
with pneumatically operated Brake,
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rocker operated via pneumatic cylinder.
Holding Spindle optional
Useable for foil width 320 - 460 mm

Holding Spindle UF 443
For film reel core diameter 3 " fit's to UF 440

Lifting system HS 300
70 kN, 4S for forming depth up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)
Forming depth up to: 150 mm

Forming system FS 300
Forming of bottom film with preheating
Heating with vacuum, forming with vacuum & compressed air
Active carbon filter 0.01 µm for oil free compressed air during forming

Loading module BLM 4_BB 420
Length 2,230 mm
Product loading sector and installation space for vacuum pumps
Free loading area approx. 1,997 mm (approx. 5 free strokes)

Vacuum system VSP063300
Forming pump BUSCH R5 RA / 63, 63 m³ / h
Evacuation pump BUSCH R5 RA / 300, 300 m³ / h

Sealing module SIM 1_BB 420
Length 900 mm
Module to fit the lifting system, sealing die, top film unwind and control
components

Machine control:
IPC 2100 real time
Industry 4.0 ready

Colored touch screen terminal 12,1"
Stainless steel enclosure IP65
High temperature and vibration stability

Recipe store for up to 500 recipes
Detailed status indicator of in- and outputs of the PLC visible via HMI
USB interface
Data backup of recipes and machine parameter

Ethernet interface
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Password protection
Different access level for different access authorizations

Adjustable main machine data - correctable (password protected)

Adjustable switch point for vacuum and gas
Pressure reading
Electronic height adjustment for lifting system in mm: 45, 80, 110, 150

Performance indication
Cycle counter
Detailed fault tracking

4 temperature control loops with off-limit check
Cleaning program with temperature control of dies

Operator language: English
More languages are available via HMI

Pneumatic
Air service unit R 1/2"
Water separator for air pressure incl. automatic emptying
Automatically water blow out system by die set change
Safety valve with pressure switch
Sealing valve with pressure regulator

Top film unwind OF 230
For top film reels with max. 400 mm reel diameter
Adjustable film reel guide, incl. dancer arm system and brake

Photoelectric print registration DM 100
for target-printed, flexible top film, consisting of film brake and mech.
adjustable print mark reader

Lifting system HS 300
70 kN, 4S for forming depth up to: 150 mm
Opening width 160 (bottom 160 / top 0 mm)
Forming depth up to: 150 mm

Evacuation system ES 200
Edge evacuation
Vacuum top - bottom and product vacuum separately controllable

Gas flushing kit BE 100
including gas tank GT10 with valve, check valve,
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pressure reducing valve and ball valve
(for mixed gases, O2 level <21%)

Cutting module SCM 2_BB 420
Length 1,200 mm
for installation of e.g. Drive, cross cutting, contour cutting, longitudinal
cutting, discharge conveyor and trim removal

2 Pcs.
Smooth cutting punch GS 160
Cross punch lower part, pneumatic knee lever system,
Opening width 160 mm,
Cross punching top part, for interchangeable knife holders

Longitudinal cutting LS 10
Longitudinal cutting unit, with rotating knives,
for installation of knife shafts.
Longitudinal cutting motor with standard speed for flexible film

FA 110 drive servo for stepless fast strokes with special speeding up and
braking characteristics

Transport system AB 200
Discharge conveyor with belt
Version: Intralox discharge conveyor
Drive: Intralox discharge belt with blue Intralox-chain and frequency
converter for synchronous packaging discharge, length approx. 840 mm
height adjustable

Trim Removal RB 210
Electric rewind for edge strips
each with its own motor drive including dancer arm system
and edge strip control

Safety system with photocell SE 115
Integrated safety system (Safety Logic) for product overhang
Safety PLC incl. Safety sensors
Maximum forming depth 150 mm,
High performance range
Safety distance 500 mm

Forming station inlet: safety cover with magnet switch
Forming station outlet: safety devices with safety flap, protective fingers,
Photocell and magnetic switches
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Sealing station inlet: safety devices with safety flap and photocell
Sealing station outlet: safety cover with magnetic switch
Perforated sheet safety covers made of stainless steel
Hygienic design

Central Lubrication System Foil Chain ZK 100
Lubricates the transport chain automatically with a defined amount of lube
by time or stroke

Remote Diagnosis Remote RS 100
M-Guard is a comprehensive teleservice and remote maintenance tool.
Location independent maintenance of the machine with the utmost level of
security. A switch inside the control cabinet of the machine needs to be
activated to enable the VPN tunnel. Consequently you protect parts of
your system network, complete production cells or automation components.
Only the operator at the machine is authorized to activate the system.

TOOLING:

Basic-Die:
Cutoff length: 400 mm
Nominal machine width: 420 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm

Basic die
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package dimension: 381 x 400 mm
Forming dimension: 366 x 382 mm

Die components

Forming die lower part
Edge evacuation and gas flush
Designed for pre-heating
Single pre-heating bottom - 1 stroke
Tubular heating elements
Designed for forming plates (forming plates are not included in basic die)

Forming die upper part - modular design
Designed for pre-heating, without heating plate above
Non-stick coating
Teflon coating - high quality black
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Sealing die lower part
Designed for sealing grid
(Sealing grid not included in basic die)

Basic tool in basic version is not suitable for production of packages.

Vario 1
Number tracks: 3
Number rows: 2

format diagram: EPDM 042644

Package dimension: 127 x 200 mm
Forming dimension: 112 x 182 mm
Forming depth: max. approx. 70 mm

Product weight: unknown
Product: unknown

Vario 1 Die components

1x Forming plate, 3-tracks/2-rows

6x forming inserts for rigid film
Width 112 mm x length 182 mm
Corner radius 3x R 20 mm, 1x R 30mm
1x Set of filler plates

1x Sealing die upper part, 3-tracks/2-rows
Perimeter sealing seam 5 mm (nominal)
Corner radius 3x R 20 mm, 1x Peel corner R 30 mm in the back, left hand side
in direction of travel

1x Sealing grid 3-tracks / 2-rows
Sealing gasket 70 Shore, 3 mm of thickness, fabric finish with 0.8 mm grid
Incl. 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set of filler plates

Vario parts:
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for punch semi-rigid

2x knife holder for film punch
2x knife set, 3-tracks
Round corners R 9 mm incl. straight cutting lines

for longitudinal cutting

Knife magazine consisting of:
1x Knife shaft (MW 10) incl. coupling
4x Circular knife
1x Safety cover incl. handle
1x Cutting register incl. 4 cutting edge(s)
for film support during cutting

Package support
Support system in loading area (2 support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (2 discharge rail(s) included)

General

Performance:
The set performance according to DIN 8743 for these Varios and the above
mentioned machine configuration is approx. 8 - 9 cycles/min.
This refers to empty packages, a final vacuum set point of 10 mbar,
a forming depth of 60 mm and without liquid separator.
It depends on the nature of the product and the packaging materials (e.g.
moisture, temperature, oxygen content, etc.) to achieve the vacuum set point.

Gas system:
The above mentioned machine configuration is not designed for high oxygen gas
flush with a volume share across 21 %. A special gas flush system (explosion
proofed vacuum pump, special valve technology) is needed, if the volume share
is across 21 %.

CE - Declaration of conformity
CE - Sign
Machine labeling: English

Technical documentation
Contents: instruction manual
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Spare parts catalogue
Electrical and pneumatic diagrams

- Demonstration Machine - new-like condition

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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2XL-50
reisacher
Double Chamber Vacuum Packaging Machine904212

Double-Chamber-Machine (two sealing bars in each chamber)

- Made of stainless steel
- Machine dimensions: approx. 1,545 x 900 x 1,175 mm
  (width x depth x height)
- Chamber dimensions: approx. 620 x 500 x 240 mm (width x depth x height)

- Seal bar length: 4 x approx. 620 mm
- Pump: Busch RA 0100 D 501, Capacity: 100 m³/h
- Machine cycle: approx. 15 - 40 sec.

Execution:
- Industrial Double-Chamber-Machine
- Stainless steel flat working plate for optimal hygienic
- Stainless steel lid

- Easily removable silicon holders for cleaning working plate
- Sealing mechanism mounted in lid
- Insert plates for adjusting vacuum chamber height

- 4 steering rolls with brake

Packaging functions:
- Vacuum
  Optimal final vacuum 99,98% (0,2 Mbar)
- Soft-air
  Controlled ventilation for protection of product and packaging
- Gas flushing (MAP)

Sealing systems:
- Cut-off seal
  1 x 3.5 mm convex sealing wire, 1 x 1.1 mm round cutting wire
  (not separately adjustable)

Operational control functions:
- Digital Control
  Sensor control / vacuum plus function

Support control functions:
- STOP button for partial/full cycle interrupt
- Digital maintenance program for pump / Operating hours
  counter / Service indicator programs / Sleeper function etc.

- Voltage: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Phase, 3.5 kW

including:
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1x maintenance kit (without oil, oil filter & oil-mist-filter)

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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 Picture shows similar machine
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Double-Chamber-Machine (two sealing bars in each chamber)

- Made of stainless steel
- Machine dimensions: approx. 1.490 x 1.250 x 1.180 mm
  (width x depth x height)
- Chamber dimensions: approx. 620 x 750 x 250 mm (width x depth x height)

- Seal bar length: 4 x approx. 620 mm
- Pump: Busch/Becker, Capacity: 160 m³/Std.
- Machine cycle: approx. 15 - 40 sec.

Execution:
- Industrial Double-Chamber-Machine
- Stainless steel flat working plate for optimal hygienic
- Stainless steel lid

- Easily removable silicon holders for cleaning working plate
- Sealing mechanism mounted in lid
- Insert plates for adjusting vacuum chamber height

- 4 steering rolls with brake

Packaging functions:
- Vacuum
  Optimal final vacuum 99,98% (0,2 Mbar)
- Soft-air
  Controlled ventilation for protection of product and packaging
- Gas flushing (MAP)

Sealing systems:
- Double Seal
  2 x 3.5 mm convex sealing wire for optimal
  moisture elimination (double protection)

Operational control functions:
- Sensor Control
  Set percentage pressure for vacuum and gas functions
  for accurate and constant packaging results / Automatic
  programming / 10 default programs / Vacuum plus time

Support control functions:
- STOP button for partial/full cycle interrupt
- Digital maintenance program for pump / Operating hours
  counter / Service indicator programs / Sleeper function etc.

- Voltage: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Phase, 5.5 kW
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- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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R 530
Multivac
Thermoforming Machine903777

Set-up for Flexible and Semi-Rigid Film

Basic Machine, consisting of:
Machine chassis
Frame length 6.875 mm
Basic machine 8.375 mm total frame length
Die center distance 3.340 - 4.140 mm

Knee-free loading area 2.025 mm
Control cabinet, 1.000 mm wide

Machine frame width: 560 mm
Nominal machine width: 560 mm
Usable web width (bottom evacuation): 521 mm

Top web width (bottom evacuation): 560 mm
Bottom web width (flexible): 560 +4/+2 mm
Total length of machine: approx. 9.500 mm

Machine discharge approx. 3.100 mm
Cross cutting area approx. 2.550 mm
Safety system "D" with magnetic switches
- MGS-Single Installation / with light barrier

Set of safety covers for first die set
Safety cover SF for tunnel at machine discharge,
with protection fingers

Cover of transport chains out of stainless steel

Lifting mechanism for forming station, execution A, 4-post,
center distance 550 mm, opening width 170 mm,
shortened lifting bottom/top 125 / 0 mm,
lifting rails position 185 mm

Lifting mechanism for sealing station, execution A, 4-post,
center distance 550 mm, opening width 170 mm,
shortened lifting bottom/top 125 / 0 mm,
lifting rails position 185 mm

AC-Drive advane system

Transport chain 5/8" K

1x Top web unwind FA03 76 mm/3" core-diameter, mechanical unwinding
for top-reels, film width 560 mm
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1x Bottom web unwind FA03 76 mm/3" core-diameter, mechanical unwinding
for bottom-reels, film width 560 mm

Photoelectric print registration for flexible top web

Oil lubrication of the transport chain via blow-out nozzle
clocked by preselection counter, incl. program for lubrication cycle

Cleaning program for machine R 530

1x limit stop for top web
1x limit stop for bottom web

Pneumatic basic equipment
Maintenance unit R 3/4"
Safety valve
Pressure switch for monitoring of the line pressure
Fine filter for oil-free compressed air for forming
Valve assembly for forming station
Valve assembly for sealing station
Sealing valve with pressure regulator
Noise muffing of the machine
Water circuit incl. flow switch and blow-off valve for
emptying of the die cooling channels

Forming sytem B (Pre-heating die):
Heating and forming by compressed air

Evacuation unit UV30 edge evacuation,
holes in bottom film - narrow/wide top film
with additional vacuum valve unit for vacuum central system
- with connection for coarse and fine vacuum
including pressure-dependent control

Gas-flushing system VBS91 - including
buffer tank 7.5 l and gas valve

Pressure transducer for vacuum for display and control of evacuation
respectively gas-flushing

Multivac gas mixer KM100-3MEM for 3 components-inert gas,
- media N2, CO2, O2 / setting via control knob

1x Console for R 530 for gas mixer
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Electric basic equipment
Voltage 400 V, frequency 50 Hz, 3 phase(s), with neutral wire
Power supply with main switch

MC92-control
MC92-Terminal with fluoreszenz display, rotating

MC92-Temperature control for
max. 6x Temperature control loops

Hardware per installed temperature control loop
temperature control loops for
3x components per installed temperature control circuit
2x heating
1x sealing

Vacuum Pump
Without Vacuum pump
Machine prepared for vacuum central system

Cutting Systems
1x cross cutting unit QRP/530, film width 560 mm,
cutting width 521 mm, opening width 170 mm

1x Punch lower part FS 87/530, pneumatic operated knee-lever punch,
film width 560 mm, max. draw depth up to 100 mm,
mechanically adjustable

1x Punch upper part-vario punch, film width 560 mm,
with drills for waste

1x pneumatic shifting unit for cross cutting unit/punch

1x squeezing-knives - perforation unit
  (mounted in front of knife shaft)

1x direct drive motor for rotating knives longitudinal cutting,
- for knives casket-

Trim Removal
1x Film edge trim rewind with dancer arm, type RSW.E3

Transport Systems
1x Discharge conveyor for synchronous package discharge,
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length approx. 800 mm, integrated conveyor

Tooling
Cut off length: 360 mm
Nominal machine width: 560 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm
Seal quality: standard
Forming depth: up to 90 mm

Basic die (for Flexible and Semi-Rigid Film)
Die-Number: 32815
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package specification:
Package dimension: 521 x 360 mm
Forming dimension: 506 x 342 mm
Depth of package: max. 90 mm

Edge evacuation and gas flushing
Pre-heating top and bottom
Heating by means of tubular heating elements

Die Components
Forming die upper part
Pre-heating from above and plug assisted forming
1-track heating

Forming die lower part
Pre-heating from below
1-track heating
lower part for forming plate
Punch for U-shaped evacuation holes, integrated in forming die lower part

Height adjustment for forming die lower part,
infinitely variable setting via motor,
including control,

Sealing die lower part,
sealing die designed for sealing grid
-without sealing grid for basic die-

Tooling in basic execution not suitable to produce packages
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Pack Support
Support system in loading area (5 support rail(s) included)
Discharge system (5 discharge rail(s) included)

Vario 1 (Execution with plug assisted forming 4.2)
Number tracks: 2
Number rows: 2

Package specification: EPDM 031915

Package dimension: 260,5 x 180 mm
Forming dimension: 245,5 x 162 mm
Depth of package: max. 90 mm

Corner radius 4x R 20 mm

Vario 1 Die Components

4x Forming insert for semi-rigid film,
width: 245,5 mm x length: 162 mm,

1x Forming Plate, 2-tracks/2-rows,

1x Set filler plates, forming depth up to 90 mm

1x Sealing die upper part
Perimeter sealing 5 mm nom. sealing seam

1x Sealing grid, 2-tracks/2-rows,
with sealing gasket (70 shore, thickness = 3 mm,
fabric finish with 0,8 mm grid)
including 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set filler plates

Vario 1 parts

for punch semi-rigid
1x Knife holder for film punch FS 87
1x Knife set for rounded corners R 9 mm (2 tracks),
   straight cutting blades standard included
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for longitudinal cutting
1x Knife-shaft without knives
3x Circular knives with hub
1x Cutting register with 3 cutting edge(s),
   for support of film during cutting

Vario 2 (Execution with plug assisted forming 4.2)
Number tracks: 2
Number rows: 1

Package specification: EPDM 031916

Package dimension: 260,5 x 360 mm
Forming dimension: 245,50 x 342 mm
Depth of package: max. 90 mm

Corner radius 4x R 20 mm

Vario 2 Die Components

2x Forming insert for semi-rigid film,
width: 245,50 mm x length: 342 mm,

1x Forming Plate, 2-tracks/1-row,

1x Set filler plates, forming depth up to 90 mm

1x Sealing die upper part
Perimeter sealing 5 mm nom. sealing seam

1x Sealing grid, 2-tracks/1-row,
with sealing gasket (70 shore, thickness = 3 mm,
fabric finish with 0,8 mm grid)
including 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set filler plates

Tooling
Cut off length: 400 mm
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Nominal machine width: 560 mm
Edge trim: 39 mm
Seal quality: standard
Forming depth: up to 90 mm

Basic die (for Semi-Rigid Film)
Number tracks: 1
Number rows: 1

Package specification:
Package dimension: 521 x 400 mm
Forming dimension: 506 x 382 mm
Depth of package: max. 90 mm

Edge evacuation and gas flushing
Pre-heating top and bottom
Heating by means of tubular heating elements

Die Components
Forming die upper part
pre-heating from above
1-track heating

Forming die lower part
Pre-heating from below
1-track heating
lower part designed for forming plate
Punch for U-shaped evacuation holes, integrated in forming die lower part

Sealing die lower part,
sealing die designed for sealing grid
-without sealing grid for basic die-

Tooling in basic execution not suitable to produce packages

Vario 1
Number tracks: 3
Number rows: 2

Package specification: EPDM 031917

Package dimension: 173,67 x 200 mm
Forming dimension: 158,67 x 182 mm
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Depth of package: max. 80 mm

Corner radius 4x R 30 mm,
2x peel corner, in the back hand side in direction of travel

Vario 1 Die Components

6x Forming insert for semi-rigid film,
width: 158,67 mm x length: 182 mm,

1x Forming Plate, 3-tracks/2-rows,

1x Set filler plates, forming depth up to 80 mm

1x Sealing die upper part
Perimeter sealing 5 mm nom. sealing seam

1x Sealing grid, 3-tracks/2-rows,
with sealing gasket (70 shore, thickness = 3 mm,
fabric finish with 0,8 mm grid)
including 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set filler plates

Vario 1 parts

for punch semi-rigid
1x Knife holder for film punch FS 87
1x Knife set for rounded corners R 9 mm (3 tracks),
   straight cutting blades standard included

for longitudinal cutting
1x Knife-shaft without knives
4x Circular knives with hub
1x Cutting register with 4 cutting edge(s),
   for support of film during cutting

Vario 2
Number tracks: 4
Number rows: 2
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Package specification: EPDM 031918

Package specification:
Package dimension: 130,25 x 200 mm
Forming dimension: 115,25 x 182 mm
Depth of package: max. 70 mm

Corner radius 2x R 10 mm,
2x R 30 mm peel corner, in the back hand side in direction of travel

Vario 2 Die Components

8x Forming insert for semi-rigid film,
width: 115,25 mm x length: 182 mm,

1x Forming Plate, 4-tracks/2-rows,

1x Set filler plates, forming depth up to 70 mm

1x Sealing die upper part
Perimeter sealing 5 mm nom. sealing seam

Sealing grid, 4-tracks/2-rows,
with sealing gasket (70 shore, thickness = 3 mm,
fabric finish with 0,8 mm grid)
including 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set filler plates

Vario 2 parts

for punch semi-rigid
1x Knife holder for film punch FS 87
1x Knife set for rounded corners R 9 mm (4 tracks),
   straight cutting blades standard included

for longitudinal cutting
1x Knife-shaft without knives
5x Circular knives with hub
1x Cutting register with 5 cutting edge(s),
   for support of film during cutting
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Vario 3
Number tracks: 6
Number rows: 2

Package specification: EPDM 031919

Package dimension: 86,83 x 200 mm
Forming dimension: 71,83 x 182 mm
Depth of package: max. 50 mm

Corner radius 2x R 20 mm,
2x R 30 mm peel corner, in the back hand side in direction of travel

Vario 3 Die Components

12x Forming insert for semi-rigid film,
width: 71,83 mm x length: 182 mm,

1x Forming Plate, 6-tracks/2-rows,

1x Set filler plates, forming depth up to 50 mm

1x Sealing die upper part
Perimeter sealing 5 mm nom. sealing seam

1x Sealing grid, 6-tracks/2-rows,
with sealing gasket (70 shore, thickness = 3 mm,
fabric finish with 0,8 mm grid)
including 4 spare sealing gaskets

1x Set filler plates

Vario 3 parts

for punch semi-rigid
1x Knife holder for film punch FS 87
1x Knife set for rounded corners R 9 mm (6 tracks),
   straight cutting blades standard included

for longitudinal cutting
1x Knife-shaft without knives
7x Circular knives with hub
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1x Cutting register with 7 cutting edge(s),
   for support of film during cutting

- Used Machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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TMTT
GPS Reisacher
Tool Trolley902890

Tool Trolley for storage of the die parts from Thermoforming Machines,
which must be removed when changing tools.

Following designs are available in order to carry all relevant parts
of a complete die-sets as:

- forming-die top-part
- forming-die bottom-part
- forming plate

- sealing-die top-part
- sealing-die bottom-part
- sealing-frame

- film-width up to 560 mm
- advance up to 600 mm

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903456 Lines Singularizing Unit

3-lines to 1-line

 Picture shows similar machine
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3-lines to 1-line

Lines Singularizing Unit903456

- stainless steel execution
- designed for thermoforming machine with 560 mm web width
- infeed: individually driven belts

- set-up for 3-lines, total width approx. 520 mm
  OPTION: line change possibility via quick-change-cassette
- outlet: plastic-belt
- side guides individual manually adjustable

- control: Beckhoff with program option
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Hz

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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Machine before reconditioning
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Rollstock Material Handling System904018

- stainless steel execution

- for simple changing of film rolls and die sets
- execution with hand crank
- max. load bearing capacity for symmetrical load distribution:
  approx. 200 kg

- height of the carrier min.: approx.   166 mm
- height of the carrier max.: approx. 1.670 mm

- for dies for a nominal machine width of 320 mm to 730 mm
- für maximum film width up to 730 mm

- Dimensions: approx. 2.200 x 700 x 1.100 mm (height x width x depth)
- weight: approx. 96 kg

- used, reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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HWF 200 E
GPS
Hand-Lift for change of die-set & film-reels904112

- stainless steel execution
- with crank; winch with steel-cable and reverse brake
- lift height: max. approx. 1.500 mm

- loading capacity: max. approx. 200 kgs
- for dies for a nominal machine width of 320 mm to 730 mm
- für maximum film width up to 730 mm
  and max. reel diameter up to 400 mm

- with 2 steering rubber-roller with stop,
  and 2 load-roller polyamid
- incl. 2 chains for die removal

- Dimensions: approx. 1.100 x 550-790 x 2.000 mm
  (Länge x Breite x Höhe)

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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3-lines to 1-line

 Picture shows similar machine
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3-lines to 1-line

Lines Singularizing Unit904188

- stainless steel execution
- designed for thermoforming machine with 420 mm web width
- infeed: individually driven belts

- set-up for 3-lines, total width approx. 380 mm
  OPTION: line change possibility via quick-change-cassette
- outlet: plastic-belt
- side guides individual manually adjustable

- control: Beckhoff with program option
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Hz

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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BL14
Cryovac/Sealdair
Manual Bag Charger903779

- Plug’n Pack System
- electric bag winding station with Photocell
- Blower

- Simple, lightweight manual loader requiring just one operator
- Machine achieves up to 30 products/min
- Good access for maintenance

- Robust, high quality build standard using food approved materials
  throughout
- Light and easy to move
- Versatile in application

- Electrical supply only
- Hygienic design makes cleaning easy and effective

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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S-35
reisacher
Mobile Trolley for903798-01

- stainless steel execution

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903964 Dehnfolie Verpackungsmaschine
FabbriGroup
ELIXA 24
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903965 Dehnfolie Verpackungsmaschine
FabbriGroup
Automac 55 Più
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904166 Bag Charger
WEBOMATIC
FKT-800

 Picture shows similar machine
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FKT-800
WEBOMATIC
Bag Charger904166

- including automatic bag preperation and stainless steel fan
- stainless steel fan with water discharge
- with air flow restriction

- output: approx. 20 - 30 strokes/min.
- machine dimensions approx. 1.120 x 460 x 880 mm (Length x Width x Height)
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904189 Stacking Unit
pulsotronic
PM1
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PM1
pulsotronic
Stacking Unit904189

- creation of product stacks for manual packaging
- product infeed from a serial product flow
- arrangement in line or 90° to infeed conveyor

- right or left version
- performance: 90 products/min (arrangement 90°)
  depending on product dimensions and properties
- stacking height: 150 mm
  depending on stackability of products products/stack settable,
  combinations possible

- number of stacks: depends on product width
- product width: up to 260 mm
- length working area: 1.300 mm

- height working area: 800 mm / 850 mm
- infeed height: 750 mm - 1.000 mm
- tool-free adjustment to varying product length and width

- including belt for one product width (product 1/2 - 127 mm)

Storage surface
- work surface above the stack belt to handle packaging material
- placed in an ergonomic working height
- adjustable angle

Button for line stopping / emtying
- defined emptying of the line upon the packaging employee`s request
- signal integration to the converging system to stop
  the following cycle of the packaging machine

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903680 Thermoforming Machine
WEBOMATIC
APS ML 7100

Machine before reconditioning
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APS ML 7100
WEBOMATIC
Thermoforming Machine903680

completely made from stainless steel

basic machine:
- modular construction completely made from stainless steel, consisting of:
- film infeed: 625 mm
- forming module: 1.500 mm

- die center distance: 3.800 mm - index 400 mm
- free loading area: 2.100 mm

- 2x intermediate module: 1.200 mm
- sealing module: 1.500 mm
- 1x knee-free labeling module: 1.200 mm

- 1x cutting module: 1.200 mm
- outfeed module standard: 910 mm
- total length of machine: approx. 9.335 mm
  (approx. 10.400 mm incl. Jumbo bottom film unwinding)

- the high-quality, stainless steel machine frame guarantees
  both not only highest stability, but also best functionality
- unique easy and quick access to the machine as all plates can be
  taken off after dislocking
- enormous quick change of dies without using tools as all connections
  are quick disconnect

- each die lifting system is totally separate strong forces
  which arise when the dies close will be neutralized by the
  die lifting device
- the APS ML 7100 corresponds to the newest EC-Hygiene
  regulations as it is made from stainless steel, all supply wires
  are installed in top of the machine frame and all electronic parts
  are designed in accordance with IP 65.
- 160 - 250 mm space beneath the machine for easy cleaning under the machine

- Index: 400 mm
- bottom film width: 560 mm +1
- bottom film material: rigid film A-PET, 400 µm,
  Hot seal compliant, draw compliant

- top film width: 555 mm +1
- top film material: flexible film PET/PE, 80 µm, repeat printed,
  Hot seal compliant

max. reel diameter:
- bottom film: max. 450 mm
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Thermoforming Machine
WEBOMATIC
APS ML 7100

903680

- top film: max. 400 mm

top film unwinding:
- mechanical pre-spooling for top film, incl. quick tension system
  with automtaic disc brake, for core diameter 3" (76 mm).

bottom film unwinding JUMBO:
- Type AR (Inline Version), for loading of Jumbo-film reels,
  stainless steel version, for core diameter 6" (152 mm).

detection of film end:
- for top and bottom film,
  with automatic machine stop

lifting system:
- pneumatically driven knee-lever die lifting system for forming and
  sealing station made from stainless steel.
  Designed for max. deep draw of 130 mm, limited by die-set

lifting limit:
- automatic limitation for the opening width of the lifting system.
  Step by step controllable via the PLC, optimal adaptation at
  different product heights!

centralized greasing:
- centralized greasing points for die lifting devices

cleaning adjustment:
- closed die adjustment during cleaning

Mitsubishi control:
- memoryprogrammable Mitsubishi A1S control
  operating and programming by 12" Mitsubishi touchscreen
  of the newest generation, with 65.536 colours
  installed in a swivelling stainless steel terminal,
  graphic userscreen for easy operating; 100 program settings storable,
  machine operating status, dialog and error message in English language,
  digital convertability, regulation and control of temperature,
  programmes can be detected by code safety devices according to newest
  professional association's regulations.

synchronisation:
- 2 potentialfree contact for Top- and Bottom-labeling system
- digital coupling with slicing line
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Thermoforming Machine
WEBOMATIC
APS ML 7100

903680

control device:
- printed film registration for top film, incl. film-brake

temperature control:
- 1 x sandwich pre-heating, without heating plate in forming die top part
- 1 x sealing die
- electrical supply: 400 Volt, 3 Phases, N, PE, 50 Hz.

- power supply: approx. 25 kW

pneumatic equipment:
- standard valves and cylinder from FESTO Germany,
  incl. pressure switch, filter for compressed air infeed,
  automatic water separation for compressed air,
  centralized valve assembly in electrical cabinet for easy access,
  regulation valves for sealing and forming pressure,
  fine filter for forming air, noise reduction for compressed air
  outfeed by muffling, blow-off valve for cooling water

compressed air requirement:
- approx. 200 Nl/Cycle, 7 bar, max. moisture 7 g/m³
  The compressed air should be dry and free of oil!

compressed air connection: 3/4", 40 µm filtered
- cooling water connection: 1/2"

cooling water consumption:
- approx. 80 - 150 l/Std., approx. 3 bar

drive:
- electronical controlled servo drive, for high speed and best accuracy
  speed continuously adjustable, index digitally adjustable

transport chain lubrication:
- automatic lubrication of chain with oil by brush,
  adjustable and programmable by SPS

vacuum connection:
- connection to central vacuum with valve-unit

evacuation system:
- evacuation system, evacuation via lateral suction nozzles,
  pressure controlled with electronical contact vacuum gauge

gas flushing device:
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Thermoforming Machine
WEBOMATIC
APS ML 7100

903680

- gas flushing device, standard (for inert gases, O2 content < 21%)
  gas storage tank, 10 l, (up to 10 bar)

safety device:
- Safety device forming outfeed - sealing infeed
  safety covers 550 mm with magnetic swicth and photocell

- Safety device at cutting and discharge area for module 1,200 mm

basic die:
1 basic die set consisting of:
- forming die top: anodized, movable on rollers
- film heating: 1x sandwich-heating, without heating above forming mold

- forming die below: prepared for forming plates
- forming system: by compressed air & vacuum
- sealing die top: anodized, moveable on rollers
  incl. easily exchangeable yoke full surface sealing plate,
  therefore an after sales equipment with optional contour sealing plates
  is possible without extra converting the complete sealing system!

- sealing die below:
  milled out of one block for absolute density,
  prepared to receive sealing frames and filler plates.
  Sealing frames for MAP-Packages are equipped on principle with
  one complete frame gasket for absolute density.

The basic die can not be used for packaging
without additional inserts and sealing frames!

basic size: 1 -lane, 1 -row
index: 400 mm
basic dimensions: 520 x 400 mm
internal dimensions: 505 x 382 mm
max. deep draw: 100 mm

inserts: 4 -lanes, 2 -rows
index: 400 mm
products: unknown
product size: unknown

bottom film specification:
rigid film A-PET, 400 µm, Hot seal compliant, draw compliant
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Thermoforming Machine
WEBOMATIC
APS ML 7100

903680

top film specification:
flexible film PET/PE, 80 µm, Hot seal compliant

forming:
forming grid, lateral ribs,
bottom ribbed and variable from 10 mm in 5 mm steps

sealing:
sealing grid with easy opening
pack size: 130 x 200 mm
die size: 115 x 182 mm
max. deep draw: 70 mm

Performance
- Capacity corresponding to DIN 8743 is app. 10-11 cycles/min.,
  depending on size of die and pump, product, a forming depth of max. 12 mm,
  quality of packing material, user staff and external company conditions.
  Whether the calculated output can be reached can only be determined after
  testing with original products and original packaging materials

Combinational Punch: for rigid and flexible film:
2 in cross cutting station mounted inkl. back-pressure bar,
  each manually displaceable on guides for different index,
  Execution punch top part with waste holes, punch knife-set holder
2 cutting-lines 4-tracks round corner, R=9

longitudinal cutting:
* Three-phase motor, FU controlled for rotating
  Longitudinal cutting designed for rigid films knife shaft magazine
  Knife shaft including longitudinal knife and
  Cutting magazine for longitudinal cutting 4-lanes

removal device:
* Film edge trim, with 2 motors

transport device:
* discharge conveyor belt, synchronous with stroke by frequency converter

Roots-Pump:
* air cooled, gas ballast valve, end pressure 1 mbar,
  installed or external, inkl. pump head, with bypass valve and pipes
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Thermoforming Machine
WEBOMATIC
APS ML 7100

903680

  brand: BUSCH *Panda WV 500 B
  suction power: 495 m³/h, 1.5 kW

Marking and inspection systems

1x Traverse System XY for thermal transfer printing directly on the top film

- Type: X-600 Y-400
- Serial No .: 4370
- Year: 2011

Technical specifications:
- Pressure range:
- film width up to max. 560 mm
- index length max. 420 mm

- printing speed: max. 800 mm/sec. (Nom. 300 mm/sec.)
- clock speed: min. 2.5 s (print & return drive)
- Electrical: 230-240 volts

- compressed air: 6 bar (dry and oil-free)
- 1 potential-free contact for start print cycle
- 1 potential-free contact for start machine/advance

- including Siemens control
- Including Videojet Thermotransfer printer, type Dataflex +

1x Top Web Labeler
Brand: ELS
Type: ELS521, OP2-SL6215-SMSK302
Serial-No. 7788/2009
Year: 2009

For labeling on the top side of the finished package. Positioning in across
direction with stepper motor. With longitudinal shifting unit with stepper
motor for multi row die sets.

- Labeling unwind for label strip width of max. 150 mm
- Labeling transport unit (fan unit/air duct)
  for label sprip width of max. 150 mm

1x Bottom Web Labeler
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Thermoforming Machine
WEBOMATIC
APS ML 7100

903680

Brand: ELS
Type: ELS531, UP2-SL6215-SMSK302TC
Serial-No. 7789/2009
Year: 2009

For labeling on the bottom side of the finished package. Positioning in
across direction with stepper motor. With longitudinal shifting unit with
stepper motor for multi row die sets.

- Labeling unwind for label strip width of max. 150 mm
- Labeling transport unit (fan unit/air duct)
  for label sprip width of max. 150 mm

- Including carrier for thermotransfer printer

1x Thermotransfer-Printer
Brand: ELS
Type: 195
Serial-No.: 7985
Year: 2010

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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300093 Jumbo Film Unwind
GPS Reisacher
JFU 460
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JFU 460
GPS Reisacher
Jumbo Film Unwind300093

- for film width from 320 up to 460 mm
- for Jumbo film reel up to max. 1.000 mm Diameter
- advance up to max. 900 mm each stroke

- for film-reels with max. weight of 600 kg
- with ahead unwinding over rocker arm
- operating unit with keyboard on the side frame

- with hydraulic lifting device
- one-sided hydraulic cylinder
- with hydraulic aggregate

- film drive with drum motor
- swing arm spring-actuated
- lifting fork swiveling

- holding spindle optionally selectable

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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300392 Jumbo Film Unwind
GPS Reisacher
JFU 650
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JFU 650
GPS Reisacher
Jumbo Film Unwind300392

- for film width from 461 up to 650 mm
- for Jumbo film reel up to max. 1,000 mm Diameter
- advance up to max. 900 mm each stroke

- for film-reels with max. weight of 600 kg
- with ahead unwinding over rocker arm
- operating unit with keyboard on the side frame

- with hydraulic lifting device
- one-sided hydraulic cylinder
- with hydraulic aggregate

- film drive with drum motor
- swing arm spring-actuated
- lifting fork swiveling

- holding spindle optionally selectable

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903430 Turntable
pulsotronic
MP
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MP
pulsotronic
Turntable903430

- stainless steel execution, tabletop plastic
- table-diameter 1.250 mm
- lateral guiding with screw, lateral guiding height approx. 60 mm

- infeed height approx. 850 +/- 50 mm
- with stand-feet
- with frequency converter for speed adjustment

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903572 Metal Detector with rejection
pulsotronic
M-Pulse2 BD-HD

 Picture shows similar machine
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M-Pulse2 BD-HD
pulsotronic
Metal Detector with rejection903572

The conveyor belts HQ in combination with high-performance metal detectors
BD-HD, provide a highly sensitive and reliable system for detecting
and outward transfer of metal.

- Search coil for conveyor installation 350 x 150 mm
- Frequency: dual frequency 150/300 kHz
- Stainless steel housing

- Metal-free zone for moving metal parts: 1.5 x height detector
- Metal-free zone for static metal parts: 1.0 x height detector

- Product clearance height: max. approx. 110 mm
- Protection class: IP68 (Belt control: IP65)

Control Unit M-Pulse2:
- Display & Keyboard: TFT (65.536 colours) - Control Unit 5,7"
  incl. touch + multifunctional- and arrow keys
- Digital in- and outputs, analogue in- and outputs
- USB-Port for reporting exportation (PDF format)

Conveyor belt HQ 1.500 x 300 mm
- Length: 1.500 mm
- Width: 300 mm
- Check nozzle height: approx. 800 +/- 50 mm

- Link-chain conveyor (standard: open, colour: blue)
- Conveyor-belt speed adjustable: approx. 20 - 30 m/min
- Product flow direction: from right to left

- Pusher with ejection into container (safe) and cover
- Signal: lamp red/blue & acoustic
- Conveyor belt with height adjustable feet

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903573 Metal Detection, stop in case of metal detection
pulsotronic
M-Pulse2 BD-HD

 Picture shows similar machine
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M-Pulse2 BD-HD
pulsotronic
Metal Detection, stop in case of metal detection903573

The conveyor belts HQ in combination with high-performance metal detectors
BD-HD, provide a highly sensitive and reliable system for detecting
and outward transfer of metal.

- Search coil for conveyor installation 450 x 150 mm
- Frequency: dual frequency 150/300 kHz
- Stainless steel housing

- Metal-free zone for moving metal parts: 1.5 x height detector
- Metal-free zone for static metal parts: 1.0 x height detector

- Product clearance height: max. approx. 110 mm
- Protection class: IP65

Control Unit M-Pulse2:
- Display & Keyboard: TFT (65.536 colours) - Control Unit 5,7"
  incl. touch + multifunctional- and arrow keys
- Digital in- and outputs, analogue in- and outputs
- USB-Port for reporting exportation (PDF format)

Conveyor belt HQ 1.200 x 400 mm
- Length: 1.200 mm
- Width: 400 mm
- Check nozzle height: approx. 800 +/- 50 mm

- side guiding on both sides, height approx. 100 mm
- Link-chain conveyor (colour: blue)
- Conveyor-belt speed adjustable: approx. 20 - 30 m/min

- Product flow direction: from right to left
- band stop in case of metal detection
- Signal: lamp red/blue & acoustic

- Conveyor belt with height adjustable feet

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903574 Metal Detector with rejection
pulsotronic
M-Pulse2 BD-HD

 Picture shows similar machine
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M-Pulse2 BD-HD
pulsotronic
Metal Detector with rejection903574

The conveyor belts HQ in combination with high-performance metal detectors
BD-HD, provide a highly sensitive and reliable system for detecting
and outward transfer of metal.

- Search coil for conveyor installation 650 x 150 mm
- Frequency: dual frequency 150/300 kHz
- Stainless steel housing

- Metal-free zone for moving metal parts: 1.5 x height detector
- Metal-free zone for static metal parts: 1.0 x height detector

- Product clearance height: max. approx. 110 mm
- Protection class: IP68 (Belt control: IP65)

Control Unit M-Pulse2:
- Display & Keyboard: TFT (65.536 colours) - Control Unit 5,7"
  incl. touch + multifunctional- and arrow keys
- Digital in- and outputs, analogue in- and outputs
- USB-Port for reporting exportation (PDF format)

Conveyor belt HQ 1.600 x 600 mm
- Length: 1.600 mm
- Width: 600 mm
- Check nozzle height: approx. 800 +/- 50 mm

- Link-chain conveyor (standard: open, colour: blue)
- Conveyor-belt speed adjustable: approx. 20 - 30 m/min
- Product flow direction: from right to left

- fall schaft with ejection into container (safe) and cover
- Signal: lamp red/blue & acoustic
- Conveyor belt with height adjustable supporting feet

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903575 Metal Detection, stop in case of metal detection
pulsotronic
M-Pulse2 BD-HD

 Picture shows similar machine
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M-Pulse2 BD-HD
pulsotronic
Metal Detection, stop in case of metal detection903575

The conveyor belts HQ in combination with high-performance metal detectors
BD-HD, provide a highly sensitive and reliable system for detecting
and outward transfer of metal.

- Search coil for conveyor installation 600 x 300 mm
- Frequenz: Dualfrequenz 120/80 kHz
- Stainless steel housing

- Metal-free zone for moving metal parts: 1.5 x height detector
- Metal-free zone for static metal parts: 1.0 x height detector

- Product clearance height: max. approx. 240 mm
- Protection class: IP69

Control Unit M-Pulse2:
- Display & Tastatur: TFT (65.536 Farben)- Bedieneinheit 5,7"
  inkl. Touch + Multifunktions- und Pfeiltasten
- Digitale Ein- und Ausgänge, Analoger Ein- und Ausgang
- USB-Port for reporting exportation (PDF format)

Conveyor belt HQ 2.000 x 500 mm
- Length: 2.000 mm
- Width: 500 mm
- Check nozzle height: approx. 800 +/- 50 mm

- Side guiding on both sides, height approx. 100 mm
- Link-chain conveyor (colour: blue)
- Conveyor-belt speed adjustable: approx. 20 - 30 m/min

- Product flow direction: from right to left
- band stop in case of metal detection
- Signal: lamp red/blue & acoustic

- Conveyor belt with steering rolls with brake

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903854 Gas Analyser for O²/CO²
Witt
OXYBABY M+
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OXYBABY M+
Witt
Gas Analyser for O²/CO²903854

Cordless hand held oxygen or combined oxygen and carbon dioxide analyser for
checking modifi ed atmospheres in food packs. The ideal instrument for
portable, faster and accurate sample tests at the packaging machine, in
stores or in laboratories.

OXYBABY® M+ a cost eff ective mobile alternative to tabletop / fi xed
analysers. Ensure that the quality of packaged product is maintained (HACCP),
guaranteeing continued customer satisfaction. The ideal instrument for sample
tests with a minimum sample gas requirement, allowing the smallest of
modifi ed atmosphere packages (MAP) to be tested. Integrated data log of the
last 100 measurements assigned to specifi c product names or line numbers.

Benefits:
- minimum sample gas requirement for smallest packs
- cordless operation using rechargeable batteries
- simple one hand operation

- easy to clean
- large illuminated graphic display
- measurement alternatively also by hose

- multilingual menu guide: German, English, French, Italian, Dutch, Swedish,
  Finnish, Spanish, Polish and Russian
- integrated needle cover to protect the user
- long lifetime of O2 sensor
  (approx. 2 years, depending on use)

- low maintenance costs

Complete in carrying case
- charging device and mains adaptor
- 2 spare needles
- 2 spare fi lters

- set of 100 rubber seals
- case dimensions (HxWxD): approx. 325 x 385 x 115 mm
  (12.79 x 15.16 x 4.53 inch), case weight: approx. 1.7 kg

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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901621 Safety automatic belt derinder
Weber
ASB 400-1.1
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ASB 400-1.1
Weber
Safety automatic belt derinder901621

Safety automatic belt derinder

Combination machine for automatic and open operation.
The ideal belt derinder for automatic operation and manual
processing of round products:

- Stainless steel design
- Operating switch and working table have an ergonomic design
- Thickness adjustment: continuously adjustable to max. 4 mm

- Spring-mounted cutting system with automatic adjustment to
  different rind qualities for neatly derinded products
- Large rubber pressure rollers for gentle product handling
- Infeed belt with fast-tensioning device for easy removal and
  cleaning of conveyor belt

- Carriage table for manual operation
- Mobile on castors and fixed rollers
- Conforms to norms, with CE label

Machine data:
- Cutting width: 400 mm
- Motor performance: 0.75 kW/single-speed
- Electrical connection: 400 V/50 Hz/16 A
- Sound pressure level: < 82 dB (A)

- new-like condition

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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901792 Combination Skinner with outfeed conveyor
Weber
ASB 600-2.1
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ASB 600-2.1
Weber
Combination Skinner with outfeed conveyor901792

Combination Skinner WITH OUTFEED CONVEYOR

Versatile combination machine for the demanding user
Use as an automatic belt derinder for all flat meat cuts and
for processing round products in manual operating mode

- Stainless steel design
- Thickness adjustment: continuously adjustable from 0 - 4 mm
- Spring-mounted cutting system with automatic adjustment to
  different rind qualities for high yield and neatly derinded products

- With one speed for manually processing of round products and dual
  speed for automatic operation
- Spring-mounted pressure hood, height adjustable up to 90 mm
  product height, for gentle meat handling with removable rubber
  pressure roller
- Infeed/outfeed belt with fast-tensioning device

- For cutting flat bacon and meat (kebab meat, gyros) in different
  thicknesses with special blade holders
- Carriage table for manual operation
- Mobile, with castors and fixed rollers

- Conforms to norms, with CE label

Machine data:
- Cutting width: 400 mm
- Motor performance: 0.7/0.85 kW
- Electrical connection: 400 V/50 Hz/16 A
- Sound pressure level: < 82 dB (A)

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902918 High-performance automatic belt derinder
Weber
ASB 460-1.1

 Picture shows similar machine
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ASB 460-1.1
Weber
High-performance automatic belt derinder902918

A high-performance automatic belt derinder
for continuous industrial use

Automatic belt derinder for all butchered pork products

- Stainless steel design for the latest hygienic standards
- Machine frame with laser-cut side panels made of 10 mm
  thick stainless steel
- Thickness adjustment: from 0 - 4 mm

- Patented automatic initial cut control for a clean first cut
  and high yield
- Spring-mounted cutting system with automatic adjustment to
  different rind qualities for neatly derinded products
- Pressure device: height adjustable for products up to 120 mm
  with removable rubber pressure roller

- Infeed/outfeed belt with fast-tensioning device
- Cleaning: all product-conveying parts can be fitted and removed
  without tools
- Cleaning position with rotating pressure roller, toothed roller and
  outfeed conveyor

- Mobile in any direction on 2 guide rollers with wheel locks
- Conforms to norms, with CE label

Machine Data:
- Cutting width: 460 mm
- Motor performance: 1.1 kW
- Electrical connection: 400 V/50 Hz/16 A
- Sound pressure level: < 82 dB (A)

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903234 Combination Skinner with infeed conveyor
Weber
ASB 600
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ASB 600
Weber
Combination Skinner with infeed conveyor903234

Automatic belt derinder with double speed,
combination machine made of high quality
stainless steel for automatic or manual operation

Application
Automatic or manual derinding of pork pieces

Equipment features
- Thickness adjustment 0 - 4 mm (continuously adjustable)
- Spring-mounted slicing system, Slicing width 400 mm
- With one speed for manual processing of round products
  and double that speed for automatic operation

- Spring-mounted pressure hood, height adjustable
- For products with a max. height of 90 mm
- Carriage belt (with quick-action clamping device)
  and product slide (standard),
  optional discharge belt (with quick-action clamping device)

- Carriage table for manual operation

Machine data:
- Cutting width: approx. 400 mm
- Connected load: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 16 A, 0.9 kW
- Sound pressure level: < 70 dB (A)

- Height: approx. 1,223 mm
- Length: approx. 768 mm
  (1,132 mm with infeed belt; 1,792 mm with in- and outfeed belts)
- Width: approx. 710 mm

- Weight: approx. 210 kgs

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904226 High-performance skinner
Weber
AMS 533
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AMS 533
Weber
High-performance skinner904226

Application:
High performance membrane skinner for large and small cuts of beef,
veal and pork, as well as turkey, horse and deer.
Ideal cutting width even for processing large cuts like e.g. beef topside.

Equipment features:
- Ergonomic design
- Leverless machine (setup from either side possible)
- Smartlock blade holder with newly developed quick-clamping system

- Product-specific blade setting within the blade holder
- Tooth roller cleaned continuously by a mechanically-driven compressed air
  system and cleaning roller
- Nozzle plate (patent pending procedure) offers the highest possible
  hygiene comfort

- Air filter system with best possible air purification
- Toothed belt drive
- Foot switch

- Integrated box support made of stainless steel
  (taking of all sides possible)
- Easy cleaning due to swivelling work table, nozzle holder and blade holder

Machine data:
- Cutting width: 533 mm
- Motor output: 0,75 KW
- Connected load: 400 V / 50 Hz / 16 A

- Sound pressure level: < 70 dB (A)
- Compresses air supply: 6 bar
- Air consumption: ca. 230 l/min.

- Height: approx. 1.010 mm
- Length: approx. 605 mm
- Width: approx. 915 mm

- Weight: approx. 230 kg

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904227 High-performance automatic belt derinder
Weber
ASB 560
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ASB 560
Weber
High-performance automatic belt derinder904227

Automatic belt derinder for continuous
industrial use made of high quality stainless steel.

Application
Industrial belt derinder in pig cutting for all flat meat cuts.
Cutting of meat plates.

Equipment features
- Thickness adjustment 0 - 4 mm (continuously adjustable)
- Patented automatic initial cut control
- Spring-mounted slicing system

- Knife adjustment in the blade holder
- Height-adjustable pressing unit (3-fold)
- For products with a height of 120 mm (standard),
  increased product height on request

- Infeed- and Outfeed belt with quick-action clamping device
- Blue infeed- and outfeed belts without ply
- Cleaning position with rotating pressure roller,
  tooth roller and discharge belt

- Cleaning: all product-conveying parts can be fitted and removed
  without tools
- Integrated box support made of stainless steel
  (taking of all sides possible)
- Protected on-off switch by indirect actuation

Machine data
- Cutting width: approx. 560 mm
- Length of Infeed belt: approx. 920 mm
- Length of outfeed belt: approx. 920 mm

- Motor output: 1,1 KW
- Connected load: 400 V / 50 Hz / 16 A
- Sound pressure level: < 70 dB (A)

- Height: approx. 1.288 mm
- Length: approx. 2.100 mm (including belts)
- Width: approx. 1.019 mm

- Weight: approx. 370 kg

- new



EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902193 Semi Automatic Universal Cutting Machine
FOODLOGISTIK
DICR - classic 96
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DICR - classic 96
FOODLOGISTIK
Semi Automatic Universal Cutting Machine902193

- strongest Dicer of its class - motor power of 2,6 kW
- feed 0 - 45 mm, infinitely adjustable
- new style hygiene door

- mobile on rolls

perfect machine handling:
- visual signal for loading-readiness
- intelligent double chamber system assures loading and dicing at the same time
- single-hand operation and lengthwise chamber opening

- S-knife switch - feed at choice stepwise or continuous
- adjustable longitudinal pre-press control
- incl. carving-board

- best cutting quality through unique 4-dimensional pre-compression

- cross-section of chamber: approx. 96 x 96 mm
- cross-section of cutting grids: approx. 90 x 90 mm
- feed chamber length: approx. 310 mm
- capacity: max. approx. 1.100 kg/h

- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, 3 Phases
- dimensions: approx. 1.300 x 660 x 1.115 mm (lenght x width x height)
- weight: approx. 260 kg

including:
1 single slice cut knife
1 stainless steel multi grid set 7x7 mm

also available grid sets (additional price):
5x5, 6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 13x13, 15x15, 18x18, 22x22, 30x30, 45x45 mm

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902243 Automatic Universal Cutting Maschine
FOODLOGISTIK
CrozzdicR-comfort 120+
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CrozzdicR-comfort 120+
FOODLOGISTIK
Automatic Universal Cutting Maschine902243

- strong and durable stainless steel construction
- CPU controlled operation
- cross-section of feed chamber:
  open 220 x 120 mm
  closed 120 x 120 mm

- feed chamber length 620 mm
- lateral and longitudinal pre-press system
- automatically operating cross-knife

- separate drive units for gridset and slice cut knife
- adjustable speed of slice-cut knife
- extra robust control units - simply to operate

- integrated outfeed conveyor belt
- integrated hopper, 220 litre contents
- feed at choice in cycles or continuous operating
  either with single or double knife

- feed 0-50 mm, infinitely variable
- integrated hydraulic lifting device vor 200 litre bins
- electric installation 415 V, 50 Hz, 3 Ph

- 1x single slice cut knife
- 1x standard grid set -stainless steel- size at choice:
  6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12, 15x15, 20x20, 24x24, 30x30,
  40x40, 60x60 mm
- 1x hold-on for cutting of meat incl. sinews

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902265 Semi Automatic Dicer
FOODLOGISTIK
CrozzdicR - classic 120
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CrozzdicR - classic 120
FOODLOGISTIK
Semi Automatic Dicer902265

- processing chamber 120 x 120 x 550 mm

Unlimited versatility - different operational modes available:
- automatic operation mode for continuous loading via hopper
- manual operation mode for easy loading by hand using the excellent double
  chamber system

- massive dimensioned grid drives
- computer controlled operation
- operation mode for last cut and mode for clean out

- user-friendly control units - simply to operate
- feed at choice in cycles or continuous operating either with single or double
  knife
- feed 0 - 50 mm, infinitely variable

- adjustable longitudinal pre-press control
- product discharge into 200 litre trolleys
- with hopper 100 litre contents

- electric 400 V, 50 Hz, 3 Phase
- 1 single slice-cut knife, adjustable
- standard grid set -stainless steel- size at choice:
  6x6, 8x8, 10x10, 12x12, 15x15, 20x20, 24x24, 30x30,40x40 or 60x60 mm

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902596 Semi Automatic Universal Cutting Machine
FOODLOGISTIK
DicR® - comfort 105

 Picture shows similar machine
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DicR® - comfort 105
FOODLOGISTIK
Semi Automatic Universal Cutting Machine902596

- simple loading with integrated lift for E-boxes
- discharge conveyor for the cutted tubes into 200-l-bins
- troughput: max. approx. 2,000 kg/h

- straight chamber size from working chamber to cutting grids:
  * chamber cross-section 105 x 105 mm
  * cross-section of cutting grids 105 x 105 mm
- feed chamber length 530 mm
- compact design

- feed adjustable 0 - 45 mm, even at constant high speed
- up to 800 cuts per minute
- processing chamber with drain pipe complete welded

- perfect machine handling:
  * visual signal for loading-readiness
  * intelligent double chamber system assures loading and dicing at same time
  * single-hand operation and lengthwise chamber opening

- S-knife switch - feed at choice stepwise or continuous for single,
  double or 4fold knives
- adjustable longitudinal pre-press control
- including carving-board

- operation mode for cutting disk with automatic tool scan
  and adjustable knife speed
- discharge conveyor belt
- single slice cut knife

- multi grid set, stainless steel, 8 x 8 mm,
  convertible to 18 x 18, 26 x 26, 35 x 35 and 52 x 52 mm
- single knife

- slicing disk for slices
- basic frame with automatic tool scan
- long piston plate

- extra solid stainless steel grid sets, fourfold attached
- electric installation 400 V, 50 Hz, 3 Ph
- machine-dimensions: approx. 1,920 x 1,520 x 1,050 mm
  (width x depth x height)

- weight: approx. 540 kg

- new



EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902632 Semi-Automatic Slicing Machine
FOODLOGISTIK
SLICR - classic 21

 Picture shows similar machine
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SLICR - classic 21
FOODLOGISTIK
Semi-Automatic Slicing Machine902632

- max. input length 750 mm
- product cross section 210 x 230 mm
- electromechanical drive

- slice thickness variable from 1 to 32 mm
- operation via single control keys
- automatic return limiter

- continuous or stepwise operation
- Prepared for cutting with double blade
- structured product support

- frame stainless steel execution
- adjustable gripper, removable without tools
- electric connection: 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Ph.

- with smooth single blade installed
- execution without conveyor belt

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902684 Vacuum-Filling-Machine
Vemag
DP6 Type 152
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DP6 Type 152
Vemag
Vacuum-Filling-Machine902684

- Continuous vacuum filler for straight filling and portioning

Machine features:
- Feed element: rotary vane pump, stainless steel, 4 vanes
  (= 8 chambers) standard
- Divided 250 l-hopper with counter arm
- Integrated vacuum pump with a suction capacity of 16 cbm/h

- VEMAG stainless steel base and cover

Integrated CAN-BUS control:
- Graphical display of all settings, functions and fault information via
  touch-screen panel
- Program memory for 99 filling programs
- Portioning weights adjustable from 1 to 99,999 grammes

- Portioning speed > 600 portions/minute, depending on weight,
  attachment and number of links
- Interconnection of auxiliary machines via remote control interface
- Infinitely controllable filling rate up to max. 2,700 kg/h

- Socket for external supplementary equipment
- Machine frame totally stainless steel

Capacity depending on the selected linker drive:
- Linker drive standard: 4,0 kW
- Linker drive synchron servo: 5,8 kW

including:

VEMAG lifting and tipping device for DP5/6 with 250 l hopper
- To fit standard trolley, 200 l capacity
- REAR loading
- Hydraulic

Standard linking drive with sideways swivelling linking gear
- Infinite adjustment of the number of links between portions from 0 to 10
- Portioning speed  350 portions/minute
- Gear mounted stationary on the machine by screwing
- Attached to the machine, demountable

VEMAG casing holding device type 937 for NATURAL CASINGS
- Automatic linking of natural casings
- NO roller guide
- For attaching to linking gear type 849 ROBOT 500 OR type 859 HPE,
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Vacuum-Filling-Machine
Vemag
DP6 Type 152

902684

  DPE, ROBBY
- ""short"" for 290 mm linker horns
- Accessories: one linker horn, one lip, one adjusting nozzle 12 mm

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902801 Semi-Automatic Slicing Machine
FOODLOGISTIK
SLICR - comfort 21

 Picture shows similar machine
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SLICR - comfort 21
FOODLOGISTIK
Semi-Automatic Slicing Machine902801

- max. input length 750 mm
- product cross section 210 x 230 mm
- slice thickness variable from 1 to 750 mm

- electromechanical drive
- automatic return limiter
- removable gripper without tools

- integrated optical sensor system
- automatic distribution of the remaining slice
- integrated automatic start and search control for
  immediate starting of the cutting process

- comfortable operator guidance via display for input
  of slice thickness, number of slices and run off time of
  conveyor belt
- 60 programs for continuous or stepwise operation
- electric installation 400 Volt, 50 Hz, 3 Ph.

- smooth single slice cut knife
- execution without conveyor belt

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902948 Semi Automatic Universal Cutting Machine
FOODLOGISTIK
DICR® - classic 90+
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DICR® - classic 90+
FOODLOGISTIK
Semi Automatic Universal Cutting Machine902948

- strongest dicer of its class - motor power of 2,6 kW
- feed 0 - 45 mm, infinitely adjustable
- high output - up to 560 cuts per minute

- new style hygiene door
- mobile on rolls

perfect machine handling:
- visual signal for loading-readiness
- intelligent double chamber system assures loading and dicing at same time
- single-hand operation and lengthwise chamber opening

- S-knife switch - feed at choice stepwise or continuous
- adjustable longitudinal pre-press control
- including carving-board

- standard grid-set (stainless steel); available sizes:
  5x5, 6x6, 7x7, 8x8, 10x10, 13x13, 15x15, 18x18, 22x22, 30x30, 45x45 mm

- cross-section of chamber: 90 x 90 mm
- cross-section of cutting grids: 90 x 90 mm
- feed chamber length: 530 mm

- capacity: max. approx. 1.250 kg/h
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, 3 Phases

including:
- 1 single slice cut knife
- 1 stainless steel multi grid set 5 x 5 mm
    convertible to 10 x 10, 15 x 15, 30 x 30, 45 x 45 mm
- 1 - hold-on device for cutting of meat incl. sinews

- cart with Euro2-Box

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903105 Vacuum Sausage Filling Machine
Handtmann
VF 620

 Picture shows similar machine
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VF 620
Handtmann
Vacuum Sausage Filling Machine903105

- filling - portioning - twisting
- filling capacity: max. 6.000 kg/h
- filling pressure: max. 40 bar

- two-part hopper, capacity 90/240 liter, hopper stainless steel
- portioning range: 5 - 100.000 g
- portioning speed: up to 700 portions/Min. - depending on product
  (at 2.5 twists and portions with max. 25 g)

- incl. integrated weight compensation
- pump rotor with 12 vanes
- main drive with servo technology

- monitor control with 10" color display and program memory
  incl. HCU interface with network board
- with linking drive and attached linking gearbox type AG 410
- twists per link 0.5 - 10 (infinitely adjustable)

- with loader for 200-l-bins (arm-version) type 83-6
- incl. casing holding device type HV 416
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, 8 kW

- weight: approx. 1.400 kg

- reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903348 Metal detector for sausage fillers
pulsotronic
M-Pulse InFlex 65 compact

 Picture shows similar machine
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M-Pulse InFlex 65 compact
pulsotronic
Metal detector for sausage fillers903348

- Compact metal detector for sausage fillers
- Inlet height 970 - 1.210 mm
  (mobile lower frame, toolless adjustable in)
- Material-ejection unit: stainless steel / POM

- Material-base frame: stainless steel
- Material-product tube: POM
- max. delivery pressure: 65 bar

- Pipe connection: RD80 x 1/4" / HP
- Free pipe inner diameter: 57,0 mm
- Storage temperature: -10 - +60°C

- Operating temperature: -10 - +50°C
- Protection class: IP65
- Electric: 230 VAC, 50-60 Hz, 100 W

- Compressed air: 6-8 bar, filtered, free of water and oil;
  tough self-sealing-couplings - fitting NW 7,2
- suitable for daily cleaning with water in wetly
  working environments

Sensitivity:
- Material-test pieces; ferrous - smallest detectable piece 0,5 mm
- Material-test pieces; stainless steel - smallest detectable piece 1,0 mm

Control Unit M-Pulse2:
- Display & Keyboard: TFT (65.536 colors) - Control Unit 5,7"
  incl. touch + multifunctions- and arrow keys
- Digital In- and Outputs, Analog In- and Output
- Ethernet RJ45; 10/100 MBit

- Connection-kit M-Pulse2 VEMAG for INC 65 Filler
  foreign power cable + bushing, wiring, inlet pipe (internal thread)
  and outlet pipe (outside thread) for VEMAG
- Filler flange INFlex VEMAG ball head connection incl. inlet for test cubes
  Connecting element for coupling to VEMAG Filler (Rd80 outside thread)
  with ball head connection (angled product pipe connection possible)
  inlet for test cubes in product pipe
- EX-PWC 65 eject valve for INFlex 65
  for automatic metal separation for lumpy flow products. Ejection piston
  can be simply pulled out for daily cleaning, pipe thread RD80 for
  sausage filler / clipper, pneumatic driven

- Safe for Inflex 65 lockable
- Reset button for resetting the emergency ejection
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Metal detector for sausage fillers
pulsotronic
M-Pulse InFlex 65 compact

903348

- Serial interface: RS232

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903563 Semi Automatic Universal Cutting Machine
FOODLOGISTIK
DICR - classic 90

 Picture shows similar machine
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DICR - classic 90
FOODLOGISTIK
Semi Automatic Universal Cutting Machine903563

- strongest dicer of its class - motor power of 2,6 kW
- feed 0 - 45 mm, infinitely adjustable
- high output - up to 560 cuts per minute

- new style hygiene door
- mobile on rolls

perfect machine handling:
- visual signal for loading-readiness
- intelligent double chamber system assures loading and dicing at same time
- single-hand operation and lengthwise chamber opening

- S-knife switch - feed at choice stepwise or continuous
- adjustable longitudinal pre-press control
- including carving-board

- cross-section of chamber: 90 x 90 mm
- cross-section of cutting grids: 90 x 90 mm
- feed chamber length: 310 mm

- capacity: max. approx. 950 kg/h
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, 3 Phases

including:
- 1 single slice cut knife
- 1 stainless steel multi grid set 5 x 5 mm
    convertible to 10 x 10, 15 x 15, 30 x 30, 45 x 45 mm
- cart with Euro2-Box

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904008 Metal detector for filling machines
pulsotronic
M-Pulse 2 InFlex 65-3

 Picture shows similar machine
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M-Pulse 2 InFlex 65-3
pulsotronic
Metal detector for filling machines904008

- Compact metal detector for use in connection with Vemag filling machines
  Frame on rollers with integrated tool-free height adjustment,
  height of product pipe 950 mm - 1,250 mm
  Pipe connection Rd80, inner diameter product pipe 57 mm, max. 55 bar
  Hygienic design for daily washdown in wet environment (IP69k)
  Control unit M-Pulse2 incl. touchpanel 5,7" with macrolon cover

- rotary slide valve INFlex 65-3 - VEMAG
  automatic ejection of lumpy liquid products
  use in connection with Vemag filling machines
  hygienic design and tool-free removal of plug for daily washdown in wet
  environment (IP69k), pipe connection Rd80,
  inner diameter product pipe 57 mm,
  max. 55 bar pneumatic plug

- Filler flange INFlex VEMAG cap nut incl. inlet for test cubes
  mechanical connection element to VEMAG fillers (Rd80 male thread)
  with cap nut test cube inlet into the product pipe

- M-Pulse2 connection kit VEMAG for INC 65-3
  connector with cable
- Holder for E2 Box
- Acoustic signal

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904021 Vacuum-Filling-Machine
Vemag
HP10 L
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HP10 L
Vemag
Vacuum-Filling-Machine904021

Continuous vacuum filler for straight filling and portioning

Machine features:
- Splited 250 l hopper with removable infeed scroll and
  counter-holding curve, tipping aid and hopper lock
- Hopper inlet 100 mm diameter
- Integrated vacuum pump with a suction capacity of 16 cbm/h

- Filling horn holder 936315000

Integrated CAN-bus control:
- graphical display of all settings, functions and fault information
  on Touch Screen
- program memory for 99 filling programs
- portioning weights can be set from 1 to 99,999 grammes

- portioning speed > 820 portions/minute, depending on weight,
  attachment and number of links,
- coupling of auxiliary machines via remote control interface
- VEMAG Box- in- Box:

- infeed scroll and screw drive with 7.0 kW
- Infinitely controllable filling rate up to 5,700 kg/h
  (based on a double screw with a 48 mm pitch)

- Socket for external supplementary equipment
- Whole machine frame in stainless steel
- Nominal output, total: 10.5 KW

- Standard double screw speed: 580 r/min.

including:
- VEMAG lifting and tipping device for HP with 250 l hopper
  to fit standard trolley, 200 l capacity - lateral loading,
  hydraulic working

- 1 Pc. VEMAG swivelling linking gear box Typ 859
  - Infinite adjustment of the number of links between portions from 0 to 10
  - Mounted to filling machine
  - Only in Combination with servo-linking drive
  - 859.000.001

- 1 Pc. VEMAG Casing Holding Device Type 937
  - 937.500.019
  - for linking pipe 290 mm
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Vacuum-Filling-Machine
Vemag
HP10 L

904021

  - for mounting on linking drive Type 828/859
  - automatic linking of natural casings
  - without roller guide

- 1 Pc. linking pipe Diam. 12 mm, short, 906.430.126
- 1 Pc. linking lip Diam. 12 mm, white, 907.100.121
- 1 Pc. adjusting nozzle Diam. 12 mm, 802.620.121

- 1 Pc. double screw, 36/24-367-HPZ, 913.310.099
- 1 Pc. double screw housing, 424-100-80 Cast, 920.310.123

- 1 Pc. filling pipe. Diam. 24 mm x 300 mm
- 1 Pc. filling pipe. Diam. 30 mm x 300 mm
- 1 Pc. filling pipe. Diam. 40 mm x 300 mm

- incl. 1 set standard accessories

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904266 Vacuum-Filling-Machine
Vemag
HP3 Type 170

 Picture shows similar machine
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HP3 Type 170
Vemag
Vacuum-Filling-Machine904266

- Continuous vacuum filler for straight filling and portioning
- Evacuating the material for filling using integrated vacuum pump

Machine features:
- Divided 105 l hopper with counter arm
- Integrated vacuum pump with a suction capacity of 16 m³/h
- Horn holder Rd. 80x1/4" outside thread

Integrated CAN-BUS control:
- Graphical display of all settings, functions and fault information via
  touch-screen panel
- Program memory for 99 filling programs
- Portioning weights adjustable from 1 to 99,999 grammes

- Portioning speed > 350 portions/minute, depending on weight,
  attachment and number of links
- Double screw speed range 20-570 rpm
- Infinitely controllable filling rate up to max. 2.000 kg/h

- Machine frame completely in stainless steel
- Total nominal output: 4,0 KW
- Operating Voltage: 400 Volt/ 50 Hz

- CAN BUS remote control socket
  for external auxiliary equipment like e.g. BC 237

- WITHOUT additional remote control socket
  (35 pins) for Clipper

including:

Standard linker drive complete
- With a linking gear that swivels upwards/downwards
- Infinite adjustment of the number of links from 0 to 10 between
  the portions
- Portioning speed 350 portions/min.

- Includes the linking drive, which is permanently installed in the machine,
  as well as the linking gear 859
- The linking gear is permanently installed on the machine, swivels from
  above and cannot be removed from the machine

VEMAG casing holding device type 937 for NATURAL CASINGS
- Automatic linking of natural casings
- NO roller guide
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Vacuum-Filling-Machine
Vemag
HP3 Type 170

904266

- "short" for 290 mm linker horns

- including standard accessories

- used machine, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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HP20E / LPG209 / AH212
Vemag
Vacuumfill- and Hanging-Line904267

consisting of:

VEMAG HP20E Typ 163

Continuous vacuum filler for straight filling and portioning

Machine features:
- All-in-one 350 l hopper with removable infeed scroll and SCA stopper and
  reinforced scraper, tipping aid and hopper lock
- Hopper inlet 100 mm diameter

- Integrated vacuum pump with a suction capacity of 40 m³/h
- Filling horn holder 936.317.003

- Integrated CAN-bus control:
  - Graphical display of all settings, functions and fault information on TFT
    colour screen
  - Program memory for 99 filling programs,
  - Portioning weights can be set from 1 to 99,999 grammes,
  - Portioning speed > 700 portions/minute, depending on weight,
    attachment and number of links
  - Coupling of auxiliary machines via remote control interface

- VEMAG DuoDrive with separate drive for double screw and feed:
  - double screw drive with 13.1 kW AC servo
  - infeed scroll drive with 4 kW AC motor with frequency inverter

- Infinitely controllable filling rate up to 6.300 kg/h
  (based on a double screw with a 66 mm pitch)
- Socket for external supplementary equipment (35 pins)

- Whole machine frame in stainless steel with fold-out step
- Nominal output, total: 23 KW
- Standard DS-Speed[U/min]: 475 U/min

- Operating Voltage: 400 Volt/ 50 Hz

including:
1x Double screw
1x Double screw housing

VEMAG high-performance linking machine for identical lengths
with casing magazine
LPG209
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Vacuumfill- and Hanging-Line
Vemag
HP20E / LPG209 / AH212

904267

- For linking and portioning all common types of casing in identical lengths
  using mechanical dividers on the following basis:
- Divider belt with a fixed portion length changeable by using quick-release
- One twin head for rapid casing changes

- With automatic shut off at the end of casing - artificial casing only
- ONLY for CAN BUS fillers
- With casing magazine for COLLAGEN, POLYAMIDE- or CELLULOSE CASINGS

- With magazine and casing pusher
- Fully automatic loading for collagen, polyamide- or cellulose casings
  and semi-automatic application for natural casings
- Linking and transfer to hanging or separating

- For sausage calibres from 13 to 40 mm
- For shirred casing lengths up to 430 mm
- For sausage lengths from 20 mm to approx. 400 mm
  (in 10 mm increments to suit belt pitch, intermediate sizes
  possible in 5 mm pitches on request)

- Portioning speed: 1,300 port./min. natural casings, 2,200 port./min
  artificial and collagen casings
- Automatic synchronization of belt, filling- and linking speed
- Control of the frequency-controlled drives and all functions by the VEMAG
  portioning computer

- Nominal output, total: 3,87 KW
- Compressed air: 6 bar, 10 l/min
- Operating Voltage: 400 Volt/ 50 Hz

1 Set linker horns
1 Set divider belts

VEMAG Flexible sausage hanging machine AH type 212

- long version
- Basic unit WITHOUT connection
- Only in connection with VEMAG vacuum filler with CAN-BUS control

- For automatically hanging sausages in natural, collagen and
  artificial casings
- From 25 mm infinitely adjustable pitches between the hooks to suit calibre
- Hooks can be arranged in easily selected groups for equal quantity of
  sausages per stick.
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Vacuumfill- and Hanging-Line
Vemag
HP20E / LPG209 / AH212

904267

- Adjustment options by means of the portioning computer.
- Gap function: either filled or empty portion
- Two operating heights for easy customizing and simple removal
  of the sausage string

- AC servo drive controlled by the VEMAG portioning computer
  of the vacuum filler ONLY
- with CAN-BUS
- Ramp control for vibration-free hook feed

- Adjustment options on the portioning computer for:
- Number of sausages per hook (1 up to 30) depending on type of sausage (e.g.
  cocktail sausages = high number of sausages per hook, max. 1500 g)
- Maximum hook feed 200 hooks/min

- Total nominal output: 0,5 KW
- Total length 4,150 mm

- used line, fully reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902046 Mixer with Mixing Paddles, 450 Litres

MIX-450
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MIX-450

Mixer with Mixing Paddles, 450 Litres902046

- mixing hopper: 450 litres (for max. 360 litres of product)
- machine frame, mixing hopper and mixing shafts out of stainless steel
- fixed platform

- safety cover, electrically interlocked
- mixing hopper with 2 intermeshing paddle mixing arms
- unloading to the front via one unloading flap, manually operated

- 2 mixing arm speeds 24/48 RPM, forward & reverse
- drive: geared motor
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, approx. 4,5 kW

- machine dimensions
  approx. 1.900 x 1.000 x 1.500 mm (Length x Width x Height)
- weight: approx. 556 kg

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902074 Vacuum-Bowl Cutter, 500 litres
GEA
CutMaster, Typ 288

 Picture shows similar machine
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CutMaster, Typ 288
GEA
Vacuum-Bowl Cutter, 500 litres902074

- stainless steel surface
- bowl stainless steel
- bowl capacity approx. 500 litres

- vacuum lid stainless steel
- adjustable knife shaft speed
- adjustable bowl speed

- adjustable mixing speeds (forwards and reverse)
- thermometer (digital)
- touch control - NEW -

- knive head for 6 knives, top cut, including 6 knives
- emptier, hydraulically operated (right hand side)
- loader for 200-l-bins, hydraulically operated (left hand side)

- build-in water ring vacuum pump

- electric 400 Volt, 50 Cycles

- used machine, completely reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902172 Z-arms mixer, 500 litres

MIX-500 Z
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MIX-500 Z

Z-arms mixer, 500 litres902172

- mixing hopper: 500 litres
- max. filling volume: 350 litres
- machine frame, mixing hopper and mixing shafts out of stainless steel

- open/closing lid, hydraulically
- mixing hopper with Z-arms
- unloading to the front via dump of the mixing hopper
  into 2x 200 litres standard bins

- 2 mixing arm speeds forward & reverse, infinitely variable,
  rotations 5-40/min.
- drive: geared motor
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, approx. 12,5 kW

- dimensions: approx 2.120 x 950 x 1.700 mm (Length x Width x Height)
  Height with open lid approx. 2.850 mm
- weight: approx. 1.400 kg

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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902172-01 Loader for 200 litres bins

 Picture shows similar machine
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Loader for 200 litres bins902172-01

- for 200 litres standard bins
- dimensions: approx. 900 x 1.000 x 2.800 mm (width x depth x height)
- lifting capacity: max. 250 kg

- drive: electric chain pull
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Cycles, 0,75 kW
- weight: approx. 250 kg

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903428 Mixer with Mixing Paddles, 450 Litres
incl. loader for 200-l bins
MIX-450

 Picture shows similar machine
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MIX-450
incl. loader for 200-l bins
Mixer with Mixing Paddles, 450 Litres903428

- mixing hopper: 450 litres
- machine frame, mixing hopper and mixing shafts out of stainless steel
- fixed platform

- safety cover, electrically interlocked
- mixing hopper with 2 intermeshing paddle mixing arms
- unloading to the front via one unloading flap, manually operated

- 2 mixing arm speeds forward & reverse
- drive: geared motor
- electric: 400 Volt, 50 Hz

- machine dimensions: approx. 1.850 x 1.000 x 1.600 mm (Length x Width x Height)
- Weight: approx. 550 kg
- including loader for 200-l-bins

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903752 Frozen block cutter

FLAKER FL-440
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FLAKER FL-440

Frozen block cutter903752

Series is designed for the continuous reduction of frozen product at very low
temperatures and high volumes whilst maintaining a high quality cut,
especially suitable for further processing in bowl choppers,
grinders or other downstream equipment. This is achieved by the unique blade
design and cutting drum geometry, coupled with the integrated block hold down
device and the unique block feeding system.

- Theoretical maximum efficiency: 4,000 kg/h
- Cutting dimensions: 420 x 650 x 250 mm
- Cutting sizes:
  - with high knives: 14, 17, 20 mm,
    or alternatively,
  - with low knives: 3, 6, 9 mm
  (only one Set (4 pcs.) in price included, low or high for customer choice)

- Block temperature: max. - 30 °C
- Amount of cutting blades: 4 pcs
- Electric: 400 Volt, 50 Hz

- Installed power: 9,2 / 11 kW
- Control: manually
- Speed of cutting drum: 75 rpm / 145 rpm

- Net Weight: 980 kg
- Opening of cover - pneumatically *FESTO*
- Cutting into: 200 ltr. bin DIN9797

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904158 Vacuum-Bowl Cutter, 325 liter
GEA
CutMaster, Type 287

 Picture shows similar machine
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CutMaster, Type 287
GEA
Vacuum-Bowl Cutter, 325 liter904158

- stainless steel surface
- bowl stainless steel
- bowl capacity approx. 325 litres

- vacuum lid stainless steel
- adjustable knife shaft speed
- adjustable bowl speed

- adjustable mixing speeds (forwards and reverse)
- thermometer (digital)
- touch control - NEW -

- knive head for 6 knives, top cut, including 6 knives
- emptier, hydraulically operated (right hand side)
- loader for 200-l-bins, hydraulically operated (left hand side)

- build-in water ring vacuum pump

- electric 400 Volt, 50 Cycles

- used machine, completely reconditioned

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903702 Cheese Grating Machine
reisacher
Turbo 3000
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Turbo 3000
reisacher
Cheese Grating Machine903702

for grating of pre-crushed cheese cubes

Grating Machine TURBO 3000

Machine Description:
The TURBO Grating Machine is for grating of medium-hard cheese e g.
Mozzarella, Swiss-cheese, Edam and Gouda and in special execution also for
Parmesan (not included in this offer). It is a very flexible and powerful
machine and it is easy to clean and to operate. The Turbo 3000 is a heavy
duty built machine and it is designed for the very tough working conditions
when grating cheese cubes. For sure it also fulfills the very high hygienic
requirements of the cheese processing industry.

Basic product::
Cheese cubes (max. 50 mm length of sides)
Product: ?

Final Product:
Grated cheese
Dimension: (must be defined by the customer)
Form: comma-shaped (geometrically non-uniform)

Capacity:
up to 2.000 kg /h with grating drum with hole diameter 3 mm,
valid for semi-hard cheese.

Working method:
The cheese cubes (size max. 50 x 50 x 50 mm) to be grated are filled from
the top into the running grating millwork. By using the centrifugal force,
the cheese is pushed against the grating frame by means of the rotor blades.
The load transmission takes place through a toothed belt from the electric
gear motor to the grating drum, thus preventing a heat transmission from the
driving unit to the grating unit. A decrease of the quality of the grated
product due to penetration of temperature is thereby prevented. A clean
workflow is ensured by the funnel-shaped paneling.

Technical data:
Length: 1.380 mm
Width: 570 mm
Height: 1.900 mm (with base frame)
Electrical connection: 3 x 230/400 V, 50 Hz

Machinen execution:
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Cheese Grating Machine
reisacher
Turbo 3000

903702

1 grating machine TURBO 3000
(without filling hopper)
CE-conform
incl. following equipment

1 Set grating drum (hole diameter: 3 mm)
1 Base Frame HA-950 mm

Advantages of the TURBO 3000 grating machine:

- The use of a tooth belt drive between the electric gear motor and the
  grating drum. Therefore there is no heat transmission from the motor into
  the grating drum. Especially for cheese with high fat content (like
  mozzarella), this ensures a very high quality of the final product.

- Cover and frame made of stainless steel, material 1.4301 according to the
  latest hygienic standards.

- The infeed funnel on the top of the machine can be easily moved away
  (without any tool) and therefore there is free access to the grating drum.
  The grating drum can be removed without any tool and it can be easily
  cleaned outside of the machine. By moving away the infeed funnel, a safety
  circuit is interrupted and the machine cannot be operated in this position.

- By using the Hajek system with the grating drum and the grating surface,
  the shape of the grates looks like homemade.

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903129 Cheese Cutting Machine - Block Divider
reisacher
MS 142
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MS 142
reisacher
Cheese Cutting Machine - Block Divider903129

original product:
cheese type: semi-hard cheese, for example Edamer
coating/label: no coating (wax, plastic...), no label

attention:
It's not possible to cut extra hard cheese like Parmesan, Grana or Sbrinz!

Capacity:
approx. 1 - 2 working cycles per minute (depending on operator)

Remark:
- The function and quality of the cutting procedure are directly depending on
  the consistence and temperature of the original product and cannot be
  guaranteed without cutting tests with original customer cheese.
- The actual weight and dimension of the final product depends on the weight
  and dimensions of the original product  and  ist positioning on the machine
  (no fixed weight cutting)
- We would like to point out that it can lead to increased wire breaks when
  using wire cutting tools, depending on hardness and consistency of the
  product to be cut.

Cheese cutting machine MS142
The cheese cutting machine MS142 is a pneumatic driven machine which cuts the
cheese block in a various numbers of bars within on working cycle (number of
bars depends on the cutting set). The tools for this Machine type (cutting
units and cutting sets) are interchangeable and guarantee the necessary
flexibility of the KMS 450 in order to be able to fulfil many other tasks
during the working life.

The main components of this machine are:
- changeable cutting frame, equipped with knives or cutting wires
  (depending on product).
- pneumatic driven support block (interchangeable)
- non driven roller conveyor (the cheese bar moves over this roller conveyor
  during the cutting process)

Description of the working process
The operator places the cheese block on the non driven roller conveyor (in
front of the support block) and pushes it against an adjustable stop bar and
the support block on left hand side of the machine. After the positioning of
cheese block the operator starts the working cycle by pressing the two-hand-
control system. The pneumatic driven support block pushes the cheese block
through the knives or wires of the cutting frame until it reaches its end
position at the right hand side of the machine (the slotted support block is
positioned in- between the cutting knifes/wires).
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Cheese Cutting Machine - Block Divider
reisacher
MS 142

903129

The operator removes the cheese bars from the cheese cutting machine MS142
(also eventually existing trim cuts). At the same time the operator is able
to start the backward movement of the support block to its starting position
by pushing a button. After the support block reaches its starting position
the machine is ready to start a new working cycle.

Technical data:
(technical modifications reserved)

Configuration of the basic machine:
- base frame made of stainless steel 1.4301, welded
- machine coverings and  switch cabinet are made of stainless steel 1.4301
- safety guards made of acrylic glass

- pedestal adjustable with vibration damper elements
- pneumatic connection: min. 6 bar
- according to the CE regulations

Machine dimensions: MS142
length: approx. 2,950 mm
width: approx. 1,000 mm
height: approx. 2,000 mm

working height: approx. 1,000 mm

Machine configuration:

Basic machine MS142
including manual adjustable stop bar

cutting set 1:
dividing into  T= 3 x 100 mm (without trim-cuts)
1 cutting frame
2 cutting unit  (wire)
1 support block  (T = 3 x 100 mm)

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903591 Cheese cutting machine
reisacher
GES 1000
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GES 1000
reisacher
Cheese cutting machine903591

Type of product to be cut:
(Maximum product dimensions)

max. product dimension loaf:
diameter: 980 mm
height: 280 mm

max. product dimension: block
Length: up to 800 mm
Width: up to 800 mm
Height: up to 280 mm
(only possible with block cutting equipment)

Cutting mode:

1) Segments:
The automatic turn table is designed for fully automatic cutting of a cheese
loaf into segments (wedges).
Dividing: the used cutting principle allows only diagonal cutting of a cheese
loaf and so the dividing number is always an even number.

2) Cheese bars:
Cutting cheese bars out of block or cheese loaf.
(cutting of cheese blocks: block cutting equipment is needed)

3) Portion cutting:
The cut cheese bars must be turned by 90°and lay down on the cutting surface.
After this procedure the product is ready for portion cutting
(changing of the cutting width).

Machine configuration:
- safety panels, machine coverings and the switch cabinet are
  made of stainless steel 1.4301
- the frames of the safety door made of stainless steel, 1.4301
  with acrylic glass  filling
- base frame made of stainless steel. 1.4301

- light sensor for front trim cut
- cutting knife with openable hold down device

Technical data:
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Cheese cutting machine
reisacher
GES 1000

903591

Machine dimensions:
Length: 2,750 mm
Width: 1,650 mm
Height: 2,150 mm
Working height: 875 mm

Machine operation:

The control panel of the machine allows the operator to change the cutting
parameters easily. It enables the operator also to storage the cutting
parameters of 20 different products. These cuttings parameters are available
"by the touch of a button". The length or the diameter of the product is
detected automatically and these data forms the basis  for optimized cutting.

Calculation formula:
Diameter or block length minus Front and End cut = useable product length for
cutting

Important input parameter:
- selection of: front and end cut
- selection of: minimum and maximum bar width or number of cheese bars
- selection of: number of segments (always an even number)

Note:
If there is a rest at the end of the optimized cutting calculation (using
minimum and maximum bar width), this rest is added to the rest piece.

Segment cutting with automatic turn table
The cheese loaf is placed manually onto the centre of the turn table (turn
table is positioned in its backwards end position). The next working step for
the operator is to specify the number of segments on the operating panel.
When starting the cutting operation, the turn table moves automatically into
the middle position underneath the knife and the first cut is done. According
to the specified segment number the machine PLC calculates the accurate
rotary movement of the turning table for the whole cutting process.
After the cutting process is finished the cutting table moves to the
selected end position for unloading the cheese from the cutting machine.

Cheese bar cutting:
The cheese loaf or block is placed manually onto the cutting table and pushed
against the positioning rail (turn table is positioned in its backwards end
position). The operator selects the width of the trim cut and the width of
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Cheese cutting machine
reisacher
GES 1000

903591

the cheese bar (or the number of cheese bars) on the operating panel. When
starting the cutting operation, the cutting table moves automatically into
the first cutting position (trim cut) and starts the cutting sequence. The
cheese is cut automatically into cheese bars until the turn table reaches the
front end position.
After the cutting process is finished the cutting table moves to the selected
end position for unloading the cheese from the cutting machine.

Portion cutting:
After cutting a cheese loaf or block into bars, the bars are turned manually
by 90°. Depending on the width of the cheese bars it is maybe necessary to
place the bars on the cut surface. Then again the operator selects the width
of the trim cut and the width of the cheese portions on the operating panel.
When starting the cutting operation, the cutting table moves automatically
into the first cutting position (trim cut) and starts cutting. The cheese is
cut automatically into cheese portions until the turn table reaches the front
end position.
After the cutting process is finished the cutting table moves to the selected
end position for unloading the cheese from the cutting machine.

Knife adjusting unit:
To reach an optimized cutting result for the front and end cut, the cutting
angle of the knife is adjusted before cutting. The adjusting of the cutting
angel during the cutting process is
fully automatic.

Price:

Basic machine:
- equipment for block cutting
- knife adjusting unit
- automatic turn table

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903912 Cheese cutting machine
reisacher
ES 1100
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ES 1100
reisacher
Cheese cutting machine903912

Types of products to be cut:
Emmental loaves: max. Diameter 950 mm, max. Height 285 mm

Covering: no wax or labels

Final product:
Emmentaler: cut into 2, 4, 8 and 16 segments

Fields of Application:

1) Segment cutting
The manually driven rotary table is designed to cut a cheese loaf into:
2, 4, 8 and 16 segments.

2) Cheese bars
The integrated sliding table is designed to cut cheese bars as well.
The cutting width of the cheese bar is fixed by the used dividing rail.

Please note:
To cut individual bar width on the cheese dividing machine ES1100,
different dividing rails are needed.
Time for changing a cutting rail: approx. 5 Minutes

Sequence of operations: segment cutting
The cheese loaf is manually centred on the rotary table. After the centring
of the cheese loaf the sliding table is manually moved in its middle position
under the cutting knife and where it is fixed. By pushing of the pneumatic
two hand control system the cutting knife moves downwards and by pushing
another pushbutton it moves back into its starting position.
The required cutting position is manually adjusted after each cut by turning
the rotary table manually and fix it at the chosen cutting position. After
the cutting process the cheese is manually removed.

Sequence of operations: bar cutting
The cheese loaf/block is manually placed on the cutting table which is
positioned in its front end position. The cheese is manually pushed backwards
against a mechanical stop and the sliding table is moved into its first
cutting position (according to the used dividing rail). By pushing the
pneumatic two hand control system the cutting knife moves downwards and by
pushing another pushbutton it moves back into its starting position. The
required cutting position is manually adjusted after each cut by pushing the
sliding table manually and fix it at the chosen cutting position. Please
note: according to variations of the starting product measurements, the bar
width of the first bar is although subject of this variation. After the
cutting process the cheese is manually removed.
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Cheese cutting machine
reisacher
ES 1100

903912

Machine dimensions:
length: 1,980 mm
width: 1,400 mm
overall height: 2,300 mm
working height: 850 mm

Machine execution:
(technical changes reserved)

- adjustable hold down devices
- guard doors made of stainless steel with acrylglas
- pneumatic double action cylinder

- machine frame made of stainless steel
- pneumatic unit with manometer
- sliding table with integrated rotary table
  (cutting surface: rubber material)

- rotary table (cutting of max.16 segments)
- changeable  division rail for sliding table
- No maintenance required, except the daily cleaning after use

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903936 Cheese cleaning machine
reisacher
BMR 950

 Picture shows similar machine
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BMR 950
reisacher
Cheese cleaning machine903936

For cleaning of round cheese loaves with diameter
of approx. min. 280 - max. 950 mm

Scraping arm height adjustable with handwheel and toothed bar,
Movement approx. 150 mm, for cheese heights from approx. 50 - 200 mm
(depending on the used accessories)

Product:
Hard and semi-hard cheese
Gruyère, Emmentaler

Sequence of operations:
As standard the machine is equipped with a scraping knife.
It is mainly used for cleaning cheese types with a solid rind like
Emmental and Gruyère.

The cheese loaves are fixed on the rotary table by means of vacuum produced
by a built-in pump and then put in a rotating movement.

In order to achieve the highest possible cleaning-degree value for all
diameters, the rotary table speed is electronically controlled via the
angular position of the knife arm adjusted.
The cleaning time for an Emmentaler loaf is approx. 3 minutes.

Machine execution:
- base frame made of stainless steel, material no. 1.4301
- turning table aluminium

- angular gear-motor
- side panel with quick release
- feet switch

Basic pneumatic equipment including:
- vacuum filter
- vacuum switch
- water separator

- built-in vacuum pump, capacity min. 16 m³/h
  including air/oil seperator for oil separation

- Dimensions of the machine:
  length: approx. 1,635 mm
  width: approx. 740 mm
  height: approx. 1,550 mm
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Cheese cleaning machine
reisacher
BMR 950

903936

- working height: approx. 825 - 865 mm (add. height of cheese loaf),
  when using the standard table

- Connected Power: 400 volts, 50 Hz, approx. 3.5 kW, 16 A

INCLUDING:
- 1x scraping unit with knife-arm, suitable for suction device
     (Connection Diameter 80 mm)
- 1x standard table for cheese diameter of approx. 520 - 950 mm

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903936-01 Cheese dust suction system
with pre-separator container - Big Box -
for BMR 950

 Picture shows similar machine
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for BMR 950
with pre-separator container - Big Box -
Cheese dust suction system903936-01

consisting of:
- Cyclone separator stainless steel with stainless steel plate
  fits on Big Box approx. 120 x 80 cm
- Big Box approx. 120 x 80 cm
- Suction unit, mobile
- Vacuum hoses

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903855 Cheese Cutting Machine
reisacher
KMS 450

 Picture shows similar machine
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KMS 450
reisacher
Cheese Cutting Machine903855

For cutting of hard and soft cheese in one operation
eighter with knive sets or wire cutters.

Max. cheese loaf diameter: 450 mm

Description of operational sequence:
The operator places the cheese loaf onto the support block of the core
punching unit. The core punching unit is mounted on the left hand side of the
KMS 450 and it is connected to the central lifting unit of the machine.
When the operator starts a working cycle by pressing the two-hand-control
system, the core punching unit and the cutting frame move down together to
the lower rest position. The core punching is equipped with a core knife
which is pushed through the cheese from above. After the core punch, the
cheese loaf is moved from the core punching unit to the support block of the
cutting set. At the same time a new cheese loaf can be placed on the support
block of the core punching unit. By pushing the two hand control system one
loaf is divided into segments and on the other loaf the core is punched out.
After the cutting process the cutting set is in the lower rest position and
the operator removes the cheese segments manually. Meanwhile the operator can
start the movement of the knife set and the core knife into the upper rest
position by pushing the knee-push button.

Output:
about 2 working cycles per minute (depending on the working stuff)

technical data:
length: approx. 1,300 mm
width: approx. 735 mm
height.: approx. 1,850 mm
working height: approx. 1,000 mm

Machine configuration:
- base frame welded stainless steel material 1.4301
- Supporting-table cover made of stainless steel material 1.4301
- panels in stainless steel material no. 1.4301

- pedestal adjustable with vibration damper elements
- electric: 3 x 230 / 400, 50 Hz
- according to the CE regulations

- Basic Machine (WITHOUT Core punch unit, WITHOUT Cutting set)

- new



EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903855-01 Core punching unit for
reisacher
KMS 450
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KMS 450
reisacher
Core punching unit for903855-01

consisting of:
1 core punch unit
1 core punch die, diameter 90 mm with centre knife
  for cutting the core in two pieces

The calculation of the theoretical diameter of the core punch die was done
under the assumption of an exactly cylindrical cheese loaf with a specific
density of 1 kgs/dm³ and cheese loaf dimensions of: Ø 300 mm / height 180 mm

According to these parameters and the theoretical weight of one wedge is
approx. 675 g when dividing the cheese loaf into 18 wedges T=18 and a core
diameter of 90 mm. The theoretical weight of half a core is approx. 570 g.

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903855-02 Cutting set (for dividing into 18 wedges) for
reisacher
KMS 450
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KMS 450
reisacher
Cutting set (for dividing into 18 wedges) for903855-02

Cutting set
(for dividing into 18 wedges)

consisting of
1  cutting frame for knives
18 knives, triangle shaped
1  support block

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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904028 Universal Cutting Machine
FOODLOGISTIK
SHREDDR® classic 140

 Picture shows similar machine
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SHREDDR® classic 140
FOODLOGISTIK
Universal Cutting Machine904028

cutting of vegetables and fruits in little tiny cubes,
julienne cut and slices.

- drum width of 140 mm
- continuous loading via hopper
- extra robust machine design for high loads in continuous use
- machine frame made of stainless steel entirely

- cutting drums supported by both-sided bearings
- infinitely variable cutting speed
- easy change from cutting tools for different shapes

- mobile on castors
- compact machine design for small space requirements
- 230V / 50-60 Hz / single phase

- Throughput max.: 1,500 kg/h
- incl. 1 cutting set, freely choosable
  Cutting Sizes: 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20 mm
  (Cutting Size: 3 or 4 mm, against surcharge)

- new

EXW Bad Grönenbach, unpacked. Subject to prior sale.
Technical details and prices without obligation.
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903974 Weber CCS 402 SLC 1

904233 Weber CCS 404 MLC 5

904269 Weber CCS 404 SLC 8

903739 Weber CCS 602 SLC 12

903975 Weber CCS 602 SLC 16

904033 Weber CCS 304 MLC 20

904215 Weber CCS 602 SLC 25
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904026 reisacher VSE™ 30 / 420 - 270 157

904026- reisacher VSE™ 30 / 420 - 270 165

904175 reisacher S-35 173

904230 reisacher S-42 XL 176

904272 reisacher VSE™ 30 / 420_240 178

902907 GEA TwinStar 9 186

903352 BOSS Titan 1100 SM 191

903379 reisacher ST-60 193

903498 reisacher ST-100 195

903506 reisacher 2XL-90T 197

903547 reisacher 2XL-85 200

903553 GEA/CFS TwinStar 203

903707 reisacher TS 150 208
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903724 reisacher 2XL-75A 210

903725 reisacher 2XL-90A 213

903942 reisacher XL-110T/ST-200 216

904074 reisacher VSE™ 30 / 420 - 400 219

904212 reisacher 2XL-50 228

904231 reisacher 2XL-75 231

903777 Multivac R 530 234

902890 GPS Reisacher TMTT 246

903456 3-lines to 1-line 248

904018 Multivac HW 01 250

904112 GPS HWF 200 E 252

904188 3-lines to 1-line 254

Packaging Machines

903779 Cryovac/Sealdair BL14 256

903798- reisacher S-35 257

903964 FabbriGroup ELIXA 24 259

903965 FabbriGroup Automac 55 Più 260

904166 WEBOMATIC FKT-800 261

904189 pulsotronic PM1 263

903680 WEBOMATIC APS ML 7100 265

300093 GPS Reisacher JFU 460 273

300392 GPS Reisacher JFU 650 275

903430 pulsotronic MP 277

903572 pulsotronic M-Pulse2 BD-HD 279

903573 pulsotronic M-Pulse2 BD-HD 281

903574 pulsotronic M-Pulse2 BD-HD 283

903575 pulsotronic M-Pulse2 BD-HD 285

903854 Witt OXYBABY M+ 287

Meat Processing Machines
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901621 Weber ASB 400-1.1 289

901792 Weber ASB 600-2.1 291

902918 Weber ASB 460-1.1 293

903234 Weber ASB 600 295

904226 Weber AMS 533 297

904227 Weber ASB 560 299

902193 FOODLOGISTIK DICR - classic 96 302

902243 FOODLOGISTIK CrozzdicR-comfort 120+ 304

902265 FOODLOGISTIK CrozzdicR - classic 120 306

902596 FOODLOGISTIK DicR® - comfort 105 308

902632 FOODLOGISTIK SLICR - classic 21 311

902684 Vemag DP6 Type 152 313

902801 FOODLOGISTIK SLICR - comfort 21 316

902948 FOODLOGISTIK DICR® - classic 90+ 318

903105 Handtmann VF 620 320

903348 pulsotronic M-Pulse InFlex 65 compact 322

903563 FOODLOGISTIK DICR - classic 90 325

904008 pulsotronic M-Pulse 2 InFlex 65-3 327

904021 Vemag HP10 L 329

904266 Vemag HP3 Type 170 332

904267 Vemag HP20E / LPG209 / AH212 334

902046 MIX-450 338

902074 GEA CutMaster, Typ 288 340

902172 MIX-500 Z 342

902172- 344

903428 incl. loader for 200-l bins MIX-450 346

903752 FLAKER FL-440 348

904158 GEA CutMaster, Type 287 350

Dairy Machines
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903702 reisacher Turbo 3000 352

903129 reisacher MS 142 355

903591 reisacher GES 1000 358

903912 reisacher ES 1100 362

903936 reisacher BMR 950 365

903936- with pre-separator container - Big Box - for BMR 950 368

903855 reisacher KMS 450 370

903855- reisacher KMS 450 373

903855- reisacher KMS 450 375

Others

904028 FOODLOGISTIK SHREDDR® classic 140 377
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